

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































! India! Himachal!Pradesh! Himachal’s!Rank!
Proportion!of!
Population!falling!in!
India’s!lowest!wealth!
quintile!
20!%! 1.2!%! 2!(after!Kerala)!
Life!Expectancy!at!
Birth,!female!
67.7!years! 72.4!years! 2!(after!Kerala!
Life!Expectancy!at!
Birth,!male!
64.6!years! 67.7!years! 3!(after!Kerala!and!
Maharashtra)!
Literacy!%!above!age!
7,!female!
65.5!%! 76.6!%! 2!(after!Kerala)!
Literacy!%!above!age!
7,!male!
82.1!%! 90.8!%! 2!(after!Kerala)!
Average!population!
per!primary!health!
care!center!
49.2!people! 13.2!people! 1!
Proportion!of!
households!with!
electricity!as!a!source!
of!lighting!
67.3!%! 96.8!%! 1!
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Himachal’s!success!is!remarkable!not!only!for!what!it!has!achieved,!but!because!it!has!
done!so!in!a!relatively!short!amount!of!time.!In!the!1950s!and!60s,!Himachal!Pradesh!was!
known!as!‘one!of!the!most!underdeveloped!areas!of!the!country’!(Sharma!1987,!cited!Drèze!
and!Sen!2002:!101).!At!the!time,!its!development!indices!were!no!better!than!many!of!the!
worst!performing!states.!Himachal!Pradesh’s!development!successes!are!also!impressive!
considering!the!difficulty!of!coordinating!public!services!and!infrastructural!development,!for!
example!both!electricity!and!health!care,!in!remote!areas!of!the!mountainous!state.!!
While!Himachal!is!clearly!a!success!story,!there!is!no!single!overNarching!narrative!that!
can!explain!its!successes.!However,!there!are!a!few!factors!that!seem!especially!important.!As!
Drèze!and!Sen!(2002)!note,!common!explanations!have!often!focused!on!Himachal’s!profitable!
agriculture!sector!(especially!through!the!marketing!of!various!fruits!and!offNseason!vegetables!
as!cash!crops),!high!levels!of!expenditure!on!public!services,!and!a!large!proportion!of!the!
population!serving!in!government!positions,!especially!the!army.!These!factors!have!certainly!
played!a!role.!But,!as!Drèze!and!Sen!(2002)!note,!there!are!other!important!factors!at!play!as!
well.!In!particular,!public!expenditures!have!been!directed!toward!initiatives!that!support!social!
opportunities!(especially!through!the!support!of!education),!there!is!more!agency!of!women!
within!society!than!other!Indian!states,!and!there!is!a!high!degree!of!social!cooperation.!A!few!
additional!factors!should!be!added!to!the!discussion.!Even!while!social!hierarchy!remains!
embedded!in!the!caste!system,!it!is!certainly!not!as!stratified!as!other!Indian!states.!Further,!
successful!land!reforms!give!Himachal!one!of!the!lowest!incidences!of!landlessness!in!the!
country.!In!short,!these!interwoven!factors!created!a!social!and!political!environment!that!
supported!greater!equity!and!accountability!in!public!service!delivery!and!directed!state!
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interventions!toward!greater!social!development!achievements,!which!have!only!gained!
momentum!through!the!years.!
But!while!scholars!have!used!Himachal!as!a!token!developmental!success,!they!also!risk!
obscuring!some!of!the!lessNthanNsavory!aspects!of!Himachali!society.!Himachalis!are!quite!
aware!of!their!standing!in!terms!of!social!development!within!the!country!as!a!whole!and!they!
readily!embrace!the!image!of!a!peaceful!and!progressive!society!to!outsiders.!The!success!of!
Himachal!within!official!statistics!tells!little!of!the!ongoing!forms!of!oppression!within!village!
society—especially!to!the!rural!poor!and!to!women—dynamics!which!may!not!be!easily!
observed!by!outsiders!that!do!not!spend!a!great!deal!of!time!within!a!village!setting.!This!is!not!
to!say!that!Himachal’s!reputation!as!a!development!success!is!not!deserved—it!most!certainly!
is—but!it!is!important!to!remember!that!social!inequity!remains!an!important!part!of!the!
contemporary!Himachali!context.!
All!of!these!factors!make!Himachal!an!extraordinarily!fertile!location!for!this!study.!As!
Drèze!and!Sen!(2002)!note,!Himachal’s!general!mood!of!social!cooperation!as!well!as!customary!
institutions!to!manage!forest!and!water!resources!have!paved!the!way!for!a!great!deal!of!
collective!action!in!enhancing!public!services,!including!(but!not!limited!to)!education.!Given!
Himachal’s!other!successes,!it!is!certainly!no!surprise!that!it!has!done!particularly!well!in!
implementing!NREGA!(Khera!2011).!While!development!studies!are!littered!with!detailed!
descriptions!of!failed!agendas,!Himachal!provides!a!context!in!which!to!study!success.!While!it!
is!necessary!to!understand!what!causes!negative!outcomes,!such!knowledge!does!not!
necessarily!reveal!what!is!conducive!to!success.!Studying!instances!where!success,!even!if!
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partial,!is!achieved!provides!an!opportunity!to!explore!how!and!why!things!work!well!and!the!
array!of!outcomes!that!may!occur!in!the!process.!!
At!the!state!level,!electoral!competition!is!intense.!Two!main!parties—the!BJP!and!
Congress—have!alternated!in!power!at!the!state!level!for!the!past!several!decades,!almost!
without!exception.!The!lack!of!a!clear!hegemonic!party!produces!a!political!climate!in!which!
parties!are!constantly!competing!for!votes!between!each!other!(Chhatre!and!Saberwal!2006b).!
This!has!also!provided!multiple!channels!of!political!mediation!between!different!party!
operatives!working!for!different!parties!at!the!local!level,!much!as!Krishna!(2002)!observed!and!
I!have!discussed!above.!This!has!produced!a!culture!of!competitive!patronage,!where!a!local!
leader’s!perceived!competence!is!directly!related!to!their!ability!to!deliver!local!projects!from!
their!relations!with!political!parties!and!associated!bureaucrats!(Chhatre!and!Saberwal!2006b).!
But!Himachal’s!political!vibrancy!is!far!deeper!than!competition!between!established!parties.!
There!is!also!a!robust!history!of!social!activism!in!the!state,!reflected!especially!the!movement!
that!pushed!land!reforms!to!the!center!of!the!agenda!which!came!to!fruition!in!1971.!!
I!locate!my!research!within!the!Kangra!District!of!Himachal!Pradesh,!a!densely!settled!
valley!of!the!middle!Himalayas.!Unlike!other!areas!of!Himachal!that!have!diversified!into!various!
cash!crops!over!the!past!50!years,!Kangra!agriculture!remains!largely!oriented!to!subsistence!
production.14!Traditionally,!the!rural!economy!was!based!around!wet!rice!cultivation.!The!need!
for!reliable!water!during!planting!season,!generally!a!month!prior!to!the!arrival!of!the!monsoon,!
gave!rise!to!a!system!of!irrigation!canals!to!carry!water!from!glacial!streams!to!agricultural!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14!Kangri!soil!and!precipitation!patterns!have!hindered!the!development!of!a!cash!crop!
economy,!while!a!tradition!of!military!service!as!well!as!investments!in!education!has!directed!
individuals!toward!nonNfarm!employment.!
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fields,!maintained!by!rich!systems!of!collective!action.!Today,!however,!few!people!engage!in!
subsistence!agriculture!alone.!Jobs!are!varied!and!diverse,!as!more!and!more!men,!young!men!
in!particular,!are!seeking!offNfarm!employment!outside!of!the!village.!Many!men!migrate!to!
Delhi!and!Chandigarh,!or!to!large!tourist!destinations!in!other!parts!of!Himachal!such!as!Manali!
and!Dharamsala!to!work.!Additionally,!many!men!have!found!employment!in!government!
service!or!the!military.!But!despite!its!high!level!of!educational!attainment,!aspirations!for!
respectable!employment!far!exceed!the!available!options,!which!has!produced!very!large!
numbers!of!unemployed!youth.!!!
These!socioNeconomic!changes!have!produced!a!social!context!that!is!quite!different!
than!many!other!parts!of!India.!Aspirations!for!employment!and!development!more!closely!
align!with!those!of!a!‘modern’!middle!class!than!with!a!peasant!society.!Likewise,!social!
relations!are!no!longer!rooted!in!an!agrarian!economy!and!associated!forms!of!labor!
exploitation.!Caste!and!social!background!still!matters,!but!status!is!increasingly!linked!to!the!
trappings!of!economic!success—a!large!concrete!house,!a!car,!and!formal!‘modern’!clothing.!
This!has!also!had!an!effect!on!gender.!As!a!greater!number!of!men!seek!labor!elsewhere,!
women!bear!a!greater!responsibility!for!maintaining!agricultural!production!with!less!help!from!
men!than!in!the!past,!which!they!must!balance!in!addition!to!their!other!household!duties.!!
But!these!changes!have!also!produced!new!political!possibilities.!The!diversified!
economy!has!not!only!undermined!existing!forms!of!landed!authority!and!dependence!on!
elites,!it!has!produced!conditions!that!allow!marginal!groups,!especially!low!castes,!to!
transcend!their!status!and!achieve!greater!recognition!within!local!government.!Likewise,!
women’s!changing!social!status!has!granted!them!greater!possibility!to!undertake!meaningful!
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roles!within!elected!positions.!Since!local!government!is!deeply!rooted!within!the!fabric!of!
society,!changing!social!positions!have!important!implications!for!how!it!functions.!I!document!
such!changes!in!each!of!the!following!chapters.!!
!
Study!Sites!and!Methods!
My!dissertation!work!occurred!in!three!panchayats—Chauri,+Kotla,!and!Suri—in!an!area!
referred!to!as!Kohladi+near!the!town!of!Palampur!in!the!northeastern!part!of!the!Kangra!
District.!(Figures!2.4!and!2.5!provide!maps!of!the!Kohladi.)!In!order!to!maintain!anonymity,!I!
have!adopted!pseudonyms!for!all!names!of!individuals!and!places!in!the!discussion.!Each!of!
these!panchayats!were!part!of!a!single!panchayat!until!the!early!1970s!when!they!were!
separated.!They!are!adjacent!to!each!other!and!within!easy!walking!distance.!But!although!they!
are!cut!from!the!same!historical!cloth,!there!are!very!significant!differences!between!them,!
both!in!terms!of!their!development!and!social!characteristics.!I!selected!these!panchayats!
because!I!had!social!connections!in!them,!which!afforded!me!an!entry!into!village!social!life;!
after!an!initial!month!within!the!study!area,!I!found!that!each!of!these!panchayats!would!
provide!a!rich!basis!for!comparison,!due!to!their!social,!economic,!and!political!differences.!!
Development!has!been!patterned!by!access!to!roads.!The!southern!portion!of!the!Suri!
Panchayat!is!adjacent!to!a!national!highway.!Chauri!and!Kotla!are!significantly!higher!in!the!hills!
to!the!north.!Until!several!decades!ago,!households!from!within!these!upper!panchayats!would!
simply!walk!to!Palampur!(approx.!1.5!hours)!if!they!needed!access!to!the!town.!A!road!was!built!
toward!the!border!of!the!Chauri!and!Kolta!panchayats!in!the!1970s,!but!roads!have!only!been!
extended!further!into!them!in!the!past!15N20!years.!The!southern!portion!of!the!study!area!
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benefitted!not!only!from!greater!economic!activity!associated!with!proximity!to!the!road,!but!
also!from!access!to!other!services!like!health!and!education.!While!primary!and!secondary!
education!has!been!available!in!the!area!since!the!colonial!era,!it!was!beyond!reach!for!
households!in!the!upper!Chauri!and!Kotla!Panchayats.!(Today!access!to!education!is!uniform!
throughout.)!More!recently,!there!has!been!a!broader!trend!to!move!from!the!more!distant!
areas!in!hills!and!to!settle!adjacent!to!a!road,!which!affords!greater!bus!access.!Patterns!of!
wealth!are!spatially!patterned:!while!Suri,!and!to!a!lesser!extent!Chauri,!have!a!relatively!high!
proportion!of!households!with!individuals!involved!in!army!and!government!services,!Kotla!is!
noticeably!poorer,!as!indicated!in!the!comparatively!high!proportion!of!households!that!are!
below!the!poverty!line.!These!differences!are!perceptible!in!clothing,!houses,!and!livelihoods!as!
one!walks!from!the!southern!end!of!the!study!area!to!the!most!northern!settlements!in!the!
hills.!
Likewise,!these!panchayats!have!diverse!social!configurations.!According!to!the!2011!
census,!Suri!is!the!largest,!with!a!total!population!of!542!households;!Chauri!and!Kotla,!
however,!are!not!far!behind,!with!a!total!population!of!480!and!383!households!respectively.!
There!are!some!important!differences!in!the!composition!of!these!panchayats,!however.!Nearly!
50%!and!33%!of!Chauri!and!Kotla’s!respective!populations!are!of!the!Gaddi!(scheduled!tribe)!
ethnic!group!(see!below).!Each!are!only!about!15N20%!scheduled!caste.!Suri,!in!comparison,!has!
almost!no!Gaddi!households!within!it,!but!is!almost!50%!scheduled!caste.!As!we!shall!see,!in!
Chauri!and!Kotla,!the!much!small!proportional!population!gives!scheduled!castes!comparatively!
less!prominence,!but!the!ability!of!different!scheduled!caste!groups!to!engage!in!panchayat!
politics!varies.!Further,!there!is!friction!between!the!Gaddi!and!the!General!category!castes!in!
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each!of!these!panchayats,!although!it!is!far!more!pronounced!in!Kotla.!A!more!detailed!
description!of!each!of!the!main!groups!follows:!!
• The!Gaddi!ethnic!group,!a!pastoral!group!that!migrated!in!waves!from!the!Chamba!
district!to!Kangra!over!the!past!two!centuries,!are!clustered!in!the!upper!parts!of!the!
study!area,!especially!in!Chauri!and!Kotla.!Few!young!Gaddi!wish!to!pursue!pastoral!
lifestyles!today.!Although!they!are!officially!designated!as!a!scheduled+tribe,!and!are!thus!
afforded!affirmative!action!for!government!employment!and!admissions!into!
institutions!of!higher!education,!it!is!a!stretch!to!call!the!Gaddi!marginal.!Today!many!
Gaddi!have!been!remarkably!successful.!They!are,!along!with!the!Thakur,!one!of!the!
dominant!local!social!groups.!
• The!Thakur!are!a!general!category!caste!of!local!prominence.!Traditionally,!they!have!
been!the!largest!landowners!of!the!area.!Their!relative!wealth!and!power!has!given!
them!greater!opportunities!to!achieve!favorable!forms!of!nonNfarm!employment.!They!
are,!along!with!the!Gaddi,!one!of!the!dominant!local!social!groups.!!
• The!Walia!are!traditionally!traders!and!shopkeepers,!which!is!still!largely!true!to!this!
day.!Although!they!are!officially!a!general!category!caste,!it!is!widely!believed!in!the!
study!communities!that!some!Walia!ancestors!were!in!fact!Lohar!(a!low!caste)!and!
assumed!their!present!identity!when!they!settled!in!the!region!several!generations!
ago.15!Thus,!they!have!a!peculiar!place!within!society:!their!success!in!business,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15!In!fact,!many!social!groups!have!stories!about!how!other!groups!in!the!community!are!not!
who!they!purport!to!be.!These!stories!serve!to!reNenvision!the!social!terrain!in!ways!that!are!
favorable!for!the!group!that!espouses!them.!
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government,!and!the!army!affords!them!respect!among!many!sections!of!society,!but!
others!continue!to!view!them!as!a!socially!inferior!group.!
• The!Lohar!are!a!low!caste!(scheduled!caste)!and!are!viewed!in!village!society!
accordingly.!The!live!primarily!in!Chauri!and!Kotla!Panchayats.!Traditionally!iron!
workers,!today!they!undertake!a!variety!of!livelihoods!especially!skilled!labor!such!as!
carpentry.!Some!have!achieved!government!or!army!jobs.!
• !The!Riyaade!are!a!low!caste!group!(scheduled!caste)!located!in!the!upper!Kotla!
panchayat.!They!are!comparatively!poor!to!all!other!groups!and!mainly!rely!on!unskilled!
labor.!They!are!also!subordinated!politically.!
• The!Charmar!are!a!low!caste!group!(scheduled!caste)!that!live!in!the!upper!Chauri!
panchayat.!Although!they!traditionally!have!been!considered!very!lowly,!today!
livelihoods!are!more!diverse.!A!small!number!of!men!have!served!in!the!army,!while!
others!have!received!skilled!employment.!They!remain!marginalized!with!society,!but!
not!politically.!!
I!focus!on!the!Lohar,!Riyaade,!and!Charmar!at!length!in!chapter!5.!The!changing!experience!of!
caste!through!changing!political!and!economic!opportunities!is!present!in!each!of!the!following!
chapters.!
I!lived!in!Kohladi!between!April!and!December!of!2012.!I!returned!for!a!shorter!followN
up!visit!between!May!and!August!of!2013.!For!a!majority!of!2012,!I!lived!with!a!family!of!the!
Thakur!caste!in!Kotla!Panchayat.!In!November!and!December!2012!as!well!as!the!summer!of!
2013,!I!lived!in!Chauri!Panchayat!with!a!family!of!the!Walia+caste.!These!differences!in!caste!
status,!as!described!above,!enabled!me!to!experience!society!from!two!different!vantage!points!
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in!the!status!hierarchy.!In!particular,!living!with!Walia+and!developing!close!connections!with!
their!neighbors!of!the!Lohar+caste!provided!a!window!into!some!of!the!enduring!forms!of!social!
hierarchy!within!the!community.!Indeed,!while!Himachalis!are!often!reluctant!to!speak!about!
discrimination!candidly,!living!with!these!groups!enabled!me!to!observe!many!of!the!subtle!
features!of!everyday!experiences!of!social!difference.!While!my!living!arrangements!did!shape!
how!I!was!perceived!in!the!community!to!a!degree—dominant!groups!sometimes!wondered!
why!I!spent!so!much!time!with!inferior!groups—as!a!foreigner,!I!was!nevertheless!able!to!move!
relatively!freely!between!different!social!groups!and!accepted!at!social!events!throughout.!
Throughout!fieldwork,!I!developed!strong!ties!with!many!different!sections!of!society.!Living!in!
the!villages!gave!me!a!firstNhand!look!at!everyday!life!and!the!ways!that!it!is!patterned!by!social!
dynamics.!Likewise,!it!allowed!me!to!develop!close!relationships!with!ordinary!citizens!and!
elected!representatives!alike;!these!relationships!made!people!more!willing!and!open!to!share!
their!experiences!with!me.!!
I!benefitted!immensely!from!an!insightful!and!trustworthy!research!assistant.!He!had!
recently!completed!his!master’s!thesis!at!Ambedkar!University!New!Delhi!in!the!Department!of!
Human!Ecology.!His!thesis!examined!the!development!of!roads!and!its!effects!on!agriculture!in!
another!part!of!Himachal!Pradesh.!Although!his!family!was!originally!from!the!state!Madya!
Pradesh,!his!parents!were!doctors!employed!by!the!government!and!stationed!in!Himachal!
Pradesh;!he!had!grown!up!in!the!Sirmaur!District!of!the!state.!He!was!clearly!raised!and!
educated!in!an!urban!environment,!but!his!affiliation!to!the!state!nevertheless!helped!to!
establish!trust!with!many!people!in!the!village—especially!among!pastoralists!who!commonly!
migrate!to!his!area!in!the!winter.!As!a!Muslim,!he!did!not!fit!into!the!caste!hierarchy!in!the!
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village,!which!helped!him!to!move!through!different!social!groups!in!the!village!without!
affiliation!to!any!particular!one,!much!like!myself.!While!I!occasionally!sensed!that!some!people!
treated!him!with!reservation!due!to!his!religious!identity,!his!polite!and!unassuming!character!
helped!him!gain!most!people’s!trust!quite!easily.!Indeed,!people!were!often!more!ready!to!
speak!with!him!about!village!level!politics!than!to!me,!and!some!of!his!most!productive!
fieldwork!occurred!when!I!was!not!around.!Although!most!of!our!interviews!occurred!together,!
we!developed!slightly!different!social!communities!in!the!village,!which!gave!us!a!wider!breadth!
of!insights!into!village!society.!!!
I!spent!a!great!deal!of!time!trying!to!figure!out!precisely!how!local!government!functions!
in!everyday!processes.!I!interviewed!elected!representatives!and!citizens!alike.!I!observed!how!
elected!representatives!interact!with!the!public,!how!they!select!projects,!what!their!own!
aspirations!are,!their!understanding!of!their!role!as!an!elected!representative,!how!they!
negotiate!with!bureaucratic!actors!to!pursue!their!agenda,!and!how!they!balance!all!of!the!
competing!demands!upon!their!time.!I!spoke!with!elected!representative!of!varying!positions!
and!social!groups!to!understand!how!they!pursue!their!agendas!and!the!constraints!that!they!
face.!I!spoke!with!citizens!from!social!groups!across!the!village!to!understand!their!aspirations!
and!how!they!attempt!to!interact!with!local!government!in!order!to!achieve!them.!Additionally,!
I!found!that!panchayat!secretaries!were!often!a!wealth!of!information,!both!about!the!local!
social!and!political!terrain,!but!especially!about!specific!implementation!procedures.!Finally,!I!
often!simply!observed!how!people!relate!to!elected!authorities!through!panchayat!meetings!or!
other!forums.!
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But!more!than!this,!I!embedded!myself!within!the!fabric!of!society.!I!spent!my!evenings!
in!teashops!and!other!village!shops!listening!and!talking!with!different!members!of!society.!I!
observed!interactions!on!the!street.!I!ate!dinner!at!many!homes!and!asked!copious!questions!
about!families!and!social!networks.!I!attended!many!marriage!ceremonies!and!other!public!
functions.!Through!all!of!this,!I!began!to!understand!how!different!groups!interacted!with!each!
other,!how!people!perceived!their!place!within!society,!and!the!cultural!and!social!dimensions!
of!local!power!dynamics.!Finally,!I!also!participated!directly!in!various!activities,!including!
planting!rice,!maintaining!irrigation!canals,!and!doing!NREGA!work,!so!that!I!could!understand!
each!of!these!better.!These!experiences!provided!a!rich!window!into!the!social!and!economic!
life!of!contemporary!Kangra.!
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Chapter!2!Figures!
Figure!2.1:!Elected!Institutions!in!India!
!
!
Panchayati!Raj!Institutions!(in!blue)!are!the!three!tires!of!local!government!established!by!
the!73rd!constitutional!amendment.!The!constituencies!of!state!and!national!legislators!(in!
red)!do!not!align!with!the!administrative!scales!(panchayat/block/district)!of!Panchayati!Raj!
Institutions.!
Figure!2.2:!LocalNlevel!panchayat!structure!(gram+panchayat)!
!
!
The!localNlevel!gram+panchayat,!which!I!will!refer!to!as!panchayat!in!this!dissertation,!
includes!one!president!(pradhan),!a!viceNpresident!(upEpradhan),!and!a!representative!for!
each!secondary!villageNunit!(ward+panch).!!
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!
!
Figure!2.3:!Interaction!Between!Panchayats!and!Development!Bureaucracy!in!the!
implementation!of!NREGA!
!
!
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!
Note:+To+protect+the+anonymity+of+the+individuals+and+communities+that+I+worked+with,+I+have+
adopted+pseudonyms+for+all+place+names+depicted+in+the+map.+++
Figure!2.4:!Map!of!Kohladi!
!
!
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Figure!2.5:+A!Google!Earth!rendering!of+Kohladi!(Panchayat!boundaries!are!in!lime!green;!paved!
roads!are!in!white)!
!
Note:+To+protect+the+anonymity+of+the+individuals+and+communities+that+I+worked+with,+I+have+
adopted+pseudonyms+for+all+place+names+depicted+in+the+map.+++
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CHAPTER!3!
SHIFTING!AUTHORITY,!CHANNELING!DEMOCRACY:!
CHANGING!GOVERNANCE!OF!TRADITIONAL!WATER!MANAGEMENT!SYSTEMS!
!
“The!landscape!is!not…!a!fixed!record!of!power!but!one!which!is!constantly!changing!and!being!
shaped!by!new!political!interests,!connections,!and!constituencies.”!
N!David!Mosse!The+Rule+of+Water!(2003:!3)!
!
Introduction!
In!the!introduction!to!this!dissertation,!I!discussed!how!the!creation!of!local!democratic!
institutions!can!set!the!stage!for!changing!dynamics!of!social!power.!But!how!exactly!do!formal!
democratic!institutions!become!embedded!within!the!fabric!of!society,!such!that!they!come!to!
orient!local!power!and!practice?!Decentralization—in!vogue!on!the!world!stage,!enshrined!in!
India’s!73rd!constitutional!amendment!of!1993,!and!increasingly!influential!in!the!design!of!
social!policy—is!altering!local!political!spaces!across!India!and!the!world!(Singh!and!Sharma!
2007,!Harriss!et!al.!2004,!Batterbury!and!Fernando!2006).!In!theory,!devolving!discretionary!
powers!to!local!elected!authorities!promises!to!incorporate!citizens!in!local!governance!
processes!(Ackerman!2004,!Ribot!2003).!However,!in!practice,!emerging!political!spaces!
encounter!a!sedimented!terrain!of!entrenched!power!dynamics,!while!centralized!objectives!
contained!within!decentralization!policies!are!often!at!odds!with!ideals!of!inclusive!participation!
(Harriss!2010,!Sivaramakrishnan!2000).!These!outcomes!correspond!with!familiar!discussions!
about!postNcolonial!democracy:!local!political!engagement!remains!circumscribed!by!
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entrenched!forms!of!local!power,!while!citizens!are!incorporated!into!formal!politics!as!subjects!
of!clientalistic!practices!and!government!schemes!rather!than!citizens!of!a!democratic!state.!!
Nevertheless,!simple!characterizations!conceal!the!extraordinarily!diverse!and!varied!
experiences!of!democracy!across!modern!India!(Corbridge!et!al.!2013).!There!is,!by!now,!a!rich!
body!of!scholarship!on!social!and!political!change!that!presents!a!varied!view!of!power!and!
politics!across!the!country.!Electoral!competition,!social!movements,!challenges!to!traditional!
power!hierarchies,!shifting!notions!of!legitimate!authority,!and!a!piecemeal!sense!of!political!
rights!are!changing!the!political!landscape!of!rural!areas,!often!in!unpredictable!ways!
(Corbridge!et!al.!2005,!Gupta!1998,!Subramanian!2009,!Krishna!2002,!Kohli!2006).!These!
changes!are!generating!new!spaces!of!enfranchisement!and!participation!within!democratic!
politics!in!some!localities,!setting!the!stage!for!democratic!deepening!within!the!local!political!
domain.!!
Vibrant!competition!within!state!and!national!politics!notwithstanding,!until!recently!
local!democratic!institutions!have!had!limited!resources!(Chauduri!2006).!Where!local!bodies!
lack!the!resources!or!discretions!to!make!decisions!that!are!meaningful!to!the!public,!they!have!
little!relevance!as!a!vehicle!of!political!representation!(Ribot!2003).!However,!an!increasing!
array!of!schemes!and!programs!that!place!decisions!in!the!hand!of!local!elected!authorities!
presents!new!opportunities!for!deepening!local!democracy.!How,!then,!does!the!devolution!of!
discretionary!powers!intersect!with!broader!trajectories!of!political!change?!Decentralization!
concentrates!power!within!local!elected!units,!through!which!they!increasingly!come!to!orient!
power!and!practice.!My!contention!is!that!where!the!seeds!of!democratic!practice!already!exist,!
giving!powers!to!local!elected!bodies!provides!new!resources!for!negotiation,!setting!in!motion!
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new!types!of!engagement.!In!short,!I!argue!that!decentralization!can!propel!democratic!
practices!in!new!areas!of!collective!life,!as!part!of!a!broader!trajectory!of!social!and!political!
change.!!
Thus,!this!chapter!engages!with!the!three!central!themes!of!the!dissertation!to!explore!
how!new!institutions!intersect!with!broader!trajectories!of!social!and!economic!change!that!
shapes!the!way!that!democracy!and!development!are!brought!into!being!at!the!local!level.!It!
does!so!by!exploring!changes!in!authority!within!commonNpool!water!management!in!the!
Indian!Himalaya.!For!centuries,!earthen!irrigation!channels,!known!as!kuhls,!have!been!
managed!by!traditional!systems!of!collective!action.!CulturallyNsanctioned!authorities!have!
directed!periodic!maintenance!to!maintain!earthen!channels!to!which!all!households!
contributed!labor.!In!recent!years,!however,!the!growing!prominence!of!offNfarm!employment!
has!shifted!the!center!of!the!rural!economy,!precipitating!a!decline!in!collective!action.!This!has!
threatened!the!integrity!of!local!water!systems,!upon!which!many,!especially!marginal!social!
groups,!continue!to!depend.!At!the!same!time,!kuhls!have!recently!become!the!target!of!
development!intervention!under!India’s!National!Rural!Employment!Guarantee!Act!(NREGA).!
Until!now,!politicians!and!bureaucrats!have!had!almost!sole!authority!over!the!state’s!
development!priorities.!Now,!NREGA!has!recast!village!governments!in!the!role!of!development!
planners.!In!Kangra,!kuhls!have!become!primary!targets!for!intervention.!
Together,!these!two!trajectories!are!transforming!kuhl!governance.!While!collective!
earthen!maintenance!has!decreased,!it!has!been!partially!replaced!by!NREGA!projects!
implemented!by!the!panchayat,!with!a!particular!emphasis!on!sturdy!infrastructure!made!of!
modern!materials.!As!a!result,!the!intersection!between!formal!elected!politics!and!
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development!interventions!has!increasingly!come!to!orient!the!everyday!mechanics!of!kuhl!
management.!This!has!generated!new!spaces!for!marginal!populations!to!influence!
development,!which,!as!an!effect,!has!helped!enable!kuhls!to!persist!at!a!time!or!rapid!socioN
economic!change.!In!short,!the!panchayat!has!become!a!center!of!authority!over!the!kuhls.!!
By!situating!the!present!case!within!a!longer!trajectory!of!social!and!political!change,!I!
argue!that!these!changes!reflect!the!reworking!of!citizenship!through!changing!notions!of!
legitimate!authority.!As!decentralization!reconfigures!the!means!of!engagement!with!the!
democratic!state,!it!is!implicated!in!the!process!of!stateNmaking,!that!is,!“the!ways!in!which!
institutions!of!government!and!ideas!of!governance!are!negotiated!in!specific!local!contexts!by!
local!actors!and!agents!of!central!design”!(Sivaramakrishnan!2000:!433).!The!constitution!of!
authority,!I!believe,!is!central!to!this!engagement!(Lund!2006).!Following!Nightingale!and!Ojha!
(2013:!30),!I!believe!that!authority!is!neither!stable!nor!predetermined,!but!a!“relation!that!
requires!continual!renewal”,!coNconstituted!with!a!set!of!social!relations!that!together!
determine!who!is!able!to!exercise!power,!under!what!conditions,!and!to!what!effect.!Authority!
is!sanctioned!by!a!given!social!context;!yet,!equally!so,!changing!forms!of!authority!may!
transform!the!scope!for!citizens’!political!engagement.!In!the!present!case,!the!forms!of!
interaction!within!formal!democratic!institutions!are!fundamentally!different!than!that!afforded!
by!traditional!authority!structures.!
My!contention!is!that!a!careful!consideration!of!the!relationship!between!
developmental!powers!and!political!authority!provides!unique!insight!into!the!pathways!
through!which!new!spaces!of!political!engagement!may!emerge.!Political!authority!is!intimately!
tied!to!discretionary!powers.!Where!local!governments!have!no!real!powers—where!they!
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cannot!do!something!meaningful—there!can!be,!by!definition,!no!representation!(Ribot!2003).!
Thus,!for!Ribot!et!al.!(2008)!the!devolution!of!discretionary!powers!is!a!productive!act:!by!
choosing!particular!actors!and!institutions!to!which!to!devolve!powers,!central!actors!define!an!
authority!and!establish!a!field!of!potential!political!action!under!its!domain.!Building!upon!this,!I!
argue,!it!is!important!to!ask!how!and!through!what!processes!the!public!comes!to!recognize!
particular!authorities!as!legitimate,!such!that!they!gain!ascendency!within!a!given!field!of!
action.!Together,!these!topNdown,!bottomNup!processes!of!legitimation!are!the!terrain!by!which!
the!lines!between!state!and!community,!and!more!specifically!formal!democracy!and!
established!social!practice,!are!negotiated!and!redefined!(cf.!Lund!2006,!Sivaramakrishnan!
2000).!!
Sikor!and!Lund’s!(2009)!account!of!changing!authority!in!postNcolonial!contexts!sheds!
light!on!the!dynamics!through!which!changing!forms!of!authority!may!occur.!They!argue!that!
new!forms!of!authority!may!be!built!through!the!ongoing!process!of!authorizing!property!claims!
while!simultaneously!claiming!the!legitimacy!to!do!so.!Legitimacy!emerges!through!the!way!
that!power!is!wielded!in!“reference!to!law,!or!custom,!precedence,!or!propriety”,!ideology,!or!
other!social!and!historically!constituted!criteria!(Sikor!and!Lund!2009:!13).!While!their!focus!is!
on!property!as!the!basis!for!authority,!the!significance!of!development!as!a!nexus!of!political!
contention!within!postcolonial!India!underscores!its!salience!as!a!vehicle!of!political!power!
(Gupta!1998).!As!I!illustrate!below,!shifts!in!the!locus!of!power!and!discretion!over!development!
processes!have!strengthened!panchayat!authority,!which!has!caused!panchayats!to!become!
entrenched!in!kuhl!management.!!
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I!document!these!changes!in!the!following!discussion.!They!raise!several!challenging!
questions!about!the!relationship!between!development!and!democracy!in!an!era!of!
decentralization,!which!I!will!then!explore.!In!particular,!my!suggestion!that!development!may!
serve!as!a!fuel!of!local!democratic!practice!stands!in!contrast!to!several!prevalent!discussions!
about!the!depoliticizing!effects!of!technocratic!interventions!and!limited!participatory!forums!
that!often!fail!to!address!substantive!issues!of!power!and!practice!(Li!2007,!Cook!and!Kothari!
2001,!Ferguson!1994).!In!contrast,!my!case!study!shows!that!the!ability!to!undertake!
development!has,!in!fact,!reshaped!the!social!dynamics!of!water!governance!and!the!very!role!
and!legitimacy!of!elected!authority,!while!also!generating!projects!with!development!and!
distributional!significance.!While!centralized!objectives!may!be!reNappropriated!through!their!
application,!as!scholars!have!argued!(Corbridge!et!al.!2005;!Williams!2004),!I!show!how!placing!
discretionary!powers,!even!over!centrally!defined!goals,!within!local!elected!institutions!
advances!a!longer!trajectory!of!political!change!through!which!formal!democratic!authority!
comes!to!penetrate!local!political!space!in!new!and!often!unexpected!ways.!!
!
The!Kuhls!of!Kangra!
Kuhls!are!deeply!embedded!within!in!Kangri!economy,!society,!and!culture.!Kuhls!form!
the!basis!for!wetNrice!cultivation!that!has!served!as!the!cornerstone!of!the!traditional!agrarian!
economy!for!the!past!several!hundred!years.!There!are!hundreds!of!kuhl!systems!within!the!
Kangra!District.!The!Kohladi!Kuhls!system!comprises!four!kuhls—Bandlu,!Chitruhl,!Chholu,!and!
Nandlu—which!extend!between!5N10km!in!total!length!and!collectively!serve!several!thousands!
of!households!in!the!area.!I!focus!on!the!politics!of!kuhl!development!within!the!primary!study!
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area.!Maps!of!the!portion!of!the!kuhls!that!pass!through!Kohladi!are!presented!in!figures!3.1!
and!3.2!at!the!end!of!this!chapter.!Figure!3.3!is!a!photo!of!a!portion!of!Nandlu!Kuhl.!(To!
maintain!anonymity!of!the!study!area,!I!have!adopted!psuedonyms!for!the!kuhls!names.)!!
Kuhls!systems!are!interwoven!networks!of!canals.!They!channel!water!from!glacial!
streams!to!agricultural!fields.!Kuhl!systems!are!central!features!of!a!dynamic!and!complex!
hydrological!system.!They!intersect,!merge!with,!and!depart!from!various!streams!as!they!wind!
across!the!hilly!terrain.!They!are!fragile.!They!erode!with!the!constant!flow!of!water,!monsoon!
downpours!damage!vulnerable!sections,!sediments!settle!along!the!bed!of!the!canals,!and!
growing!vegetation!obstructs!water!flow.!Accordingly,!earthen!kuhls!must!be!periodically!
maintained!or!the!system!disintegrates.!Kuhls!are!an!engineering!feat!renewed!by!many!
generations’!knowledge,!skills,!and!labor.!!
Kangra’s!moderate!climate!supports!two!crops!per!year,!wheat!and!rice—in!the!winter!
and!summer!respectively.!Maize!is!grown!as!an!alternative!to!rice!where!water!is!scarce.!Kuhl!
water!is!especially!critical!for!wetNrice!cultivation!in!the!months!preceding!the!arrival!of!the!
monsoon.!Every!summer!in!coordinated!succession,!kuhl!water!is!released!into!agricultural!
fields!(see!figure!3.4!for!a!photo!of!fields!being!prepared!for!plowing).!In!addition!to!providing!
irrigation!for!rice,!Kuhls!are!used!to!moisten!the!fields!for!plowing!and!to!supply!water!to!other!
crops!when!necessary.!Finally,!kuhls!provide!water!for!livestock,!waterNdriven!flour!mills,!
washing!cloths,!and!other!domestic!uses.!Before!the!arrival!of!piped!water,!they!were!also!an!
important!supply!of!drinking!water.!
Kuhls!were!never!untouched,!selfNcontained!systems,!but!have!always!been!imbricated!
with!larger!structures!of!power!and!control.!Local!lore!says!that!the!Kohladi!kuhls!were!
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originally!constructed!by!King!Sansar!Chand!in!the!precolonial!era.!Water!rights!between!
villages!were!later!codified!under!the!British!Raj,!which!established!norms!that!shape!patterns!
of!water!use!today.!At!present,!several!governance!institutions!exist!at!different!locations!along!
the!Kohladi!kuhl!system!to!coordinate!seasonal!timing!of!water!access,!adjudicate!disputes,!and!
mobilize!labor!for!maintenance.!Traditionally,!chief!authority!was!held!by!the!local!water!head,!
a!hereditary!position!known!as!the!kohli.!Twice!a!year,!he!would!walk!around!the!community!
beating!a!drum;!every!household!was!required!to!send!an!adult!male!(or!wages!to!hire!labor!in!
their!place)!for!maintenance!on!threat!of!community!sanction.!!
Baker!(2005)!provides!an!extensive!account!of!the!ways!in!which!kuhl!management!have!
been!shaped!by!the!political!and!administrative!agendas!of!larger!governance!structures!from!
the!precolonial!era!until!the!early!21st!century.!As!he!notes,!the!general!trend!toward!
formalization!of!kuhl!governance!has!proceeded!largely!in!continuity!with!existing!informal!
systems.!In!some!cases!bureaucratic!bodies!have!assumed!control!over!management,!especially!
where!collective!action!has!deteriorated.!What!I!simply!wish!to!highlight!here!is!that!NREGA!
introduces!a!fundamentally!different!dynamic.!Locating!developmental!authority!within!the!
panchayat!places!power!to!influence!kuhl!systems!within!an!entirely!different!institutional!unit!
that!is!(a)!largely!composed!of!political!leaders!often!with!limited!association!with!traditional!
systems!of!kuhl!management!and!(b)!the!central!elected!body!of!local!government!and!the!
chief!node!of!interaction!between!state!and!society!for!various!government!schemes,!but!which!
has!no!formal!power!over!kuhl!governance.!!
In!Kohladi,!the!kuhls!were!overseen!by!group!of!elders!led!by!a!kohli!named!
Bholeprasad!over!the!last!several!decades!of!the!twentieth!century.!He!died!in!2002.!He!was!
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from!a!family!of!large!landholders!of!the!Thakur!caste,!a!general!category!caste!of!local!
prominence.!His!son,!like!many!kohlis’!sons!across!Kangra,!decided!not!to!follow!the!kohli!
lineage,!seeking!instead!the!security!of!wage!employment.!Bholeprasad’s!longNterm!assistant!
named!Vishwanat!Kumar,!a!lowNcaste!Lohar,!assumed!primary!responsibility!over!the!system!
for!several!years!after!his!death.!Vishwanat!Kumar’s!affiliation!with!the!kuhls!remains!a!deep!
source!of!personal!pride;!moreover,!it!has!consolidated!his!status!in!the!community!in!a!
manner!uncommon!for!someone!of!his!lineage.!While!he!often!referred!to!himself!as!the!kohli!
during!our!meetings,!others!in!the!village!recognize!him!only!as!the!chowkidar!(lit.!
watchman)—a!subordinate!to!the!real!kohli.!!
Vishwanat!Kumar’s!health!has!deteriorated!significantly,!and!for!the!past!few!years!his!
son!Anil!has!coordinated!maintenance.!Anil!lacks!the!clout!of!his!father,!has!little!or!no!
association!with!the!official!kohli!lineage,!and!never!received!the!training!of!the!kohli’s!son.!Few!
people!outside!of!his!social!groups!join!for!maintenance!when!he!calls.!Today,!most!
maintenance!is!sporadic.!Farmers!often!repair!the!area!near!their!own!fields!or!broken!sections!
upstream!when!the!water!fails!to!reach!their!own!land.!Without!periodic!and!coordinated!care,!
many!areas!have!fallen!in!poor!condition,!with!accumulated!sediment,!overgrown!vegetation,!
and!damaged!walls.!!
!
Development!and!Change!!
The!crisis!of!leadership!and!decline!of!collective!action!in!the!kuhl!system!must!be!
understood!against!a!backdrop!of!socioeconomic!change.!Himachal!society!has!undergone!a!
very!dramatic!transformation!within!the!past!few!generations.!!
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Hill!societies!in!South!Asia!are!famously!more!egalitarian!than!those!in!the!plains.!The!
traditional!kuhl!system!was!founded!upon!shared!responsibility!based!on!common!dependence!
on!irrigation!water.!Of!course,!kuhl!governance!was!always!to!some!extent!embedded!within!
asymmetrical!power!dynamics—large!landlords!typically!dominated!positions!of!authority!
within!kuhl!systems,!while!patterns!of!social!discrimination!would!have!to!some!extent!limited!
marginal!groups’!power!within!governance!structures.!Still,!different!castes!labored!alongside!
each!other!to!maintain!kuhls,!while!distributional!conflicts!have!mostly!been!between!upland!
and!lowland!villages,!not!between!castes!per+se+(Baker!2005).!
In!Kangra,!two!countervailing!trends!have!reformulated!the!social!terrain!in!the!present!
era.!First,!changing!structures!of!power!and!patronage,!universal!education,!the!ascendance!of!
the!wage!labor!economy!(rather!than!casteNbased!employment!patterns),!and!formal!equality!
in!state!institutions!have!to!some!extent!challenged!the!hierarchies!of!the!traditional!status!
order.!Second,!economic!changes!have!simultaneously!generated!new!forms!of!social!
differentiation,!built!upon!existing!patterns!of!social!opportunity.!These!changes!have,!in!turn,!
challenged!the!common!dependence!upon!kuhl!water!upon!which!the!traditional!system!was!
based.!!
Several!decades!ago!livelihoods!were!dominated!by!agriculture!with!a!heavy!reliance!on!
communal!labor.!In!recent!years,!growing!opportunities!for!cash!employment!have!pulled!
younger!generations!out!of!agriculture.!Cash!employment!serves!as!a!means!to!fulfill!a!growing!
array!of!basic!expenses!(e.g.!health!care),!but!also!comfort!(concrete!house!rather!than!mud),!
everyday!pleasure!(meat,!vegetables,!alcohol),!upward!mobility!(private!education),!social!
status!(weddings),!and!security.!A!salaried!job,!a!car,!and!a!large!house!next!to!the!road!have!
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supplanted!land!and!livestock!as!a!marker!of!prestige.!Education!and!literacy!are!universal!
among!younger!generations;!few!young!men!would!choose!unskilled!manual!labor,!except!were!
all!other!options!have!failed.!!
Yet,!the!distribution!of!these!benefits!has!been!uneven!across!different!segments!of!
Kangri!society.!While!almost!everyone!seems!to!have!benefited!form!higher!wages!and!more!
dignified!labor,!the!jobs!that!offer!true!security!and!upward!mobility!are!fiercely!competitive.!
Affirmative!action!policies!have!helped!some!individuals!from!low!caste!groups!to!obtain!
coveted!government!jobs.!Still,!those!most!able!to!benefit!from!the!changing!economy!come!
from!privileged!backgrounds!with!the!benefit!of!private!education!and!often!connections!with!
civil!servants!in!positions!of!power.!!
For!the!upwardly!mobile,!subsistence!agriculture!is!increasingly!viewed!as!anachronistic,!
even!backward.!Agriculture!was!once!a!communal!effort,!but!availability!of!shared!labor!has!
diminished!with!the!growth!of!offNfarm!employment.!Agriculture!is!terribly!hard!work,!while!
hiring!wage!labor!has!become!prohibitively!expensive.!Subsidized!food!has!diminished!the!
comparative!economic!benefits!of!selfNproduction.!In!Kohladi,!a!handful!of!wellNoff!households!
have!abandoned!production!in!recent!years;!many!more!wish!to!stop!and!probably!will.!It!
would!have!been!unimaginable!only!a!generation!ago,!but!a!growing!number!of!upwardly!
mobile!farmers!are!actively!seeking!other!farmers!to!maintain!their!lands!by!cultivating!it!for!
free.!!
For!the!less!privileged—especially!manual!laborers!and!lower!castes,!but!also!in!many!
other!households!as!well—agricultural!production!provides!an!import!additional!source!of!
income.!It!provides!basic!staples!to!a!family!for!at!least!several!months,!often!the!majority!of!an!
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entire!year.!In!this!context,!it!is!not!surprising!that!kuhls!have!fallen!under!the!purview!of!
Vishwanat!Kumar!and!his!son,!for!whose!community!agriculture!remains!an!important!source!
of!income.!!
Thus,!the!decline!in!collective!action!may!be!traced!to!a!convergence!of!factors,!which,!
in!turn,!have!generated!a!crisis!in!authority!while!also!eroding!patterns!of!communal!labor.!
Growth!in!nonNfarm!employment!has!given!rise!to!new!forms!of!class!distinction!that,!in!turn,!
has!undermined!shared!dependence!upon!agriculture.!
!
NREGA!
India’s!Mahatma!Gandhi!National!Rural!Employment!Guarantee!Act!(NREGA)!was!
passed!in!2005!and!was!phased!in!to!Kangra!in!2007.!It!was!designed!first!and!foremost!as!a!
social!safety!net,!which!guarantees!at!least!100!days!minimum!wage!labor!per!year!to!all!rural!
households!in!India.!In!Kangra,!where!jobs!are!already!comparatively!plentiful,!women!have!
been!the!primary!laborers!under!the!Act;!it!provides!a!source!of!income!close!to!home,!where!
they!may!still!tend!to!their!domestic!duties.!!
As!I!have!noted!in!Chapter!2,!the!Act!gives!substantial!authority!to!local!governments!to!
oversee!its!implementation!(Gov.!of!India!2008).!According!to!the!Act,!projects!are!to!be!
selected!in!an!annual!panchayat!meeting.!In!practice,!projects!are!heavily!negotiated!by!local!
elected!leaders,!through!which!they!come!to!reflect!a!fusion!of!different!leaders’!ideas!as!well!
as!public!demands.!A!list!of!proposed!projects!is!forwarded!for!approval!by!the!development!
bureaucracy.!Technical!staff!translates!each!into!an!implementable!design.!!
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Behind!all!of!this,!bureaucratic!imperatives!loom.!Corruption!and!bureaucratic!
dominance!undermine!NREGA’s!democratic!content!to!varying!degrees!in!different!contexts!
(Manor!2013).!But!more!fundamentally,!the!architects!of!the!Act!never!intended!to!locate!
unencumbered!authority!within!the!panchayat.!Rather,!NREGA!projects!reflect!a!curious!blend!
of!the!ideological!predispositions!of!policy!makers,!attempts!to!secure!legitimacy!from!a!
skeptical!urban!middle!class,!and!administrative!feasibility.!Eligible!projects!emphasize!
“sustainability”!and!“durability”,!with!preference!for!communal!assets!(Gov.!of!India!2008).!
Almost!all!projects!have!a!livelihood!or!natural!resource!focus.!As!I!have!noted!earlier,!Schedule!
1!of!the!Act!lists!eligible!projects!categories!in!a!priority!order.!These!include,!“water!
conservation”,!“drought!proofing”,!“minor!irrigation!works”,!“land!development”,!“flood!
control”,!and!others.!Because!these!categories!are!vague,!they!leave!room!for!reinterpretation!
both!within!the!bureaucracy!and!at!the!village!level.!!!
NREGA’s!implementation!in!Kangra!well!reflects!the!tensions!between!central!objectives!
and!local!participation!within!decentralized!schemes.!For!a!variety!of!reasons,!relating!both!to!
bureaucratic!incentives!and!citizens’!requests,!kuhl!works!have!become!the!most!common!
projects!in!the!area.!They!are!easy!to!conceive!and!administer,!they!fall!under!the!high!priority!
category!“irrigation!canals”,!and!they!are!popular.!They!encompass!a!wide!range!of!potential!
projects:!concrete!canals!large!and!small,!concrete!and!stone!retaining!walls,!earthen!
maintenance,!new!check!dams,!drainage!structures,!and!other!projects—each!of!which!may!be!
directed!to!target!diverse!local!needs,!often!in!ways!that!extend!beyond!policy!makers’!
objectives.!Because!these!projects!are!valued!by!the!public,!they!also!make!the!panchayat!
relevant!in!new!ways.!!
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!
Development!of!the!Kuhls!
NREGA!has!given!rise!to!a!new!politics!of!kuhl!development.!Development!planning!is!
largely!directed!by!panchayat!leaders.!They!are!driven!by!a!complex!calculus,!which!may!
include:!building!support!for!the!next!election!cycle,!elevating!their!status!within!the!
community,!repaying!favors!or!elected!support,!and!securing!their!legacy!as!leaders.!Citizens!
participate!in!the!formulation!of!projects!during!village!meetings,!through!discussion!with!
leaders!at!the!homes,!or!through!chance!encounters!on!the!street.!Plans!are!hatched!amongst!
neighbors!and!friends,!and!are!often!refined!through!discussion!in!tea!shops!in!the!evening.!In!
the!process,!projects!come!to!reflect!a!combination!of!leaders’!aspirations!and!public!requests,!
as!an!outcome!of!the!way!that!political!power!converges!with!formalized!processes!of!
implementation.!In!this!section,!I!will!not!endeavor!an!exhaustive!analysis!of!represeentation.!
Rather,!I!seek!simply!to!highlight!select!projects!and!processes!by!which!they!came!to!fruition,!
bearing!in!mind!that!each!reflects!a!larger!universe!of!power!that!shapes!who!is!able!to!
participate!in!project!selection,!which!projects!come!to!fruition,!and!which!do!not.!I!will!
summarize!some!of!the!changing!patterns!of!political!enfranchisement!in!the!process.!!
When!NREGA!first!arrived,!there!was!an!acute!sense!of!possibility!among!elected!
leaders!in!Kohladi.!NREGA!had!established!a!direct!channel!to!access!development!funding,!by!
which!leaders!could!build!their!political!power!and!prestige!within!the!community.!During!this!
time,!several!large!sections!of!kuhls!were!concretized,!an!effort!which!entails!replacing!the!
walls!and!bed!of!the!earthen!channel!with!a!thick!layer!of!concrete!(see!figures!3.5!and!3.6!for!
different!examples!of!concrete!work!on!the!kuhls).!The!pradhan!of!Chauri!Panchayat!
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concretized!the!entirety!of!Bandlu!Kuhl!through!several!projects!between!2010N2012,!from!
which!a!vast!majority!of!his!panchayat!receives!at!least!some!water.!Likewise,!the!pradhan!of!
Kotla!Panchayat!sought!to!concretize!a!large!portion!of!Nandlu!kuhl.!Nandlu!passes!through!
several!settled!areas,!including!her!home,!several!supportive!communities,!and!another!
community!in!which!she!had!hoped!to!build!political!favor.!She!was!defeated!in!the!following!
election,!however,!and!only!a!small!section!was!completed!by!her!successor.!
Concrete!provides!several!benefits.!It!is!‘durable’!by!the!standards!of!the!bureaucracy!(a!
requirement!for!NREGA!projects).!Concrete!reinforces!vulnerable!sections!of!the!kuhls!around!
steep!inclines!or!curves,!prevents!erosion!of!adjacent!earth,!and!does!not!require!regular!
maintenance.!It!allows!leaders!to!‘dream!big’!by!building!large!sturdy!assets!that!they!may!
claim!to!their!name.!Finally,!it!builds!upon!a!shared!association!between!sturdy!objects!and!
developmental!progress,!as!expressed!in!the!broader!trajectory!of!local!development:!mud!
houses!have!slowly!been!rebuilt!with!concrete,!muddy!paths!have!been!replaced!with!drier!
concrete!paths,!and!a!paved!road!has!become!one!of!the!most!important!symbols!of!progress.!
This!sentiment!was!captured!clearly!by!a!local!man!when!he!said,!“The!world!is!progressing!fast;!
everything!is!changing!–!why!should!our!old!earthen!kuhls!remain!as!they!are?”!
The!public!has!mostly!viewed!these!projects!in!a!positive!light,!but!support!has!been!far!
from!unanimous.!After!some!of!the!initial!concrete!projects,!cracks!and!leaks!emerged!in!
several!places,!although!effects!have!not!been!severe.!It!is!often!alleged!that!NREGA!kuhls!are!
of!poor!condition!due!to!the!corruption!of!local!leaders!who!dilute!the!concrete!mixture!and!
pocket!the!savings.!As!Vishwanat!Kumar’s!son!Anil!told!me,!“Concrete!work![under!NREGA]!is!a!
very!bad!idea.!You!don’t!know!where!the!water!is!going—you!can’t!tell!where!there!is!a!leak!or!
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if!there!is!a!leak.”!But!he!added,!“What!NREGA!can!do!well!is!normal![earthen]!kuhl!work.”!Anil!
is!among!a!minority!that!advocates!a!different!vision!for!NREGA!work!on!the!kuhls—extensive!
earthen!maintenance!with!targeted!concrete!work.!!
Due!to!declining!maintenance!of!the!traditional!system,!Avinash,!a!kuhl!elder,!asked!the!
pradhan!of!Suri!Panchayat!if!it!was!possible!to!do!earthen!maintenance!under!NREGA.!
Meanwhile,!the!pradhan!had!been!wanting!to!repair!a!broken!retaining!wall!that!was!diverting!
significant!water!from!the!channel,!but!the!work!could!not!be!accomplished!because!it!would!
exceed!the!40%!maximum!allotted!for!materials!within!the!total!project!budget—an!
administrative!restriction!designed!to!ensure!that!projects!fulfill!their!primary!objective!of!
providing!labor!(the!‘60/40’!ratio,!discussed!in!Chapter!2).!Cleverly,!the!pradhan!applied!for!
both!as!a!single!project!to!renovate!Chitruhl!Kuhl.!In!2012,!Suri!Panchayat!oversaw!extensive!
earthen!maintenance!on!the!entire!part!of!the!Chitruhl!kuhl!within!its!boundaries,!pooling!the!
materials!budget!to!repair!the!broken!retaining!wall!the!following!spring.!!
Anil!was!impressed!by!the!excellent!quality!of!earthen!work!from!the!project.!He!had!
become!particularly!frustrated!at!the!lack!of!response!when!trying!to!mobilize!labor!for!normal!
kuhl!maintenance!and!approached!leaders!of!the!Chauri!Panchayat!to!do!maintenance!of!a!
degraded!section!of!the!Nandlu!Kuhl!that!serves!his!(lowNcaste)!community.!Sandeep!Walia,!a!
ward!member,!initiated!several!conversations!about!the!project!during!which!households!
adjacent!to!the!kuhl!requested!two!retaining!walls!and!small!bridge!over!the!kuhl.!These!would!
prevent!flooding!of!lowNlying!land!and!make!it!easier!to!graze!their!cows!and!to!access!their!
homes!from!the!main!path.!The!project!was!built!in!the!fall!of!2012.!Anil!envisions!that!if!
NREGA!would!do!this!kind!of!maintenance!on!the!kuhls!every!several!years,!it!help!compensate!
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for!declining!maintenance!in!other!years.!He!has!asked!a!neighboring!panchayat!to!do!further!
earthen!work!on!another!section!of!the!Nandlu!kuhl,!which!it!has!formally!added!to!the!list!of!
scheduled!projects!for!the!coming!year.!
Kuhls!also!play!an!important!role!in!facilitating!drainage.!In!one!lowNcaste!community!in!
Chauri!Panchayat,!poor!drainage!in!several!areas!made!it!difficult!for!some!households!to!cross!
from!their!homes!to!the!main!road!during!the!monsoon.!Mothers!worried!that!the!quick!speed!
of!the!water!on!the!steep!terrain!made!it!dangerous!for!their!children!to!play!outside!or!walk!to!
school.!In!2010,!the!ward!member!of!the!area!worked!with!the!pradhan!to!concretize!a!short!
section!of!one!of!the!kuhls!in!his!community;!the!project!helped!decrease!flooding!by!improving!
water!flow!and!stabilizing!the!edge!of!the!kuhls!walls.!Seeing!the!success,!a!handful!of!
neighboring!households!requested!work!on!another!problematic!channel.!Although!the!
requests!were!initially!unheeded,!in!2013!the!panchayat!upNpradhan!initiated!the!project!and!
worked!alongside!laborers!during!its!implementation.!Establishing!close!ties!to!the!community!
will!help!him!in!the!coming!year’s!election,!during!which!he!is!expected!to!run!for!pradhan.!!!
The!cumulative!effect!of!these!interventions!is!significant.!Of!the!four!primary!kuhls!in!
the!study!area,!Bandlu!has!been!entirely!concretized,!while!Nandlu!and!Chitruhl!have!received!
an!extensive!combination!of!concrete!and!earthen!work.!Only!Chholu!has!received!minimal!
intervention!so!far.!!
The!principle!aim!of!NREGA!projects,!as!stated!in!the!operational!guidelines,!is!to!
“strengthen!the!natural!resource!base!of!rural!livelihoods!and!create!durable!assets”!to!
promote!“sustainable!development”!(Gov!of!India!2008:!1).!It!is!important!to!note!that,!
whatever!their!benefits,!none!of!these!projects!have!exactly!achieved!these!objectives.!If!
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earthen!kuhls!have!supplied!water!to!area!fields!for!centuries,!to!what!extent!would!concrete!
kuhls!conceivably!advance!sustainability?!Certainly,!earthen!maintenance!does!not!align!with!
the!Act’s!insistence!that!it!produce!“durable”!assets;!as!the!more!recent!operational!guidelines!
has!clarified,!“As!one!of!the!objectives...!is!creation!of!durable!assets,!recurring!activities,!such!
as!filling!and!refilling...!of!compost!pits,!azolla!pits!etc.!in!above!mentioned!permissible!works!
are!not!allowed”!(Gov.!of!India!2013:!56,!emphasis!added).!Likewise,!projects!have!been!built!to!
prevent!the!flooding!of!private!property!have!little!communal!livelihood!significance.!Official!
objectives!notwithstanding,!it!is!only!as!projects!are!negotiated!and!applied!through!which!they!
are!made!relevant!for!the!local!context.!!
In!totality,!these!projects!signal!a!larger!transformation.!Through!piecemeal!
intervention,!each!of!these!works!is!substituting!for!the!decline!of!the!traditional!system.!
Concrete!structures!alleviate!the!need!for!seasonal!maintenance.!Retaining!walls!strengthen!
vulnerable!sections!that!must!otherwise!be!periodically!rebuilt.!!Earthen!work!under!NREGA!
pays!wage!laborers!to!do!what!used!to!occur!through!a!system!of!shared!responsibility.!Kuhl!
authorities!have!actively!sought!kuhl!work!to!compensate!for!diminishing!collective!action.!
Today,!it!has!become!normal!for!the!panchayat!to!do!kuhl!works.!People!approach,!and!
expect,!the!panchayat!to!do!them.!In!nearly!every!conversation!about!the!kuhls!I!had—
including!with!elders—people!would!mention!the!panchayat’s!central!role.!This!does!not!reflect!
a!wholeNsale!transition!in!governance;!elders!still!adjudicate!disputes!when!necessary,!
established!patterns!of!water!distribution!still!delineate!norms!of!access,!and!farmers!still!
undertake!at!least!some!maintenance,!although!usually!in!an!uncoordinated!manner.!But!in!
matters!relating!to!infrastructure!and!maintenance,!the!panchayat!has!become!central.!The!
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kohli!of!a!neighboring!area!reflected!a!common!sense!of!inevitability,!“these!days!kuhl!works!
are!mostly!done!under!NREGA…![all!we!can!do]!is!monitor!the!work!to!ensure!that!it!is!of!better!
quality”.!Elders!may!be!able!to!influence!projects!alongside!other!citizens,!but!are!seldom!
consulted!specifically.!I!once!asked!an!elected!ward!member!whether!he!sought!permission!for!
kuhl!work.!“Why!do!we!have!to!ask!the!kohli?”!He!laughed;!kuhl!work!is!“for!the!people.”!
Citizens!often!complain!about!particular!projects,!but!today!no!one!would!challenge!the!
panchayat’s!right!to!work!on!the!kuhls.!
!
Discussion!
In!this!chapter,!I!have!argued!that!devolution!of!developmental!powers!has!fueled!the!
ascendance!of!the!panchayat!within!kuhl!governance.!In!the!process,!formal!electoral!politics!
and!developmental!resources!have!increasingly!come!to!shape!the!everyday!process!of!kuhl!
management.!Yet,!in!the!context!of!several!ongoing!discussions!about!decentralization,!my!
argument!invokes!several!challenges!and!critiques!observed!in!the!literature:!the!tension!
between!inclusive!participation!and!technical!expertise!(Sivaramakrishnan!2000,!Larson!and!
Soto!2008,!Nightingale!2005,!Ojha!2006);!the!mismatch!between!notions!of!democratic!equality!
and!entrenched!power!asymmetries!in!formal!institutional!settings!(Witsoe!2011,!Gupta!1998,!
Agarwal!2001);!and!the!depoliticizing!nature!of!technocratic!tools!and!narrow!participatory!
interventions!that!fail!to!address!substantive!issues!of!power!and!practice!(Li!2007b,!Ferguson!
1994,!Cook!and!Kothari!2001).!In!short,!my!assertion!that!developmental!powers!under!NREGA!
have!served!to!engender!new!spaces!of!democratic!participation!run!counter!to!literature!that!
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has!seen!technocratic!forms!of!development!as!a!challenge!to!substantive!democracy.!I!wish!to!
examine!some!of!these!challenges!in!more!detail.!
While!the!exercise!of!powers!is!central!to!building!authority,!the!ability!of!actors!to!
claim!legitimacy!emerges!within!historicallyNsituated!norms!of!social!power!and!practice,!as!I!
have!argued!above!(Sikor!and!Lund!2009,!Sivaramakrishanan!2000).!Elaborating!upon!this,!
Nightingale!and!Ojha!(2013)!discuss!several!types!of!“cultural!codes”—sets!of!institutionalized!
norms!and!practices—that!frame!the!exercise!of!authority!in!ways!that!protect!the!power!of!
bureaucratic!actors,!development!experts,!and!traditional!authorities!and!thus!impede!inclusive!
participation!within!community!forestry!in!Nepal.!In!a!similar!manner,!but!with!contrasting!
outcomes,!the!implementation!of!NREGA!in!the!Kangri!context!draws!strength!from!entrenched!
practices!of!democratic!politics!within!a!longer!historical!trajectory,!through!which!notions!of!
democracy!and!representation—specifically!understood!in!relation!to!development—shape!the!
nature!of!political!practice!at!the!local!level.!!
In!Kangra,!as!in!Himachal!Pradesh!generally,!alternating!power!between!political!parties!
highlight!the!intensity!of!competition!within!elected!politics!at!several!scales.!Political!parties!
are!in!a!constant!battle!to!acquire!power,!where!development!has!served!as!the!primary!(but!
not!sole)!mode!to!capture!support—especially!within!parliamentary!and!state!legislative!
assembly!positions!(Chhatre!and!Saberwal!2006).!These!patterns!have!created!an!electorate!for!
which!development!projects!serve!as!a!vehicle!to!political!power,!but!where!local!development!
has!been!largely!delivered!through!a!class!of!local!party!operatives!through!which!citizens!often!
have!limited!means!of!influence!(cf.!Witsoe!2012,!Krishna!2002,!Manor!2000).!Now,!NREGA!
embeds!development!processes!within!an!institutionalized!set!of!formal!accountability!
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mechanisms!while!also!consolidating!the!panchayat!as!a!nexus!of!development!decisionN
making.!Clearly,!NREGA’s!implementation!has!drawn!upon!patterns!of!competitive!politics!
where!the!ability!to!deliver!development!is!a!central!element!of!legitimacy,!which!is!now!lodged!
within!an!institutional!structure!upon!which!citizens!have!increasing!influence—at!the!ballot!
box,!in!village!meetings,!and!through!other!informal!means.!!
Yet,!even!where!the!panchayat!is!responsive!to!citizens’!interests!in!the!implementation!
of!NREGA!(which,!across!India,!is!very!often!not!the!case),!the!ineluctable!relationship!between!
discretionary!powers!and!political!authority!nevertheless!highlights!the!inherent!tensions!
between!selfNdetermination!and!centralized!objectives!within!subnational!democracy.!
Discretionary!powers!are!a!necessary!prerequisite!of!representation,!as!I!have!argued!above,!
yet!the!mixture!of!powers!devolved!(and!not!devolved)!shapes!the!scope!of!engagement.!
Scholars!have!argued!that!the!construction!of!narrow!'participatory’!domains!is!depoliticizing,!
where!encouraging!debate!around!limited!issues!serves!to!constrain!discussion!around!more!
substantive!concerns!of!power!and!practice!(Li!2007b,!Cook!and!Kothari!2001).!To!add!to!this,!it!
is!striking!how!leaders!have!come!to!embrace!devolved!powers!as!part!of!their!own!visions!of!
development!in!the!present!case.!Citizens!often!request!projects,!yet!elected!leaders!play!a!key!
role!in!anticipating!and!framing!the!public’s!interests—always!in!relation!to!the!powers!at!their!
disposal.!In!short,!devolved!powers!become!tied!to!leaders’!political!interest,!which!propels!
their!realization;!in!this!manner,!they!become!stitched!directly!into!the!democratic!domain.!!
But!while!it!is!true!that!central!objectives!shape!the!scope!of!political!engagement,!
outcomes!are!not!predetermined!(Williams!2004).!Moreover,!what!is!fascinating,!and!quite!
different!from!forms!of!intervention!that!operate!through!a!clear!distinction!between!experts!
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and!the!public!they!serve,!is!that!values,!logics!of!intervention,!and!forms!of!desired!public!
action!remain!fluid,!to!be!fixed!at!the!local!level!through!the!politics!of!bringing!powers!to!
fruition.!As!I!have!argued!above,!NREGA!is!not!a!coherent!project;!rather,!it!is!a!complex!and!
sometimes!contradictory!amalgam!of!discourses,!objectives,!and!bureaucratic!procedures.!It!is!
beholden!to!a!bureaucratic!machinery!that,!much!like!Gupta!(2013)!has!observed,!is!concerned!
with!measurable!targets!and!that!is!prone!to!arbitrary!outcomes;!any!project!on!a!water!body,!
for!example,!will!satisfy!the!central!agenda!for!‘sustainable!development’!regardless!of!actual!
effects.!Yet,!Gupta’s!analysis!does!not!consider!how!recent!forms!of!decentralization!may!
mitigate!arbitrary!outcomes!by!bridging!the!gap!between!bureaucracy!and!local!practice.!
Indeed,!it!is!only!through!local!interpretation!that!tools!become!meaningful.!Outcomes!are!
significantly!patterned!by!the!dynamics!of!local!political!power.!The!alignment!between!local!
leaders’!political!interests!and!development!is!the!basis!by!which!devolved!powers!are!
deployed,!embraced,!and!reNinterpreted!through!their!implementation.!!
Moreover,!the!devolution!of!powers!under!NREGA!is!part!of!a!broader!historical!
trajectory!through!which!local!government!in!India!is!being!reinvented!and!made!manifest!
within!citizens’!everyday!lives.!NREGA!has!greatly!expanded!the!panchayat’s!range!of!action;!in!
Kangra,!development!activities!are!arguably!the!single!most!visible!activity!that!the!panchayat!
undertakes!today.!As!I!have!argued,!changing!structures!of!authority!are!a!central!means!
through!which!democratic!institutions!come!to!orient!local!power!and!practice.!The!act!of!
formulating!and!implementing!projects!becomes!a!site!for!the!production!of!formal!democratic!
authority;!in!so!doing,!it!is!reworking!the!experience!of!citizenship!within!rural!India.!Yet,!there!
are!many!variations!upon!the!political!reality!that!NREGA!provokes.!New!forms!of!political!
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power!invariably!intersect!with,!build!upon,!and!are!shaped!by!complex!and!varied!histories!of!
power!and!practice!on!the!ground!(Witsoe!2011,!Subramanian!2009,!Gupta!1998).!In!Kangra,!a!
fertile!political!context!sets!the!stage!for!new!patterns!of!political!competition!to!be!played!out!
through!NREGA’s!implementation.!Moreover,!the!panchayat!is!merely!one!channel!through!
which!citizens!encounter!democratic!discourses!and!institutions!in!their!everyday!lives.!
Ubiquitous!formal!civic!institutions!(selfNhelp!groups,!women’s!groups,!etc.)!are!built!upon!a!
democratic!architecture,!while!emerging!mechanisms!of!citizen!oversight!(social!audit,!the!
Right!to!Information!Act)!and!participatory!forums!(village!meetings)!locate!citizens!as!active!
participants!in!governance!(Goetz!and!Jenkins!2005,!Ackerman!2004).!Engagement!with!these!
structures!invariably!produces!new!political!subjectivities,!through!which!democratic!ideals!may!
come!to!penetrate!society—even!if!in!partial,!uneven,!and!unexpected!ways!(Corbridge!et!al.!
2005,!Krishna!2002).!
A!final!example!from!my!fieldwork!illustrates!the!extent!of!the!transformation!at!hand.!
One!day,!I!was!speaking!with!a!wellNeducated!young!man!in!Kohladi.!Although!his!family!does!
agriculture,!his!own!participation!is!marginal,!since!he!was!employed!as!a!teacher!in!a!nearby!
college.!In!the!course!of!our!conversation,!he!remarked,!“[In!the!past]!the!kohli!was!like!the!
pradhan![panchayat!president].!But!these!days,!the!kohli!has!no!authority…!Previously!people!
would!sit!together!and!elect!the!kohli…!Now!I!don’t!even!know!who!the!kohli!is.”!I!was!shocked.!
I!knew!well!by!then,!from!countless!hours!discussing!the!kuhl!system!with!older!village!men,!
that!the!kohli!was!never!elected;!it!was!always!a!hereditary!position.!The!young!man’s!lack!of!
familiarity!with!the!system!is!a!revealing!example!of!its!decline!within!his!generation.!But!more!
importantly,!his!story!indicates!how!deeply!formal!democratic!institutions!have!become!
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embedded!within!society.!The!supremacy!of!the!panchayat!is!starkly!evident!in!his!analogy,!but!
even!more!so!as!it!serves!as!a!template!by!which!he!envisions!the!traditional!system.!!
The!transformation!of!authority!within!the!kuhl!systems!reflects!the!way!that!formal!
democratic!institutions!have!come!to!be!viewed!as!a!center!of!village!power.!Of!course,!formal!
elected!institutions!are!often!not!substantively!democratic.!Moreover,!the!traditional!system!
was!responsive,!including!to!the!needs!of!marginal!groups,!even!as!operated!within!an!
entrenched!status!hierarchy.!Yet,!as!I!have!illustrated!in!this!paper,!under!favorable!political!
conditions,!formal!elected!institutions!built!upon!democratic!ideals!may!open!up!new!domains!
of!political!participation!that!are!more!inclusive!than!other!forms!of!social!organization.!Indeed,!
given!the!history!of!bureaucratic!development!practice!it!is!notable!that!citizens!are!able!to!
substantially!influence!development!outcomes!at!all.!Even!more!remarkable,!marginal!social!
groups,!including!women!(who!were!traditionally!excluded!from!kuhl!governance!entirely)!and!
lowNcastes!have!had!substantial!influence!upon!kuhl!projects!undertaken!under!NREGA.!!
Finally,!outcomes!differ!from!those!observed!by!Mosse!(2003:!288)!who,!in!studying!
irrigation!coNmanagement!initiatives!in!South!India,!cautions!against!simplistic!interventions!
that!“fail!to!grasp!the!cultural!specifics!of!irrigation!as!social!practice”.!In!this!case,!I!argue,!it!is!
precisely!because!projects!have!been!negotiated!within!the!formal!democratic!domain,!outside!
the!field!of!established!social!practice,!that!have!allowed!formerly!disenfranchised!groups!to!
direct!state!resources!to!compensate!for!a!decline!in!the!traditional!system.!At!a!time!when!
socioNeconomic!change!is!undermining!the!shared!sense!of!responsibility!for!kuhl!maintenance,!
NREGA!has!provided!a!new,!if!unexpected,!organizational!form!for!its!persistence—enshrined!
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within!formal!political!institutions,!built!upon!notions!of!equitable!enfranchisement,!and!
wielding!the!developmental!powers!of!the!state.!!
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Chapter!3!Figures!
Figure!3.1:!Map!of!Kohladi!Area!Kuhls!
!
Note:+To+protect+the+anonymity+of+the+individuals+and+communities+that+I+worked+with,+I+have+
adopted+pseudonyms+for+all+place+names+and+kuhls+depicted+in+the+map.++
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Figure!3.2:!Google!Earth!rendering!of!the!Kohladi!Kuhl!system:
!
Rivers!are!blue,!panchayat!boundaries!are!lime!green,!and!the!kuhls!are!in!white.!The!image!
shows!the!entanglement!of!the!Kohladi!Kuhls!as!a!single!water!system!that!transmits!water!
from!rivers!on!either!side!and!spreads!across!the!agricultural!plane.!!
Note:+To+protect+the+anonymity+of+the+individuals+and+communities+that+I+worked+with,+I+have+
adopted+pseudonyms+for+all+place+names+and+kuhls+depicted+in+the+map.++!
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Figure!3.3:!A!portion!of!upper!Nandlu!Kuhl!
!
!
Figure!3.4:!Flooded!fields!ready!for!plowing!and!planting!
!
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Figure!3.5:!A!part!of!Bandlu!Kuhl!with!two!sides!concretized!under!NREGA!to!minimize!future!
maintenance!requirements:!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
Figure!3.6:!A!section!of!Chitruhl!Kuhl!where!a!concrete!retaining!wall!was!added!in!order!to!
prevent!flooding!of!grazing!land!on!an!incline:!!
!!
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!
CHAPTER!4!
THE!RIGHT!TO!BE!POWERFUL:!!
NONNELITE!LEADERS!AND!TRANSFORMATION!OF!LOCAL!POLITICAL!SPACE!
!
“The!quest!for!new!leadership!is!the!quest!for!a!revolution!in!man,!who!does!not!stand!in!
isolation!but!who!is!subject!to!a!number!of!influences,!both!historical!and!contemporary.!Thus!
the!problem!of!new!leadership!is!essentially!a!problem!of!social!change.”!Iqbal!Narain!(1964)!
!
!
I!scan!the!panchayat!office.!Built!only!a!few!years!ago,!it!stands!in!good!condition,!with!
solid!concrete!walls!with!a!clean!tile!floor.!There!are!several!desks,!a!dozen!chairs,!and!two!
large!filing!cabinets.!This!is!a!place!of!official!business,!a!place!of!forms!and!files.!It!stands!quite!
apart!from!the!common!places!for!social!interaction!in!the!village:!wooden!shacks!where!men!
drink!tea,!the!water!pump!where!women!collect!water,!and!the!common!field!where!children!
play.!
As!I!look!around,!I!see!half!a!dozen!wellNdressed!elected!village!leaders.!They!sit!on!
chairs,!filling!out!forms!and!checking!records.!About!half!of!them!are!women,!including!the!
pradhan.!They!are!all!relatively!young;!most!are!in!their!30s.!The!men!wear!western!style!
clothing,!clean!and!pressed.!As!they!wait!for!members!to!come!to!the!village!meeting,!they!
laugh!and!joke.!Two!women!knit!to!pass!the!time.!
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An!old!man!walks!in.!He!is!wearing!simple!clothing!in!traditional!style,!faded!and!worn.!
He!bears!the!faint!odor!of!a!herder.!The!female!pradhan!lowers!her!scarf!slightly!over!her!
face—a!sign!of!respect!for!male!elders.!The!man!appears!uncomfortable,!as!if!out!of!place.!He!
hesitates!for!a!moment!and!then!explains!his!business:!he!must!certify!his!residence!in!order!to!
qualify!for!a!government!scheme.!Within!minutes,!the!pradhan!has!completed!the!proper!
paper!work.!As!he!gets!up!to!leave,!she!sets!a!pad!of!ink!on!the!table.!He!places!his!thumb!in!
the!ink!and!she!guides!his!hand!to!the!proper!place!for!his!signature.!Like!many!older!men!and!
women!in!the!village,!he!is!illiterate.!
This!scene!reflects!the!changing!nature!of!local!government!in!India,!as!panchayats!have!
come!to!carry!an!increasing!array!of!administrative!duties!and!discretionary!powers!in!the!past!
several!decades.!In!this!chapter,!I!seek!to!document!a!new!generation!of!elected!leaders,!who!
bring!together!these!contrasting!social!worlds!through!everyday!panchayat!affairs.!These!new!
leaders!tend!to!be!young!and!educated,!capable!of!navigating!an!increasingly!bureaucratized!
landscape.!Owing!to!India’s!system!of!reservations,!they!are!drawn!from!more!diverse!social!
categories.!Even!while!unelected!elites!often!retain!significant!political!power,!this!new!
generation!of!elected!leaders!has!gained!increasing!influence!on!panchayat!affairs.!!
In!this!chapter,!I!aim!to!accomplish!three!things.!First,!I!provide!an!ethnographic!account!
of!this!new!generation!of!leaders!through!a!portrait!of!three!individuals!that!hold!elected!
positions,!each!of!which!are!drawn!of!social!positions!that!have!typically!lacked!power!upon!
village!politics.!Second,!I!document!their!creative!agency!as!they!navigate!bureaucratic!
constraints,!balance!competing!local!demands,!and!use!state!resources!in!pursuit!of!a!multiN
faceted!developmental!agenda.!Finally,!I!discuss!the!implications!of!these!changes!for!local!
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democracy.!The!growing!power!of!formally!elected!representatives!has!generated!new!forms!of!
representation!and!accountability!within!local!democratic!practice,!but!stands!uneasily!beside!
entrenched!forms!of!elite!power.!!
!
Changing!patterns!of!leadership!and!local!democratic!practice!
Political!entrepreneurs,!fixers,!brokers,!party!workers,!elites,!and!leaders—known!by!
many!names,!manifest!in!various!forms,!these!ubiquitous!individuals!are!the!building!block!
through!which!citizens!encounter!the!democratic!state!in!rural!India!(Krishna!2011,!Corbridge!et!
al.!2005,!Manor!2000,!Gupta!1995,!Witsoe!2012).16!These!are!the!individuals!that!mediate!the!
relationship!between!political!parties,!bureaucratic!bodies,!and!informal!local!politics.!They!
undertake!many!roles:!they!help!the!public!to!navigate!a!complex!web!of!bureaucratic!
procedures,!channel!interests!and!aspirations!of!the!public!to!leaders!at!different!scales,!deliver!
vote!banks!for!political!parties,!and!enable!bureaucrats!to!implement!centralized!schemes!
within!complex!local!contexts.!Through!their!work,!they!slowly!build!privileged!connections!
with!political!parties!and!bureaucratic!actors.!These!actions,!in!turn,!often!serve!as!the!basis!of!
a!profitable!career!in!party!politics!or!contracting!for!government!projects.!!
These!individuals!are!understudied,!but!they!are!of!particular!importance!to!
understanding!Indian!democracy.!For!the!rural!poor!who!lack!the!skills,!resources,!and—most!
importantly—connections!with!powerful!actors,!they!are!a!crucial!means!to!access!state!
services!(Krishna!2011).!As!the!fundamental!link!between!state!and!society,!their!engagements!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16!These!mediators!are!heterogeneous.!Krishna!(2011:!104N107)!provides!an!incomplete!list!of!
the!types!of!individuals,!both!within!formal!institutions!and!through!informal!relations,!mediate!
access!to!state!resources.!
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reflect!the!vitality!of!democratic!practice!(or!lack!thereof).!Such!individuals!are!present,!
implicitly!if!not!always!explicitly,!in!almost!any!work!on!stateNsociety!relationships!in!rural!India.!
But!only!a!few!works!have!given!particular!attention!to!these!individuals!in!particular!(Krishna!
2002,!2011;!Witsoe!2012;!Manor!2000;!Mitra!1992).!The!general!consensus!in!these!works!is!
that!increasing!party!competition!in!conjunction!within!a!proliferation!of!government!programs!
in!the!past!several!decades!have!provided!space!for!an!increasing!diversity!of!local!actors!that!
fulfill!this!role!(Krishna!2002,!Witsoe!2012).!As!part!of!an!evolving!political!context,!they!
determine!the!scope!for!political!participation,!but!also!serve!to!maintain!entrenched!power!
asymmetries.!As!Witsoe!(2012)!suggests,!“an!entire!political!history!could!be!told!by!examining!
the!changing!role!of!brokers,!and!the!ways!in!which!this!reflects!transformations!in!the!
relationships!between!state!institutions!and!the!structuring!of!local!power.”!So!far,!the!
literature!has!paid!particular!attention!to!the!way!that!these!individuals!mobilize!state!
resources!through!informal!connections!with!bureaucrats!and!higher!level!politicians!from!out!
side!formal!structures!of!power.!!
In!this!chapter,!however,!I!focus!on!local!elected!leaders!in!particular.!In!so!doing,!I!
address!one!of!the!central!effects!that!institutional!changes!have!had!on!the!local!political!
landscape.!The!emergence!of!new!elected!village!leaders!has!reshaped!local!political!dynamics,!
emabled!a!greater!diversity!of!individuals!to!serve!in!positions!of!power,!and!changed!how!
citizens!interact!with!centers!of!political!power.!To!date,!the!ways!that!elected!village!leaders!
transform!existing!patterns!of!mediation!between!citizens!and!state!services!have!received!only!
limited!attention.!This!is,!I!believe,!due!to!a!general!lack!of!resources!available!to!panchayat!
leaders!to!undertake!meaningful!actions!on!behalf!of!the!public;!to!the!extent!that!this!is!the!
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case,!the!individuals!that!can!link!the!public!to!actually!empowered!authorities—especially!
political!party!leaders!and!bureaucratic!officials!at!higher!scales—have!been!far!more!important!
to!citizens’!everyday!needs.!Yet,!recent!years!have!seen!an!increasing!array!of!programs,!public!
services,!and!development!resources!being!implemented!directly!through!local!governments.17!
Panchayats!have!become!an!increasingly!important!bridge!between!the!formal,!legible,!and!
bureaucratic!worlds!of!state!affairs!and!the!complex!dynamics!of!village!politics.!When!the!
position!of!political!broker!moves!from!the!interstices!of!state!and!society!to!a!formal!position,!
bound!through!accountability!to!the!public!through!regular!elections!and!with!clearly!defined!
rights!and!resources,!how!does!this!transform!the!practice!local!democracy?!!
This!question!intersects!with!a!parallel!body!of!work!that!has!sought!to!study!the!
impacts!of!India’s!system!of!political!reservations.!As!I!have!discussed!in!Chapter!2,!the!73rd!
constitutional!amendment!of!1993!mandates!that!1/3!seats!in!local!government!are!held!by!
women!on!a!rotational!basis,!with!reservations!for!scheduled!castes!and!scheduled!tribes!on!a!
rotational!basis.!Unlike!the!work!on!political!brokers,!this!literature!has!focused!on!the!elected!
leader!in!particular,!with!a!particular!emphasis!on!the!growing!role!of!women!that!fill!these!
positions.!Popular!accounts!of!husbands!dominating!their!wives!positions!are!common,!but!
there!also!exists!mounting!evidence!that!women!elected!under!reservations!are!more!likely!to!
represent!the!interests!of!other!women,!that!their!entrance!into!the!public!domain!is!
personally!empowering,!and!that!the!public!has!become!more!accepting!and!accustomed!to!
women!hold!these!positions!over!time!(Hust!2007,!Beaman!et!al.!2009,!Chattopadhyay!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17!It!is!important!to!note!that!the!extent!that!actual!powers!and!resources!have!been!devolved!
and!the!degree!to!which!local!governments!may!mobilize!these!resources!remains!highly!
variable!between!Indian!states!(Corbridge!et!al.!2013,!Jayal!et!al.!2006).!Decentralization!
remains!only!partially!realized,!to!say!the!least.!
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Duflo!2004).!This!literature,!however,!remains!narrowly!focused!on!reservations!themselves,!
with!little!attention!to!the!way!that!changing!patterns!of!representation!reflect!a!
transformation!in!the!political!context!as!a!whole.!!
In!this!chapter,!I!use!local!political!leadership!as!a!window!into!a!changing!society.!The!
individuals!that!ascend!to!positions!of!power!reflect!a!matrix!of!formal!and!informal!institutions!
of!political!practice,!understandings!of!legitimate!authority,!and!the!terms!by!which!this!is!
sanctioned.!These!dynamics!shape!who!has!voice!and!influence!upon!political!decisions!and!
through!which!means.!A!very!large!amount!of!scholarship!has!focused!on!how!interaction!with!
democratic!institutions!produces!new!forms!of!awareness!of!political!rights!and!notions!of!
democratic!citizenship,!however!partially!realized!(Subramanian!2009,!Corbridge!et!al.!2005,!
Gupta!1998,!Witsoe!2013).!Nonetheless,!leadership!as!a!particular!form!of!political!subjectivity!
remains!underNtheorized.18!
This!chapter!makes!three!theoretical!contributions.!First,!I!argue!that!the!increasing!
formal!powers!of!elected!institutions!has!made!the!individuals!that!inhabit!these!positions!
increasingly!relevant.!Whereas!local!power!has!largely!been!defined!by!the!ability!to!interact!
with!parties!and!bureaucrats!through!privileged!relationships,!a!new!wave!of!leaders!draw!their!
powers!from!their!formal!institutional!position.!
Second,!the!capacity!to!act!derived!from!an!increasing!array!of!discretionary!powers!has!
given!rise!to!new!forms!of!political!leadership.!Local!elected!leaders!are!not!simply!following!a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18!There!is,!however,!a!large!amount!of!work!on!how!particular!notions!of!authority!become!
entrenched!over!time!(see!Nightingale!and!Ojha!2013,!Sikor!and!Lund!2006).!Likewise,!many!
ethnographies!note!how!political!and!social!changes,!in!turn,!transform!notions!of!power!and!
authority!within!local!politics!(Gupta!1998,!Price!2006,!Krishna!2002).!There!is!a!lack!of!work!on!
how!leaders!themselves!assume!particular!leadership!role!through!their!political!and!
institutional!position.!
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script!defined!by!centralized!programs!and!agendas,!nor!are!they!singularly!motivated!for!
personal!political!and!economic!gain.!I!seek!to!document!leaders’!creative!agency!as!they!use!
the!resources!at!their!disposal!in!pursuit!of!a!multifaceted!agenda.!!
Finally,!I!discuss!the!implications!of!these!changes!for!the!practice!of!local!democracy.!
The!wider!range!of!leaders!able!to!undertake!meaningful!political!roles!raises!the!possibility!for!
more!social!groups!to!be!represented;!moreover,!holding!these!positions!is!empowering!for!the!
leaders!themselves.!The!growing!power!of!elected!authorities!is!not!supplanting!unelected!elite!
power—far!from!it—but!it!is!injecting!new!forms!of!competition!within!a!complex!and!
interwoven!matrix!of!local!power,!which!are!opening!new!spaces!of!democratic!practice.!!
The!chapter!will!proceed!as!follows.!First,!I!discuss!recent!scholarship!on!the!local!
individuals!that!mediate!citizens’!relationship!to!the!state!in!rural!India.!This!provides!a!
theoretical!and!historical!basis!to!understand!how!the!ascending!power!of!elected!authorities!
diverges!from,!and!interacts!with,!other!forms!of!local!power.!Thereafter,!I!provide!a!
description!of!the!local!context!and!existing!political!dynamics.!My!case!material!introduces!
three!individuals,!drawn!from!social!positions!that!have!typically!lacked!power,!and!describe!
how!they!use!their!institutional!position!as!elected!panchayat!officials!to!advance!a!
development!agenda!and!the!conflicts!that!they!faced.!Finally,!I!discuss!the!implications!of!new!
forms!of!leadership!for!the!practice!of!local!democracy,!as!elected!leaders!intersect!with!other!
forms!of!local!power.!!
!
!
!
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The!Growing!power!of!local!elected!leaders!
As!Mitra!(1991)!notes,!local!leaders!appear!most!often!as!a!villain!within!development!
scholarship,!the!powerful!figures!that!manipulate!the!state!programs!in!ways!that!are!at!odds!
with!both!social!equity!and!developmental!progress.!In!the!popular!media,!the!local!leader!is!
often!depicted!as!the!millionaire+mukiya,!a!token!example!of!the!Indian!state’s!flagrant!
expenditures!siphoned!off!through!local!corruption.19!In!each!of!these,!the!local!leader!stands!
at!the!vanguard!of!a!system!of!entrenched!power!asymmetries!that!abuses!state!resources!
while!continuing!to!fail!the!poor.!These!depictions!have!more!than!an!element!of!truth!in!them.!!
But!as!other!scholars!have!noted,!local!leaders!are!also!the!most!fundamental!way!in!
which!citizens!confront!the!democratic!state!(Krishna!2002,!Witsoe!2012,!Manor!2000,!Mitra!
1991).!They!have!varying!aspirations,!objectives,!resources,!and!skills;!they!are!also!embedded!
within!a!complex!social!context.!I!use!the!work!of!two!scholars!in!particular—Jeffry!Witsoe!
(2012)!and!Anirudh!Krishna!(2002,!2011)—as!a!point!of!departure.!
As!Krishna!documents!(2002),!the!political!broker!fulfills!a!fundamental!need!of!the!
democratic!political!system.!Neither!political!parties!nor!the!state!bureaucracy!is!capable!of!
effectively!operating!within!the!local!context;!they!must!rely!upon!local!elites!for!organizing.!In!
the!early!years!of!independence,!the!Congress!party!consolidated!their!dominance!through!a!
network!of!landed!elites!(Krishna!2002,!Frankel!2006,!Gupta!1998).!But!as!In!the!latter!part!of!
the!twentieth!century,!the!rise!of!credible!oppositional!parties!as!well!as!the!rapidly!growing!
state!administrative!functions!opened!spaces!for!new!leaders!to!emerge.!At!the!same!time,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19!Mukiya+is!a!term!used!for!panchayat!president!in!several!Indian!states;!it!is!synonymous!with!
pradhan.!See,!for!example:!http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/millionaireNmukhiyas!
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universal!education,!but!a!lack!of!jobs,!left!a!generation!of!unemployed!youth!within!the!village.!
Many!turned!to!social!work!(Krishna!2002).!!
These!conditions!gave!rise!to!what!Krishna!(2002)!refers!to!as!the!naya+neta+(literally:!
‘new!leader’).!These!individuals!come!to!build!their!social!prestige!by!navigating!the!byzantine!
bureaucratic!processes!required!to!access!basic!social!services.!Owing!to!universal!education,!
they!are!drawn!from!all!caste!backgrounds.!As!Krishna!(2002:!184N185)!states,!“The!new!set!of!
younger,!more!educated,!and!nonNcasteNbased!political!entrepreneurs!are!democratizing!
politics!at!the!village!level,!and!they!are!helping!to!make!established!socioeconomic!and!
political!structures!more!accountable!to!the!ordinary!villager.!The!old!casteNbound!leaders!
monopolized!narrow!conduits!of!influence!with!the!state.!The!new!leaders!are!opening!up!
multiple!avenues!for!profitable!interaction…”!For!Krishna!(2011),!the!proliferation!of!actors!that!
inhabit!these!spaces!provides!greater!scope!and!leverage!for!citizens!of!diverse!social!groups!to!
access!state!resources.!!
Krishna!makes!an!important!contribution,!one!which!resonates!with!my!own!
observations.!Yet,!what!I!find!problematic!about!his!analysis!is!that!he!ignores!the!political!
economy!that!permeates!party!politics!within!India,!even!down!to!the!village!level.!In!this!
regard,!Witsoe’s!(2012)!less!sanguine!account!of!the!local!political!broker!is!instructive.!He!aims!
to!provide!a!broad!account!of!“the!broker!as!affecting!the!elite!capture!or!‘vernacularisation’!of!
the!Indian!state!at!lower!levels,!the!broker!as!the!front!line!distributor!of!political!patronage,!
and!the!broker!as!key!for!generating!and!channeling!campaign!finance”!(Witsoe!2012:!48).!In!
his!account,!the!broker!mediates!access!to!the!state,!but!from!within!a!patronage!system!within!
which!the!general!public!remains!decidedly!subordinate.!Even!while!the!characters!that!fill!
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these!roles!have!become!more!diverse,!they!still!operate!through!privileged!connections!that!
leaves!the!public!with!far!less!bargaining!power!than!Krishna!seems!to!suggest.20!
From!my!point!of!view,!these!two!accounts!are!not!mutually!exclusive.!In!my!study!area,!
characters!that!match!either!description!exists.!But!while!there!are!certainly!benevolent!naya+
netas+operating!from!the!margins,!the!more!powerful!characters!more!closely!align!with!
Witsoe’s!description.!They!are!known!as!tekidars+(contractors),!who!mediate!access!to!state!
resources!to!capture!vote!banks!for!their!respective!political!parties!in!exchange!for!lucrative!
government!contracts.!They!do!provide!an!important!means!for!the!poor!to!access!state!
resources;!but!to!the!extent!that!the!public!relies!upon!their!connections,!they!are!able!to!
dominate!the!local!political!landscape!with!only!limited!checks!upon!their!actions.!They!
maintain!power!asymmetries,!direct!entitlements!to!the!favor!of!their!cast!and!kin,!and!leave!
marginal!groups!ensnared!in!relations!of!dependence.!
It!is!noteworthy!that!neither!Witsoe!nor!Krishna!pay!attention!to!the!formally!elected!
leader!as!a!means!of!political!mediation.!As!I!have!suggested!above,!this!is!likely!due!to!limited!
power!of!the!formal!elected!governments!in!each!case.!Krishna’s!(2011)!analysis,!based!upon!
somewhat!dated!data—from!between!1997!and!2005—in!Rajasthan!and!Andhra!Pradesh,!
argues!that!the!panchayat!is!more!of!an!implementing!agency!of!central!schemes!than!one!with!
meaningful!discretionary!powers.!Witsoe’s!(2012)!fieldwork!is!situated!in!Bihar,!where!the!
heavy!hand!of!a!predatory!bureaucracy!has!systematically!compromised!the!power!of!local!
governments!throughout!much!of!the!state.!In!both!cases,!the!local!elected!government!had!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20!It!is!also!worth!noting!that!Witsoe’s!account!emerges!from!Bihar,!which!bears!the!reputation!
of!being!one!of!the!most!corrupt!and!dysfunctional!states!for!local!government!and!public!
services,!which!no!doubt!has!fueled!his!pessimism.!
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little!effective!scope!to!undertake!meaningful!actions.!It!is!not!surprising!that!these!authors!
view!elected!authorities!as!less!important!than!other!types!of!political!mediators.!!
This,!however,!is!changing.!While!the!formalization!of!the!panchayat!structure!through!
the!Panchayati+Raj+Act+in!1993!established!an!institutional!basis!for!formal!mediation!with!the!
Indian!state,!they!have!become!an!increasingly!important!center!of!local!political!powers!(Singh!
2007,!Corbridge!et!al.!2005,!Jayal!et!al.!2005,!Mitra!2005).!Over!the!past!decade!in!particular,!
there!has!been!an!increasing!array!of!programs!and!resources!that!have!given!meaningful!
discretionary!authorities!directly!to!the!panchayat.!Perhaps!most!important!is!NREGA,!which!
has!given!local!leaders!the!resources!to!implement!a!variety!of!development!projects.!In!short,!
local!elected!leaders!have!taken!on!a!variety!of!roles;!they!have!become!planners,!executors,!
trustees,!secretaries,!recordNkeepers,!and!negotiators!of!bureaucratic!procedures.!To!a!
significant!degree,!they!determine!the!way!that!the!state!works!within!the!local!political!
landscape.!!
!
Village!leadership!past!and!present!
When!Ashok!Kumar!passes!by,!everyone!bows!down!and!touches!his!feet,!a!symbol!of!
his!enduring!prestige!within!the!community.!He!is!an!old!man!now,!but!he!was!the!pradhan!of!
Kotla!Panchayat!for!approximately!two!decades,!ending!in!the!early!1990s.!His!time!in!power!
was!characterized!by!significant!developmental!change!in!the!village,!including!the!arrival!of!
electricity,!a!road,!bus!service,!and!piped!water,!which,!it!is!claimed,!he!‘brought’!to!the!village!
through!close!ties!with!the!Congress!Party.!Ashok!Kumar’s!power!was!never!absolute,!yet!he!
stands!as!a!relic!of!an!era!where!village!politics!was!heavily!controlled!by!a!single!individual!
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through!privileged!party!connections.!Even!today,!he!is!often!referred!to!as!The+Pradhan,!
although!he!no!longer!holds!any!formal!position.!!
In!the!early!1990s,!there!emerged!a!credible!rival!to!Ashok!Kumar’s!power.!Amrit!Lal!
was!a!tailor!of!modest!means!who!was!being!groomed!as!a!local!political!leader!by!Ashok!
Kumar!himself.!But!as!Amrit!Lal!acquired!increasing!visibility!within!the!village,!he!defected!to!
the!Bharatiya!Janata!Party!(BJP).!A!challenge!to!Ashok!Kumar’s!monopoly!on!power,!Amrit!Lal!
was!elected!as!pradhan!in!1993.!Although!he!only!served!one!term,!he!built!wide!support!
within!the!village!and!today!remains!the!chief!local!operative!for!BJP.!Amrit!Lal’s!emergence!as!
a!local!leader!signaled!a!new!era!of!village!politics,!characterized!by!greater!competition!
between!parties!and!factions,!with!multiple!spheres!of!local!power.!!
Both!Ashok!Kumar!and!Amrit!Lal’s!formal!position!as!elected!pradhans!served!as!a!
testament!to!their!power!within!the!village,!but!it!had!only!limited!significance!in!itself.!Both!of!
them!were!elected!before!the!implementation!of!the!73rd!constitutional!amendment,!during!a!
time!when!local!governments!served!chiefly!as!implementing!agencies!of!central!programs!with!
few!discretionary!powers.!Indeed,!both!of!these!actors’!real!power!was!drawn!form!their!
affiliation!with!parties,!which!gave!them!privileged!connections!with!higherNlevel!elected!
representatives!and!bureaucratic!actors.!Throughout!the!village,!I!have!heard!accounts!of!the!
ways!that!Amrit!Lal!helped!his!supporters!by!bringing!development!resources!for!a!new!path,!
helping!households!to!get!a!connection!to!piped!water,!employing!individuals!for!work!
contracted!to!him!by!the!forest!department,!brokering!the!sale!of!land,!enabling!households!to!
get!necessary!construction!permits,!and!many,!many!other!forms!of!everyday!assistance.!He!
has!built!a!loyal!following!of!supporters!that!will!vote!according!to!his!intentions.!By!lodging!
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himself!as!a!center!of!village!power,!he!enjoys!incredible!power!over!decisionNmaking!processes!
and!disproportionate!access!to!state!resources.!He!has!become!a!wealthy!man.!!
Nevertheless,!a!lot!has!changed!since!Amrit!Lal!first!rose!to!prominence.!Following!the!
7rd!constitutional!amendment,!Himachal!Pradesh’s!first!election!to!contain!reserved!seats!was!
in!1995.!The!new!panchayat!became!an!institutional!basis!for!the!further!devolution!of!powers!
and!resources!in!the!following!years.!The!implementation!of!NREGA!in!particular!greatly!
expanded!the!resources!available!to!local!governments!to!do!development.!This,!in!turn,!has!
made!it!possible!for!lessNconnected!leaders!(especially!those!elected!on!reservations)!to!
undertake!substantive!actions!on!behalf!of!the!public.!As!one!local!leader!told!me,!“Now!you!
don’t!have!to!bow!down!before!any!politician!to!do!good!in!the!village.”!
The!changes!in!the!role!and!function!of!formal!local!governments!are!also!taking!place!
against!a!backdrop!of!socioNeconomic!change,!which!have!challenged!traditional!social!norms!of!
power!and!authority.!Economic!growth!has!made!a!new!generation!of!laborers!less!dependent!
upon!contractors!and!landlords!for!their!income.!Greater!economic!bargaining!power,!
competitive!elected!dynamics,!and!other!forms!of!social!change!have!diminished!deference!
given!to!older!forms!of!authority.!Finally,!the!proliferation!of!government!schemes!has!been!
accompanied!by!a!greater!sense!of!entitlement!to!government!resources.!As!one!former!
contractor!in!a!nearby!panchayat!told!me,!“People!used!to!fear!the!pradhan.!But!these!days!
anyone!would!drag!him!out!of!the!panchayat!house!and!tell!him!that!‘my!cow!is!ill’.”!Older!
generations!of!leaders!perceive!this!sense!of!entitlement!as!a!violation!of!the!respect!to!which!
they!are!rightfully!owed;!a!new!generation!of!panchayat!leaders!is!less!prone!to!expect!this!
privilege.!!
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My!contention!is!that!these!changes!have!given!rise!to!new!forms!of!village!leadership,!
that!emerges!directly!from!individuals!acting!with!formal!elected!positions.!It!is!a!village!
leadership!that!is!based!more!upon!the!access!to!resources!as!a!consequence!of!being!elected,!
rather!than!informal!connections!with!parties!and!bureaucrats!alone.!This!new!generation!of!
leader!is!subject!to!periodic!elections!and!unlike!other!forms!of!contractors!and!party!elites!
who!build!their!political!capital!over!years!and!decades,!their!power!is!subject!to!periodic!
sanction!and!renewal.!!
Below,!I!narrate!the!experience!of!three!leaders!that!I!have!selected!form!a!pool!of!
active!political!leaders!within!the!community.!Each!is!from!a!social!position!that!has!not!
typically!enjoyed!access!to!panchayat!power.!I!do!not!mean!to!suggest!that!any!of!these!
examples!below!are!representative!of!other!individuals!of!a!similar!social!standing!within!the!
community!or!elsewhere.!Rather,!I!have!selected!them!because!I!think!they!well!illustrate!the!
changing!positions!of!leadership!within!the!community,!the!types!individuals!that!fulfill!these!
roles,!and!the!types!of!challenges!they!face.!They!also!illustrate!how!these!individuals!have!
used!their!position!to!pursue!a!varied!and!multiNlayered!political!agenda.!!
!
Kamal!Devi!
Kamal!is!Amrit!Lal’s!sister.!Her!unmarried!status!has!afforded!her!greater!ability!to!
negotiate!a!social!role!that!does!not!conform!to!expectations!associated!with!her!gender.!
Although!her!living!situation!is!in!many!ways!unique,!she!is!also!part!of!a!broader!change!in!the!
place!of!women!within!Kangri!society.!While!women!continue!to!lack!power!in!many!social!
arenas,!in!the!past!decades!it!has!become!increasingly!common!for!women!to!work!outside!of!
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the!home,!to!receive!high!school!and!often!college!education,!and!achieve!positions!of!local!
political!authority.!Kamal!herself!has!played!a!role!in!this!transition.!Originally!trained!as!a!
tailor,!she!set!up!a!shop!where!she!helped!to!teach!women!basic!tailoring!skills,!providing!them!
access!to!a!new!source!of!income!with!the!possibility!of!greater!financial!autonomy.!Further,!
her!ascent!to!power!within!the!panchayat!has!become!a!symbol!of!women’s!ability!to!play!a!
meaningful!role!as!political!leaders!within!the!village.!!
At!the!suggestion!of!her!brother,!she!stood!for!election!for!a!seat!reserved!for!women!in!
2005.!From!the!beginning,!she!was!understood!to!be!running!in!alignment!with!her!brother!and!
was!able!to!draw!upon!his!political!resources.!At!the!same!time,!her!election!was!also!perceived!
as!a!new!chapter!within!a!history!of!power!struggles!with!which!her!brother!had!been!involved.!
Although!she!received!significant!support!and!advice!from!her!brother!throughout!her!term,!by!
all!accounts!she!was!in!control!of!everyday!decisionNmaking!processes.!Through!experience!of!
being!pradhan,!she!emerged!as!a!leader!of!her!own.!!
She!was!initially!overwhelmed!by!the!duties!associated!with!her!position.!With!only!a!9th!
grade!education,!bureaucratic!procedures!were!often!challenging.!As!a!woman,!she!faced!
restrictions!on!her!mobility!that!prevented!her!from!visiting!the!Block!Development!Office!(the!
administrative!headquarters!that!oversees!panchayat!duties)!at!will.!As!a!result,!she!relied!
heavily!upon!the!panchayat!secretary,!her!brother,!and!other!male!members!of!the!panchayat!
to!help!her!perform!many!official!duties.!!
When!NREGA!arrived!in!the!Kangra!district!in!2007,!she!attended!a!training!session!with!
other!panchayat!members!to!learn!about!the!Act.!She!quickly!began!to!perceive!its!potential!as!
a!tool!to!develop!the!community.!She!became!enthused!by!the!power!to!bring!development!
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into!the!village,!which!unleashed!creative!agency!to!envision!and!implement!a!development!
agenda.!During!our!conversations,!she!told!me!in!great!detail!the!many!types!of!projects!that!
could!be!implemented!under!the!scheme,!its!requirements!and!the!restrictions,!and!the!
bureaucratic!procedures!necessary!for!implementation.!These!long!narrations!reflected!not!
only!a!thorough!understanding!of!the!Act,!but!also!of!the!types!of!creative!visions!to!which!she!
put!it!to!use.!
Most!prominently,!she!built!short!roads!and!village!paths.!Lack!of!roads!have!been!a!
source!of!chronic!isolation!within!the!mountainous!terrain;!while!the!first!road!approached!the!
lower!reaches!of!the!panchayat!two!decades!prior,!a!great!deal!of!the!panchayat’s!population!
still!lies!a!steep!hike!away.!Her!first!road!project!extended!through!several!areas!of!strategic!
importance:!from!the!main!road,!through!a!low!caste!community!of!supporters,!and!toward!a!
hamlet!inhabited!by!members!of!the!gaddi!community—a!group!whose!support!she!was!eager!
to!capture.!The!road!provided!Kamal!personal!financial!benefits!as!well.!It!is!almost!certain!she!
profited!from!the!materials!expenditures!from!such!a!long!concrete!work;!it!also!raised!the!
value!of!a!plot!of!land!that!she!sold!the!following!year.!But!whatever!her!personal!motivations!
were,!the!communities!alongside!the!road!were!quite!happy!with!the!project.!!
The!project!was!not!an!easy!undertaking.!She!built!it!in!three!stages,!which!allowed!her!
to!pursue!the!project!without!the!more!onerous!bureaucratic!procedures!required!imposed!on!
projects!with!larger!budget.!She!developed!strategies!to!motivate!workers!and!fulfill!
productivity!targets!and!gained!a!strong!reputation!among!area!women!as!being!a!good!
employer.!As!she!told!me,!“You!have!to!make!things!work...!You!work!with!the!laborers!and!
make!them!feel!good!about!what!they!do.!And!when!they!might!be!going!to!the!riverbed!with!
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their!cows,!you!just!ask!them!to!bring!stones!and!raw!material,!such!as!sand.!You!adjust!their!
wages!on!account!of!the!work!they!have!done.!You!show!progress!in!what!you!do.!Thus,!the!
people!who!sit!above!you!are!happy!as!well...!you!can!earn!a!lot!and!everyone!is!happy.!I!wasn't!
even!a!politician,!but!I!stood!for!election!and!I!learned!a!lot.”!It!is!striking!to!consider!how!
becoming!a!pradhan!transported!her!from!a!position!of!helping!teach!women!learn!to!sew!to!a!
development!planner!learning!to!work!within!bureaucratic!procedures!to!manage!a!team!of!
workers.!!
While!she!gained!significant!support!within!the!village!for!her!work,!she!was!also!the!
target!of!opposition.!Working!with!a!local!ward!member!she!attempted!to!build!a!dirt!road!to!a!
hamlet!dominated!by!a!rival!political!group.!Many!residents!of!the!hamlet!were!initially!very!
supportive,!but!a!local!elite!provoked!an!outcry!against!the!project’s!design,!effectively!halting!
its!construction.!Other!elected!members!of!the!panchayat!accused!her!of!dominating!projects,!
directing!resources!to!her!own!community!at!the!expense!of!groups,!and!a!shameless!amount!
of!corruption.!These!charges!may!be!partially!true,!but!they!also!are!entangled!with!longer!
histories!of!power!struggles!directed!at!her!brother—exacerbated,!it!appears,!by!the!
incongruence!of!her!strong!demeanor!with!notions!of!genderNappropriate!behavior.!To!rival!
elites,!her!growing!support!was!viewed!as!a!threat.!When!Kamal!ran!for!reelection,!these!rivals!
threw!their!support!behind!one!of!the!three!opposing!candidates.!They!enlisted!a!local!priest!to!
go!door!to!door!requesting!members!of!the!community!to!promise,!through!prayer!to!a!
goddess,!that!they!will!vote!for!their!chosen!candidate.!!
In!the!end,!Kamal!lost!by!a!narrow!margin.!Yet,!the!vehement!opposition!against!her!
and!the!extreme!measures!taken!to!dislodge!her!from!power!underscore!the!degree!to!which!
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she!had!achieved!the!status!as!a!formidable!political!actor.!While!she!was!always!associated!
with!her!brother!to!some!degree,!complaints!and!support!for!her!performance!as!a!pradhan!
were!levied!at!her!in!particular.!To!the!public,!she!had!become!a!political!actor!of!her!own.!!
!
Rahul!Walia!!
Rahul!is!a!young!man!who!is!gaining!increasing!prominence!within!village!affairs.!He!is!in!
his!midNthirties,!has!been!married!for!only!a!few!years,!and!has!a!young!son.!He!had!wanted!to!
be!in!the!army!like!his!father,!but!was!unable!to!pass!the!entrance!exam.!Instead,!he!decided!to!
open!a!shop!on!the!main!road!in!the!village,!which!has!become!an!important!local!hub!of!
activity.!People!stream!in!and!out!throughout!the!day!to!purchase!basic!household!items,!but!
Rahul!does!more!than!sell!products.!His!shop!gives!him!public!visibility,!through!which!he!has!
taken!a!role!of!service.!He!helps!customers!negotiate!a!variety!of!critical!services!that!they!
often!cannot!do!by!themselves,!such!as!sorting!out!difficulties!with!mobile!phone!service,!
obtaining!subsidized!cooking!gas,!and!now!a!variety!of!official!panchayat!services.!Further,!his!
shop!has!become!an!important!space!of!social!activity.!Men!of!several!castes!and!social!groups!
often!stop!for!a!chat,!while!the!youth!of!the!community!congregate!there!in!the!evenings.!His!
public!service!is!motivated!by!far!more!than!instrumental!political!gain;!he!feels!a!deep!and!
unassuming!sense!of!duty!toward!his!comment!that!is!quite!different!than!forms!of!patronage!
rooted!in!notions!of!elite!privilege.!!
He!decided!to!run!as!a!ward!member!in!2010!and!was!easily!elected.!His!shop!makes!
him!accessible!to!the!public.!Constituents!visit!him!for!help!with!documentation!for!subsidized!
foods,!to!request!work!under!NREGA,!and!for!a!variety!of!other!official!duties.!Because!he!
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works!within!the!village,!he!can!easily!survey!NREGA!work!during!the!day.!He!has!gained!a!
reputation!of!being!dependable!among!other!elected!panchayat!members;!he!is!competent!at!
negotiating!bribes!and!profits!between!technical!staff,!the!pradhan,!and!himself.!While!the!
pradhan,!a!female,!cannot!easily!travel!alone!in!the!evenings,!members!of!her!family!often!visit!
his!shop!in!the!evening!to!make!arrangements!for!NREGA!work!the!following!day,!discuss!plans!
and!designs,!and!to!redistribute!profits.!By!positioning!himself!as!a!reliable!partner!in!village!
development,!the!pradhan!has!been!quite!supportive!of!the!projects!that!he!wishes!to!pursue.!!
To!date,!he!has!done!several!projects!on!irrigation!canals.!At!the!request!of!Anil!
(discussed!below),!he!organized!a!project!to!do!maintenance!on!an!earthen!irrigation!canal!that!
had!fallen!in!disrepair.!The!project!widened!and!deepened!the!silted!canal,!built!two!concrete!
retaining!walls!to!prevent!the!periodic!flooding!of!adjacent!grazing!land,!and!built!a!small!bridge!
over!the!canal!for!easier!access!to!someone’s!home.!Although!the!work!was!of!exceptional!
quality,!Rahul!and!several!other!community!members!regretted!that!they!did!not!simply!
concretize!the!canal!in!full!to!alleviate!the!need!for!regular!maintenance.!The!following!year,!
Rahul!began!a!project!to!concretize!a!much!longer!stretch!of!another!canal,!which!leads!directly!
to!his!community.!Although!it!was!only!partially!completed!when!I!last!visited,!he!expects!that!
the!project!would!alleviate!the!need!for!regular!maintenance,!streamline!water!drainage,!and!
fortify!eroding!land!next!to!the!canal!within!his!community.!!
Rahul!is!proud!of!the!work!that!he!has!been!able!to!oversee.!He!spends!a!great!deal!of!
time!talking!about!ideas!and!plans!for!projects!with!various!members!of!the!community.!Yet,!
the!everyday!task!of!implementing!projects!is!a!challenge.!Workers’!productivity!often!reflects!
their!sense!of!entitlement!to!labor!under!NREGA;!as!a!result,!they!often!fail!to!meet!targets!set!
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by!the!bureaucracy.!Rahul!tries!to!encourage!workers!through!appeals!to!personal!
responsibility,!but!they!often!do!not!listen.!He!shies!away!from!hiring!people!that!he!perceives!
to!be!lazy!on!the!worksite,!but!if!they!are!insistent!he!usually!has!little!choice!but!to!hire!them.!
One!day!I!joined!Rahul!on!the!job!site!the!morning!after!a!heavy!rain.!The!river!from!which!
workers!were!to!be!collecting!rocks!and!gravel!for!construction!was!impassable!and!a!group!of!
women!workers!stood!idle!nearby.!Rahul!and!I!spent!half!an!hour!lifting!and!maneuvering!
gigantic!boulders!to!create!a!pathway!across!the!river,!without!which!laborers!simply!would!not!
have!worked.!This!image!stands!in!stark!contrast!to!other!forms!of!contractorNlaborer!relations;!
the!elected!leader!is!cast!into!a!role!of!service!toward!constituents!that!feel!increasingly!
entitled!to!service!from!elected!leaders.!!
These!forms!of!entitlement!often!contradict!bureaucratic!procedures.!Where!
productivity!targets!are!not!met,!low!level!technical!staff!can!withhold!workers’!wages.!The!
constant!threat!of!withholding!wages!places!lowNlevel!staff!in!a!position!of!bargaining!power,!
which!they!are!happy!to!capitalize!to!acquire!bribes.!Last!April,!wages!were!withheld.!Rahul!
believed!that!some!workers!were!not!working!as!hard!as!they!should,!but!he!also!felt!terrible!
about!them!losing!their!income.!In!the!end,!he!offered!a!suitable!payment!to!the!man!in!charge!
of!project!assessments.!But!productivity!remained!quite!low!in!the!coming!months,!which!
frustrated!him!greatly.!In!July!of!the!same!year,!wages!were!again!with!held,!but!Rahul!chose!
not!to!offer!a!bribe.!As!he!told!me,!“I!could!stop![the!withholding!of!wages],!but!I!chose!not!to…!
I!would!just!have!to!give!money!to!the!technical!staff.!But!next!time,!the!workers!would!keep!
doing!the!same”.!He!added,!“Before!NREGA,!the!MLA!would!give!money,!the!MP!would!give!
money.!Now!we!do!not!have!to!go!to!ask;!we!can!do!development!ourselves.!But!the!problem!is!
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that!people!do!not!understand—this!is!our!work.!It!should!be!good.!We!can!make!it!better.”!
These!dynamics!reflect!the!types!of!challenges!leaders!face!as!they!attempt!to!negotiate!the!
gulf!between!local!social!realities!and!bureaucratic!practice.!In!both!instances,!Rahul!
maneuvered!his!interacts!with!both!the!public!and!the!bureaucracy!in!ways!that!matched!his!
own!sense!of!what!is!fair.!!
!
Anil!
Anil!is!from!a!low!caste!community.!His!father!had!achieved!a!coveted!government!job!
and!became!involved!within!local!irrigation!management,!through!which!he!achieved!a!great!
deal!of!respect!in!the!village,!even!if!from!a!subordinate!position.!This!respect!has!never!been!
quite!within!reach!of!Anil,!however.!He!was!not!able!to!acquire!an!esteemed!government!job!
like!his!father,!and!as!many!families!have!achieved!elevated!economic!status!in!recent!decades,!
Anil!retains!a!more!menial!job!as!a!carpenter.!His!social!circle!is!made!up!entirely!of!other!low!
caste!men,!with!whom!he!has!gained!a!reputation!for!drinking!too!much!in!the!evenings.!While!
his!father!observes!the!forms!of!respect!and!deference!required!within!traditional!Kangri!
society,!especially!in!interaction!with!social!superiors,!Anil!eschews!polite!society.!Anil!is!of!a!
generation!of!low!caste!men!that!has!internalized!notions!of!rights!and!equality—through!
universal!education,!competitive!elected!politics,!and!growing!economic!opportunities—but!
who!remain!subordinates!within!everyday!village!affairs.!For!this,!Anil!is!inclined!to!resist.!!
But!within!his!caste!community,!Anil!is!quite!popular.!He!was!elected!as!a!ward!member!
for!three!consecutive!terms,!although!he!was!unable!to!run!in!the!last!election!since!the!seat!
was!reserved!for!a!woman.!While!his!father!was!involved!in!local!irrigation!management,!he!has!
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taken!a!particular!interest!in!development!irrigation!infrastructure.!He!built!two!projects!on!the!
irrigation!canal!that!serves!his!community,!in!a!fragile!section!where!the!canal!intersects!with!a!
seasonal!mountain!stream.!Previously,!downpours!would!cause!the!stream!to!wash!away!the!
walls!of!the!adjacent!earthen!canal,!which!had!to!be!rebuilt!periodically.!In!response,!he!built!a!
bridge!to!carry!the!canal!water!over!the!stream.!Further,!he!built!a!retaining!wall!that!would!
help!stem!erosion!and!channeling!the!streams!water!into!the!canal.!He!acquired!the!money!for!
these!projects!from!an!elected!member!of!the!zilla+parishad+(a!districtNlevel!elected!unit!in!the!
threeNtiered!panchayat!system),!a!member!of!his!community!that!had!achieved!political!
recognition!by!working!as!a!Congress!party!affiliate!within!the!community.!!
When!NREGA!came!to!Kangra,!Anil!build!a!concrete!road!from!the!main!road!into!the!
village,!past!his!house,!and!extending!into!his!community.!While!his!father!grew!up!in!an!era!in!
which!there!was!not!even!a!road!leading!into!the!village,!having!a!road!leading!to!one’s!
community!has!become!an!important!symbol!of!progress.!Yet,!during!its!implementation!he!
conflicted!with!the!pradhan,!Dinesh!Chand.!Much!of!the!conflict!was!about!corruption.!Petty!
corruption!is!widely!recognized!as!a!necessary!part!of!project!implementation.!Bribes!are!
required!to!motivate!lowNlevel!bureaucratic!staff,!while!the!elected!leaders!widely!feel!entitled!
to!a!portion!of!the!profit.21!Underscoring!Anil’s!accusations!of!the!pradhan’s!flagrant!abuse!of!
project!funds,!it!appears,!is!Anil’s!belief!that!he!was!not!afforded!his!fair!share.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21!It!is!difficult!to!reliably!assess!the!degree!of!corruption!within!such!schemes.!Based!upon!
educated!estimates,!considering!a!reasonable!margin!of!total!project!expenditures!being!split!
across!multiple!local!actors!and!lowNlevel!bureaucratic!staff,!I!believe!that!the!margin!of!profit!is!
not!the!path!to!great!wealth!that!is!often!assumed,!but!neither!is!it!insignificant.!My!own!
position!is!that!petty!corruption,!if!not!exactly!desirable,!provides!an!incentive!for!
implementation,!which!often!aligns!well!with!representation.!
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Anil!sparred!with!Dinesh!Chand!at!other!times!as!well.!While!Dinesh!Chand!enjoyed!the!
prestige!of!an!upperNcaste!retired!army!captain,!Anil!saw!him!as!exceptionally!arrogant!man.!I!
get!the!sense!the!Dinesh!Chand!exemplified!privilege!and!power!within!a!social!hierarchy!in!
which!Anil!himself!has!always!felt!marginalized.!One!day!the!panchayat!members!waited!at!a!
scheduled!panchayat!meeting!in!which!Dinesh!Chand!never!arrived.!The!meeting!was!an!
internal!meeting!for!elected!leaders!only!(not!the!general!public).!For!Anil,!Dinesh!Chand’s!
failure!to!notify!of!his!absence!as!everyone!else!waited!exemplified!Dinesh!Chands!sense!of!
privilege.!Anil!insisted!that!they!have!the!meeting!anyway,!citing!panchayat!regulations!that!
enabled!meetings!to!proceed!even!when!the!pradhan!does!not!arrive.!Other!elected!panchayat!
members!were!hesitant,!afraid!to!compromise!their!own!relationship!with!the!pradhan,!but!
agreed!to!let!the!meeting!proceed!led!by!Anil.!Dinesh!Chand!was!furious!at!Anil’s!bold!challenge!
to!his!authority;!in!turn,!Anil!was!unable!to!accomplish!much!else!during!the!rest!of!his!term.!!
Although!he!does!not!currently!hold!a!position,!Anil!still!influences!projects!through!
connections!with!other!local!leaders.!He!has!worked!with!Rahul!(mentioned!above)!to!design!
and!implement!work!on!irrigation!canals.!Further,!he!petitioned!an!adjacent!panchayat!to!do!
work!on!the!canal!leading!into!this!community.!He!aims!to!use!NREGA!to!do!periodic!
maintenance!on!earthen!canals,!which!he!believes!can!help!to!maintain!and!improve!the!quality!
of!local!irrigation.!!
He!says!that!he!plans!to!run!for!ward!member!again!next!time.!!
!
!
!
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Analysis!
The!cases!that!I!documented!each!represent!characters!drawn!from!social!categories!
that,!until!recently,!have!lacked!significant!influence!on!village!affairs.!Their!ascendance!to!
power!reflects!a!changing!political!landscape!in!which!an!increasing!diversity!of!individuals!are!
able!to!undertake!substantive!actions!through!elected!government.!Equally!important,!each!of!
the!individuals!documented!expressed!a!sense!of!right!and!entitlement,!by!virtue!of!their!
elected!status,!to!play!this!role.!!
Entering!into!these!positions!of!power!can!be!challenging.!Kamal!is!acutely!aware!of!the!
restrictions!placed!upon!her,!especially!her!inability!to!move!freely!when!conducting!official!
affairs.!Like!Kamal,!many!women!are!elected!to!office!under!reservations!are!those!with!male!
family!members!involved!in!other!kinds!of!development!work.!Even!so,!these!women!are!
entering!positions!in!which!many!members!of!society—including!other!women—feel!they!are!
not!qualified!to!succeed.!Community!members!commonly!complain!about!female!pradhans:!
they!lack!the!skills,!the!political!connections,!and!general!competence.!The!changing!discourse!
of!gender!is!well!reflected!in!a!man!who!told!me!that!while!people!say!that!women!are!equal!to!
men,!they!are!much!more!timid!then!men!in!elected!positions.!While!public!discourse!
increasingly!sees!women!as!equals,!women!nevertheless!still!appear!less!competent!to!much!of!
the!general!public.!!
But!while!Kamal!was!initially!overwhelmed!by!her!new!role,!she!built!her!confidence!and!
with!it!her!status!as!a!leader.!She!has!proven!her!strength!to!the!public;!everyone!sees!her!as!a!
competent!woman.!Today,!she!commands!respect,!even!from!many!of!her!adversaries.!But!her!
boldness!also!attracted!resistance.!Just!as!the!first!wave!of!elected!female!pradhans!in!the!
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1990s!paved!the!way!for!Kamal,!Kamal!is!setting!the!stage!for!greater!acceptance!of!women!
that!succeed!her.!Importantly,!greater!resources!available!to!village!governments!gives!women!
greater!scope!to!prove!their!capacity,!even!was!they!face!greater!discrimination!than!men.!
Kamal’s!success!is!hardly!unique;!throughout!Kangra,!there!are!many!strong!women!emerging!
to!fulfill!these!roles.!
Rahul!is!much!like!the!naya+neta+that!Krishna!(2002)!describes.!He!is!a!young!and!
competent!individual!that,!for!lack!of!a!better!job,!remains!in!the!village!and!has!undertaken!a!
role!of!service!to!his!community.!But!he!is!acting!from!within!an!elected!position,!from!which!
his!ability!to!do!development!(and!other!things)!is!derived.!Although!he!is!of!a!general!category!
caste,!many!view!his!social!group!as!lower!than!other!forward!castes!in!the!panchayat.!In!
general,!his!community!has!held!limited!power!within!the!panchayat,!but!have!often!elected!
members!of!the!community!to!represent!them!as!a!ward!member.!Whereas!in!the!past!it!was!
easier!for!the!pradhan!to!monopolize!panchayat!resources!and!ward!members!more!often!had!
to!seek!outside!funding!through!personal!connections!(as!Anil!has!done),!growth!in!resources!
given!to!undertake!periodic!development!projects.!Some!people!in!Rahul’s!community!hope!
that!one!day!he!will!run!for!pradhan;!should!he!do!so,!his!background!doing!development!will!
be!valuable!a!resource!within!a!competitive!elected!field.!!
Anil’s!experience!reflects!the!contradictions!of!a!formally!equal!elected!system!and!
enduring!forms!of!social!hierarchy!within!the!village.!It!is!important!to!note!that!Anil’s!ability!to!
draw!resources!from!the!zilla+parishad,+which!he!did!by!petitioning!an!elected!member!form!his!
community,!reflects!the!broad!trend!toward!greater!enfranchisement!of!the!community!as!a!
whole.!The!community!member!that!serves!in!the!zilla!parishad!had!built!his!power!as!a!
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Congress!Party!operative!that!achieved!recognition!by!mobilizing!low!caste!votes.!The!
increasing!ability!of!individuals!from!the!community!to!hold!these!positions!builds!a!broader!
network!that!can!be!used!to!mobilize!state!resources!from!within!multiple!positions!of!power.!
Additionally,!I!am!struck!by!Anil’s!own!sense!of!injustice!he!feels!toward!elite!privilege!and!his!
propensity!to!stand!up!for!himself.!Like!Kamal,!he!projects!a!sense!of!entitlement!to!act!as!an!
equal!within!elected!institutions,!even!as!he!continues!to!face!resistance.!But!even!despite!
these!challenges,!he!has!been!able!to!undertake!meaningful!work!within!the!panchayat.!!
As!I!have!illustrated!in!the!stories,!this!new!generation!of!elected!village!leaders!face!a!
variety!of!challenges,!many!of!which!are!exacerbated!by!their!subordinate!social!positions.!They!
face!pressure!from!constituents!who!feel!entitled!to!access!state!resources.!They!must!navigate!
a!diverse!political!landscape,!often!with!multiple!centers!of!power!and!proliferation!of!actors.!
They!must!confront!an!increasingly!complex!set!of!bureaucratic!procedures.!Finally,!leaders!
have!their!own!agendas!and!interests.!All!leaders!speak!of!the!difficulty!of!balancing!pressures!
and!demands!levied!upon!them.!While!these!particular!leaders!have!succeeded,!it!is!important!
to!notes!that!not!everyone!has!the!skills,!time,!or!inclination!to!bear!this!burden.!People!with!
full!time!jobs!outside!of!the!village!lack!the!time!to!tend!to!the!myriad!duties!that!being!a!
panchayat!leader!now!requires,!especially!overseeing!NREGA!projects.!Many!women!find!it!
burdensome!to!balance!their!household!duties!with!panchayat!service.!!
This!new!generation!of!leaders!is!different!from!those!that!preceded!it.!Access!to!
resources!increasingly!depends!upon!the!ability!to!interact!with!bureaucratic!actors!rather!than!
mobilize!party!connections.!The!proliferation!of!resources!given!to!local!governments!have!
given!individuals!without!privileged!connections,!including!those!elected!under!reservations,!
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increasing!ability!to!do!projects!that!their!community!values.!These!new!leaders!typically!do!not!
operate!from!privileged!positions!of!elite!dominance!of!years!past;!while!older!leaders!speak!of!
the!respect!that!they!deserve!for!what!they!have!done!for!the!community—an!expectation!
rooted!in!a!social!hierarchy!of!elite!patronage—the!newer!generation!of!leaders!are!less!
inclined!to!expect!the!subservience.!Within!the!changing!political!landscape,!they!do!not!
emerge!in!the!form!of!the!elites!of!a!previous!era,!but!local!leaders!within!a!democratic!mold.!
!
Implications!for!local!democracy!
Elected!leaders!operate!in!ways!that!contrast!with!existing!forms!of!party!brokerage.!
Brokers,!such!as!Ashok!Kumar!and!Amrit!Lal,!have!built!their!connections!over!a!period!of!
decades.!While!elected!leaders!can!undertake!certain!kinds!of!development!work!through!
bureaucratic!channels,!brokers!generally!are!able!to!address!a!wider!range!of!citizens’!concerns!
through!their!networks.!By!working!directly!with!higherNlevel!elected!officials,!they!are!also!able!
to!deliver!larger!development!projects,!although!their!ability!to!do!so!depends!upon!political!
calculations!at!higher!scales!that!they!cannot!themselves!control.!Because!of!this,!individuals!
like!Ashok!Kumar!and!Amrit!Lal!continue!to!enjoy!greater!power!and!prestige!than!elected!
leaders.!!
This!creates!an!inverted!accountability!structure:!the!public!that!relies!upon!broker’s!
privileged!connections!will!not!contest!their!dominance;!brokers!that!base!their!political!career!
on!the!ability!to!deploy!resources!from!party!connections!are!unlikely!to!challenge!the!party!
structure!or!the!positions!they!adopt.!Power!struggles!between!local!brokers!for!spheres!of!
support!does!induce!some!degree!of!responsiveness,!but!citizens!remain!ensnared!within!a!
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patronage!system!in!which!they!remain!subordinate!(Wistoe!2013,!Chatterjee!2004).!Scholars!
have!shown!how!social!movements!and!other!forms!of!organized!political!action!have!
effectively!challenged!the!dominance!of!elites!and!their!parties,!injecting!new!elements!of!
competition!into!elected!politics!at!several!scales!(Jenkins!and!Goetz!1999,!Chhatre!2008,!
Fischer!and!Chhatre!2013,!Kothari!1984).!Nonetheless,!dynamics!of!patronage!politics!continue!
to!foster!the!elite!control!of!local!political!spaces!within!many!localities!(Witsoe!2012,!Corbridge!
et!al.!2005,!Chhatre!and!Saberwal!2006).!!
My!argument!is!that!the!increasing!power!of!local!government!has!induced!subtle!
changes!in!the!local!political!landscape!which,!at!least!to!some!extent,!challenge!the!dominance!
of!existing!power!holders.!Where!there!is!no!culture!of!accountability,!elected!leaders!are!not!
inherently!more!virtuous!than!any!other;!moreover,!there!are!many!ways!in!which!they!
exercise!dominance!through!association!with!other!elites,!through!their!caste!and!class!
positions,!by!capturing!vote!banks,!and!many!other!factors.!But!elected!authorities,!who!draw!
their!power!form!their!institutional!position,!are!regularly!held!to!account!through!periodic!
elections!(and!often!other!means).!In!competitive!elected!contexts,!their!time!in!power!is!
usually!limited.!They!are!drawn!from!a!more!diverse!group!of!individuals,!collectively!
representing!a!broader!range!of!local!needs!and!aspirations.!In!the!cases!above,!a!mixture!of!
elected!competition,!the!desire!for!a!positive!social!reputation,!and!a!sense!of!service!made!
elected!leaders!act!on!behalf!of!their!constituents,!even!as!they!pursued!their!own!agendas!in!
tandem.!!
But!even!as!elected!local!governments!have!become!an!increasingly!important!nexus!of!
local!power,!they!have!not!supplanted!existing!forms!of!political!power.!The!growing!power!of!
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panchayat!has,!however,!given!rise!to!new!complex!interweavings!of!elite!dominance!and!
competitive!elected!politics.!On!the!one!hand,!both!Rahul!and!Anil!have!had!relative!autonomy!
to!pursue!their!development!agenda.!Kamal!did!too,!but!ran!into!challenges!from!vested!
interests.!Rival!elites’!move!to!consolidate!their!own!power!within!the!panchayat!apparatus!by!
contesting!Kamal!shows!just!how!important!control!over!the!resources!held!by!the!panchayat!
has!become!for!the!exercise!of!power.!It!is!difficult!to!predict!how!these!complex!intersections!
of!formal!and!informal!domains!of!power!may!unfold.!Does!the!expansion!of!the!panchayat’s!
power!make!elite!dominance!more!tenuous?!Does!it!make!the!panchayat!more!susceptible!to!
elite!capture?!Under!what!conditions?!!
The!playing!of!power!struggles!within!formal!elected!institutions!certainly!changes!the!
dynamics!of!engagement.!It!is!ironic!that!for!all!of!Amrit!Lal’s!own!political!capital,!his!own!
power!in!the!panchayat!was!effectively!put!in!check!through!his!sister’s!loss.!At!the!very!least,!I!
suggest,!giving!discretionary!powers!to!the!panchayat!makes!elections!an!increasingly!salient!
means!to!sanction!power.!Placing!greater!resources!within!formal!local!elected!institutions!
means!that!it!is!harder!for!limited!individuals!to!dominate!the!political!landscape.!Because!the!
ability!to!undertake!these!projects!is!derived!from!institutional!position,!a!greater!range!of!
individuals!may!fill!this!position.!In!the!past!two!decades,!an!oligopoly!of!local!power!has!
expanded!to!encompass!a!much!wider!range!of!political!actors.!In!this!manner,!the!elected!
village!leader!sits!at!the!center!of!the!mutuallyNinfluential!relation!between!institutional!change!
and!social!transformation.!The!expansion!of!leadership!is!a!testament!to!the!increasing!
inclusiveness!and!vitality!of!local!democracy,!as!it!has!become!a!space!to!negotiate!a!diversity!
of!interests,!aspirations,!and!demands.!!
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!
CHAPTER!5!
FROM!PATRONAGE!TO!CITIZENSHIP!IN!THE!PRACTICE!OF!LOCAL!DEMOCRACY!
!
What!separates!citizenship!from!patronage?!There!is!no!doubt!a!fine!line!between!the!
two.!The!citizen!is!the!subject!of!rights—one!who!can!command!influence!on!elected!
representatives,!reliably!access!entitlements,!and!receive!basic!protection!afforded!by!the!law.!
Patronage,!following!Fox!(1994:!153),!is!at!heart!“a!relationship!of!political!subordination!in!
exchange!for!material!rewards”,!wherein!the!subject!of!patronage!trades!substantive!political!
freedoms!for!access!to!state!resources!in!a!relationship!in!which!the!he!or!she!has!limited!
control.22!Patronage!politics!is!a!defining!characteristic!of!political!engagement!across!much!of!
India!and,!it!appears,!most!of!the!postcolonial!world!(Kitschelt!and!Wilkinson!2007,!Robins!et!al.!
2008,!Fox!2013,!Piliavsky!2014).!
If!postcolonial!democracy!operates!in!ways!that!differ!from!idealized!notions!of!selfN
governance!emphasized!in!Western!traditions,!perhaps!this!is!because!it!is!embedded!within!
social!practice!at!the!local!level!(Robins!et!al.!2008,!Tanabe!2008,!Witsoe!2011).!Citizens!have!
been!long!been!incorporated!into!party!politics!through!local!political!brokers,!who!have!
enjoyed!considerable!power!over!the!distribution!of!state!resources!(Witsoe!2012).!Now,!
decentralization!holds!the!potential!to!open!new!spaces!of!political!engagement!through!
formal!democratic!institutions!at!the!grassroots!level.!But!to!the!extent!that!their!power!often!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22!Scholars!have!used!terminology!patronNclient!in!various!ways;!allocating!resources!in!
exchange!for!political!support!is!itself!not!antithetical!to!democratic!practice!(Kitschelt!and!
Wilkinson!2007,!Hicken!2011,!Fox!2013).!The!distinction!I!wish!to!draw!out!are!the!types!of!
social!and!political!subordination!that!such!exchanges!often!imply!within!postcolonial!contexts!
as!I!elaborate!in!section!2.!
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remains!mediated!by!local!elites,!the!actual!experience!of!citizenship!often!remains!
circumscribed!by!existing!forms!of!caste,!class,!and!gender!marginalization.!Beyond!formal!
democracy,!substantive!political!empowerment!must!contend!with!the!matrix!of!socioN
structural!factors!that!continue!to!legitimate!existing!power!asymmetries!and!subvert!
substantive!and!equitable!political!engagement.!!
In!this!chapter,!I!focus!on!the!practice!of!patronage!and!the!means!through!which!it!is!
both!reproduced!and!resisted!in!the!practice!of!local!democracy.!Doing!so!allows!me!to!explore!
the!factors!that!continue!to!obstruct!political!participation!of!some!social!groups!even!despite!
emerging!democratic!spaces!as!well!as!the!dynamics!of!social!change!that!enable!greater!
engagement!to!occur.!This!discussion!builds!on!the!central!themes!within!this!dissertation—the!
mutually!influential!relationship!between!formal!institutions!and!social!practice—that!I!have!
analyzed!in!the!preceding!chapters.!Now,!I!seek!to!explore!more!specifically!how!the!
interrelated!processes!of!social!and!institutional!change!shape!political!engagement!among!
differently!placed!social!groups.!!
Patronage!gets!to!the!heart!of!the!unique!contradictions!of!postcolonial!democracy!in!
the!context!of!competitive!elected!politics.!As!I!have!discussed!elsewhere,!the!past!several!
decades!have!seen!growing!diversification!of!rural!livelihoods!that!have!challenged!forms!of!
labor!bondage!rooted!in!the!peasant!economy.!Meanwhile,!the!contours!of!local!power!have!
been!increasingly!defined!by!the!ability!to!mediate!access!to!a!growing!array!of!state!services!
and!resources!(Gupta!1998,!Krishna!2002,!Corbridge!et!al.!2005).!Within!an!ostensibly!impartial!
state,!these!forms!of!access!remain!structured!by!the!norms!of!the!social!relationships!through!
which!they!operate.!These!forms!of!political!mediation!are!the!substance!of!longterm!
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allegiances,!through!which!the!patron!maintains!an!elite!status!while!also!delivering!votes!to!his!
(rarely!her)!affiliated!political!party.!!To!be!clear,!acceding!to!forms!of!patronage!is!a!crucial!way!
by!which!the!poor!negotiate!access!to!state!resources!(Robins!et!al.!2008).!But!such!
relationships!very!often!operate!through!power!asymmetries!that!are!antithetical!to!equitable,!
rightsNbased!citizenship!(Witsoe!2012).!A!channel!of!partial!and!mediated!access!can!be!a!far!
cry!away!from!a!seat!at!the!table.!!
In!short,!patronage!implies!a!form!of!submission.!It!is!a!way!to!make!claims!upon!the!
state,!but!requires!surrendering!full!citizenship!rights.!Local!power!holders!have!many!
strategies!to!retain!dominance!over!political!engagement;!trajectories!of!social!and!political!
control!may!be!exceptionally!resilient,!even!in!the!face!of!institutional!change!(Gupta!1998,!
Sivaramakrishan!2000,!Jeffrey!et!al.!2007,!Nightingale!and!Ojha!2013,!Poteete!and!Ribot!2013).!
In!contrast,!citizenship!implies!the!ability!to!advance!claims!upon!the!state!in!ways!that!
presume!equity!and!dignity!where!the!elected!representative!is!the!servant!of!the!public.!If!
decentralization!has!engendered!new!spaces!for!local!political!competition,!the!question!is!
under!what!circumstances!marginal!groups!are!able!to!use!these!new!political!spaces!to!move!
beyond!more!limited!concessions!implied!by!patronage!to!a!more!equitable!voice!in!the!local!
political!domain.!As!local!elected!institutions!become!increasingly!central!to!local!contestations!
of!power,!this!paper!seeks!to!theorize!why!some!social!groups!remain!as!clients!and!others!
become!citizens!in!the!practice!of!local!democracy.!!
Citizenship!is!about!rights—or,!more!fundamentally,!the!‘right!to!have!rights’!(Arendt!
1979,!Somers!2008,!Lund!2013).!As!such,!citizenship!emerges!in!relation!to!a!state!apparatus!
through!which!rights!may!be!secured!and!defended.!But!there!is!a!difference!between!formal!
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rights,!which!exist!as!an!abstract!concept,!and!rights!that!shape!one’s!sense!of!self!and!
perceived!relation!to!society.!To!follow!Subramanian!(2009),!it!is!necessary!to!go!beyond!rights!
as!a!juridicial!form,!to!a!treatment!of!rights!as!a!“structure+of+feeling—a!dynamic!cultural!
formation!that!encodes!understandings!of!justice!and!accountability”!(p.!19,!emphasis!original).!
To!date,!scholarship!on!democratic!deepening!has!focused!extensively!on!institutional!forms!
and!dynamics!of!social!association—in!short,!the!inert!infrastructure!of!political!possibility.!I!
argue!that!we!must!go!beyond!possibility!to!understand!how!political!action!emerges!in!real!
time.!As!a!part!of!lived!experience,!rights!take!on!a!living!character.!It!is!the!disjuncture!
between!enduring!forms!of!marginalization!and!the!personal!experience!of!rights!that!propels!
political!action.!A!politics!of!rights!is!about!far!more!than!access!to!resources;!it!is!equally!about!
establishing!and!protecting!one’s!places!as!a!respected!member!of!society.!!
Democratic!institutions!presume!particular!notions!of!rights,!but!political!emotions!are!
not!contained!within!institutional!structures.!If!rights!are!interwoven!with!one’s!sense!of!self,!
they!cannot!be!disentangled!from!the!multiple!domains!through!which!social!life!is!practiced.!I!
develop!the!concept!of!‘affirming!life!experience’!to!explore!how!individuals!may!come!to!see!
equality!as!a!social!norm!by!entering!into!a!social!atmosphere!that!allows!them!to!do!so.!I!focus!
on!respected!forms!of!employment!that!take!low!caste!individuals!outside!of!the!village!
hierarchy—in!this!case,!military!service—which!enables!them!to!reimagine!their!own!identity!
through!working!with!others!that!share!this!identity.!This!experience!of!equality!and!solidarity,!
which!transcends!social!background,!allows!such!individuals!to!return!to!their!village!on!a!more!
equitable!footing.!But!more!importantly,!they!bear!the!social,!financial,!and!ideological!
resources!that!allow!other!members!of!their!social!group—children,!relatives,!and!other!caste!
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members—to!imbibe!this!same!sense!of!dignity!and!equality.!These!processes!have!served!to!
rework!identity!and!social!relations!on!an!intergenerational!scale,!with!effects!on!participation!
and!enfranchisement!in!panchayat!politics.!In!this!chapter,!I!trace!these!differential!processes!
of!change!within!three!lower!caste!communities—including!two!groups!that!have!undergone!
such!a!transformation!and!one!that!has!not—to!examine!how!some!marginal!groups!have!come!
to!assume!a!place!of!active!citizenship!through!the!panchayat.!!
These!issues!are!important!for!understanding!the!practice!of!local!democracy!for!several!
reasons.!First,!in!contemporary!Kangri!society!and!in!India!more!generally,!livelihood!
diversification,!circular!migration,!and!economic!growth!have!placed!certain!aspects!of!social!
life!beyond!the!bounds!of!existing!social!hierarchies.!Such!changes!have!led!to!new!forms!of!
political!agency!of!previously!marginal!populations,!as!scholars!have!noted!from!a!variety!of!
positions!(Gupta!1998,!Krishna!2002,!Gidwani!and!Sivaramakrishnan!2003,!Breman!2007).!
There!is!reason!to!believe!that!these!forms!of!agency!will!lead!to!greater!expression!within!
emerging!democratic!spaces;!so!far,!there!has!been!little!attention!to!the!way!these!processes!
influence!the!trajectory!of!political!practice!in!the!context!of!decentralization.!!
Second,!there!remains!much!confusion!in!the!discussion!of!the!interface!between!civil!
society!and!democratic!politics!in!postcolonial!democracy!(Corbridge!et!al.!2013,!Chandhoke!
2007).!Robust!debates!have!centered!around!different!dynamics!of!associational!activity!as!a!
basis!for!political!practice!(Heller!2000,!Krishna!2002,!Corbridge!et!al.!2005,!Chhatre!2008,!
Witsoe!2011).!What!these!discussions!are!lacking,!I!argue,!is!attention!to!the!political!emotion!
of!rights,!which!foster!particular!practices!of!citizenship!in!ways!that!cannot!be!sufficiently!
explained!by!modalities!of!association!alone.!To!be!clear,!the!dynamics!of!citizenship!that!I!am!
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referring!to!are!more!than!a!means!to!resources;!they!are!equally!about!having!a!seat!at!the!
table,!claiming!dignity!and!justice,!and!playing!a!role!in!shaping!policy!outcomes!within!local!
government.!Interrogating!how!engagement!in!local!democratic!institutions!may!draw!upon!
experiences!in!multiple!domains!sheds!light!on!the!contingent,!but!very!real!experience!of!
equitable!citizenship!that!may!emerge!through!the!convergence!of!social,!economic,!and!
political!change!within!contemporary!rural!India.!!
!
Patronage!politics!in!postcolonial!democracy!
The!central!challenges!to!the!fulfillment!of!postcolonial!democracy!in!India!are!the!
enduring!forms!of!inequality!that!pervade!ostensibly!equitable!public!institutions.!As!Heller!
(2000:!489)!has!argued,!“citizenship!is!not!a!right,!it!is!a!relation.!Where!inequalities!between!
social!categories!are!so!pronounced!as!to!create!extraNconstitutional!forms!of!binding!authority!
(clientelism,!patriarchy,!caste!subordination),!the!exercise!of!citizenship!is!subverted.”!In!
theory,!elected!authorities!are!answerable!to!the!public,!from!whom!they!derive!their!authority!
to!govern;!in!practice,!this!relationship!is!heavily!mediated!by!local!power!brokers,!as!I!have!
already!explored!at!length!in!chapters!2!and!4.!As!I!have!discussed,!the!limited!ability!of!political!
parties!to!negotiate!complex!local!contexts!has!necessitated!operating!through!local!party!
operatives,!a!strategy!for!capturing!votes!which!occurs!through!the!distribution!of!material!
resources!rather!than!substantive!policy!debates.!!
In!this!sense,!patronage!is!not!a!distortion!of!democratic!processes,!but!central!to!the!
way!they!have!been!institutionalized!in!many!postcolonial!democracies!(Chatterjee!2004,!
Kitschelt!and!Wilkinson!2007,!Fox!2013).!Importantly,!allocating!resources!in!exchange!for!votes!
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is!not!inherently!incompatible!with!democratic!practice;!indeed,!it!is!often!the!substance!of!it!
(van!de!Walle!2007,!Hicken!2007).!The!distinction!I!am!trying!to!make!is!where!the!patron’s!
control!over!state!resources!manifests!itself!in!a!relationship!of!political!subordination,!which!
serves!to!strengthen!power!hierarchies.!The!forms!of!political!mediation!that!accompany!
patronage!politics!often!convert!public!resources!to!privatized!domains!of!power!in!ways!that!
are!antithetical!to!democratic!equality!(Fox!2013).!!
If!party!politics!operating!at!higher!scales!has!largely!played!out!through!local!political!
brokers,!decentralization!vests!powers!within!local!leaders!who!are!formally!accountable!to!the!
public.!From!this,!we!might!expect!two!different!kinds!outcomes.!First,!decentralization!holds!
the!potential!of!enlivening!political!practice!by!making!local!democratic!institutions!meaningful!
and!relevant!to!citizens’!needs!(Ribot!2003).!By!establishing!regular!elections!and!other!
accountability!mechanisms,!it!may!also!enhance!responsiveness!and!accountability!toward!the!
public.!On!the!other!hand,!where!elites!bear!significant!control!over!panchayat!processes,!
providing!more!resources!to!local!governments!may!further!strengthen!their!power.!
Understanding!how!these!relationships!play!out!requires!investigating!how!dimensions!of!
power!and!resistance!unfold!within!the!public!domain.!!!!
Political!relationships!are!about!power,!but!they!draw!upon!moral!understandings!of!
society!that!dictate!who!has!authority!and!on!what!terms!(Tanabe!2007).!Ethnographic!
accounts!have!emphasized!the!way!that!power!is!sanctioned!and!maintained!through!appeal!to!
cultural!ideals!of!legitimate!power,!which!often!run!counter!to!democratic!notions!of!inclusive!
participation!(Nightingale!and!Ojha!2013,!Poteete!and!Ribot!2013).!Importantly,!the!tension!
between!democratic!ideals!and!entrenched!power!hierarchies!is!not!simply!a!question!of!
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traditional!social!roles!encumbering!the!functioning!of!an!impartial!state!apparatus.!As!
Sivaramakrishnan!(2000:!433)!points!out,!“individual!franchise!and!community!membership!
constitute!alternate!bundles!of!rights”,!which!are!both!closely!linked!to!the!“contradictory!
processes!of!statemaking”.!Even!while!emerging!spaces!of!decentralized!governance!carry!
ideals!of!democratic!equality,!they!stand!in!tension!with!the!other!forms!of!social!configuration!
that!have!been!supported!by!other!forms!of!stateNsociety!engagement!(see!also!Witsoe!2013,!
Chatterjee!2004).!!
Indeed,!the!dynamics!of!local!power!are!far!from!static,!but!constantly!changing!through!
evolving!modalities!of!stateNsociety!interaction.!While!support!for!the!Congress!party!in!the!
early!years!of!postNindependence!India!was!built!by!working!through!rural!elites,!the!rise!of!
multiNparty!politics!infused!new!competition!into!local!politics.!Increasingly,!appeals!to!
traditional!authority!cannot!command!political!legitimacy!alone.!The!changing!social!dynamics!
of!contemporary!politics!is!well!illustrated!in!Krishna’s!(2002)!vignette!of!a!young!lower!caste!
man!who!sits!beside!an!upper!caste!politician!campaigning!for!their!vote,!while!the!young!
man’s!father!follows!custom!by!sitting!on!the!floor.!The!story!provides!a!telling!illustration!of!
the!subtle!ways!in!which!a!changing!social!order!is!internalized!on!an!intergenerational!scale!
and!finds!expression!around!democratic!politics.!Such!patterns!are!ubiquitous,!but!despite!this,!
social!hierarchy!remains!palpable.!As!one!high!caste!party!operative!told!me!with!more!than!a!
hint!of!distaste,!“I!must!eat!with!them![low!castes].!My!father!would!be!very!unhappy!if!I!told!
him![because!of!social!prohibitions],!but!such!things!are!necessary!in!politics”.!!
Postcolonial!democracy!is!experienced!as!a!series!of!contradictions.!On!the!one!hand,!
politics!is!played!out!upon!a!terrain!of!formal!equality!(everyone!has!a!vote)!that!is,!in!many!
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contexts,!increasingly!detached!from!more!overt!forms!of!coercion.!However,!even!as!
discourses!of!equality!and!democracy!have!become!deeply!entrenched!within!society,!the!
visceral!experience!of!marginalization!persists!for!a!large!proportion!of!the!public!(Jeffrey!et!al.!
2008).!At!the!same!time,!the!dynamics!of!patronage!also!hint!at!the!limits!of!elite!power,!since!
they!rely!upon!the!distribution!of!resources!as!a!necessary!strategy!to!renew!authority.!The!
tenuousness!of!elite!control!in!the!face!of!competition!holds!to!possibility!of!establishing!new!
spaces!for!the!agency!of!marginal!groups.!If!party!politics!has!operated!through!the!work!of!
party!operatives,!the!village!council!represents!an!unmediated!space!of!engagement!in!which!
local!elected!leaders!are!directly!accountable!to!the!public.!But!establishing!a!domain!of!
inclusive!representation!requires!political!relationships!founded!not!just!on!mediated!access!to!
resources,!but!upon!equitable!claims!for!influence!on!governance!processes.!In!short,!it!
requires!political!relationships!that!are!founded!upon!democratic!rights.!
Rights!are!inscribed!in!constitutional!structures,!but!they!are!experienced!through!
political!emotion,!which!are!not!contained!by!institutional!structures!alone!(Subramanian!
2009).!I!believe!that!rights!are!inextricably!tied!to!identity,!which!emerges!from!the!
accumulation!of!life!experiences,!through!which!individuals!come!to!understand!their!
relationship!to!community,!state,!and!society.!I!borrow!upon!Gidwani!and!Sivaramakrishnan’s!
(2003)!notion!of!‘new!ways!of!being’,!the!perspectives!of!self!and!society!that!low!caste!migrant!
laborers!imbibe!through!experience!outside!of!the!village!hierarchy!which,!in!turn,!foster!the!
emergence!of!counterNhegemonic!practices!against!traditional!patterns!of!subordination.!
Indeed,!similar!kinds!of!social!transformations!within!local!power!relations—born!of!changing!
experiences!of!caste,!class,!and!gender,!as!well!as!the!state!itself—have!manifest!themselves!in!
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changing!patterns!of!political!engagement!in!myriad!ways!(Gupta!1998,!Krishna!2002,!Corbridge!
et!al.!2005,!Agarwal!2009,!Subramanian!2009,!Fischer!and!Chhatre!2013,!Witsoe!2013).!!
In!a!similar!manner,!I!develop!the!notion!of!‘affirming!life!experience’,!which!are!the!
forms!of!experience!that,!rather!than!perpetuating!difference,!affirm!individuals’!sense!of!self!
in!way!that!produces!a!feeling!of!social!empowerment.!In!particular,!I!focus!on!how!some!
individuals!from!marginal!groups!have!been!able!to!enter!into!respected!forms!of!employment!
outside!of!the!village!hierarchy,!in!this!case!military!service,!which!allow!them!to!reimagine!
their!identity!by!working!alongside!others!that!share!this!identity.!When!returning!to!the!
village,!these!individuals!set!new!standards!for!achievement,!and!carried!new!ideological,!
social,!and!financial!resources!that!set!the!stage!for!transforming!the!social!and!economic!
position!of!their!caste!community.!As!I!illustrate!below,!these!changes!have!produced!a!greater!
sense!of!dignity!and!entitlement!among!members!of!their!respective!social!groups,!even!as!
social!discrimination!persists.!In!short,!these!changes!have!propelled!forms!of!political!action!
that!cast!these!groups!less!as!subjects!of!patronage,!but!as!rightsNbearing!citizens.!By!tracing!
these!trajectories,!I!aim!to!move!beyond!analyses!of!the!social!and!institutional!conditions!that!
precede!democratic!practice!to!examine!the!political!emotion!of!rights!that!serves!to!animate!
democratic!deepening.!!
!
Case!Material!
The!Charmar!live!on!a!small!plot!of!land!in!the!upper!reaches!of!the!Chauri!panchayat!in!
an!area!stigmatized!as!the!Harijan+Basti!(village!of!the!untouchables).!They!are!largely!
disconnected!from!the!social!worlds!of!other!social!groups!in!the!panchayat.!As!I!ventured!up!
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the!steep!hill!toward!their!hamlet!on!my!first!visit,!I!expected!to!find!a!community!disengaged!
from!the!panchayat.!I!soon!realized!that!nothing!was!farther!from!the!case.!!
I!sat!with!three!women!on!the!terrace!outside!of!their!home!as!one!of!them!narrated!to!
me!her!experience!working!under!NREGA.!The!previous!year,!she!had!acquired!96!days!of!
employment.!When!she!asked!for!more!labor,!the!panchayat!pradhan!told!her!that!she!should!
be!happy!for!what!she!had!already!received,!which!was!already!far!more!than!many!other!
laborers!within!the!panchayat.!Undeterred,!she!persisted!in!her!demands.!Eventually,!the!
pradhan!relented!and!she!received!the!whole!100!days!to!which!she!had!been!entitled.!For!her,!
this!felt!like!a!meaningful!victory!and!as!she!recounted!it!to!me,!she!gleamed!with!pride.!!
This!story!made!an!impression!upon!me.!The!substance!of!negotiation!was,!in!many!
ways,!very!significant—an!extra!four!days!of!labor,!while!important,!is!not!itself!particularly!
noteable.!In!a!context!where!access!is!variable!and!negotiated,!citizens’!sense!of!justice!is!
relative:!they!are!often!willing!to!settle!for!what!they!expect!they!feel!they!can!get,!even!if!it!is!
far!less!than!their!legal!entitlements.!But!what!made!this!example!noteworthy!is!that!the!
formal!entitlement!became!interwoven!with!her!sense!of!rights;!moreover,!it!felt!meaningful!to!
her!that!she!had!acquired!the!entire!amount!to!which!she!had!been!entitled.!!
As!I!learned!on!repeated!visits!into!the!hamlet,!the!passion!and!determination!of!this!
woman!reflects!the!tenor!of!the!caste!group!more!generally,!who,!even!despite!their!continued!
social!marginality,!have!been!vigorously!involved!in!advancing!claims!to!panchayat!leaders!and!
have!experienced!notable!success!in!doing!so.!Indeed,!their!experience!contrasts!starkly!with!
that!of!other!communities!in!the!study!area,!who!remain!disengaged!from!panchayat!processes!
and!often!uncertain!of!their!rights.!Seeing!such!different!outcomes,!I!wanted!to!know:!how!did!
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they!acquire!such!a!developed!sense!of!rights,!which!they!have!been!able!to!advance!and!
defend!in!the!village!council?!!
In!the!coming!pages,!I!will!compare!three!separate!low!caste!groups—the!Charmar,!
Lohar,!and!Riyaade—spread!across!the!two!primary!panchayats!of!my!study!area.!Each!of!these!
groups!have!different!patterns!of!engagement!with!panchayat!politics.!To!be!clear,!there!are!
important!reasons!why!the!Charmar!have!had!success!in!defending!their!rights:!the!panchayat!
in!which!they!live!(Chauri)!tends!to!be!relatively!open!and!competitive.!But!while!panchayatN
level!conditions!have!provided!a!fertile!context!for!the!flourishing!of!these!claims,!it!also!seems!
clear!that!their!sense!of!empowerment!is!rooted!in!a!much!deeper!sense!of!rights,!which!are!
linked!to!a!longer!processes!socioNeconomic!change.!The!Lohar!exhibit!a!similar!sense!of!
determination,!but!due!to!the!configuration!of!power!within!their!panchayat!(Kotla),!they!face!
much!greater!resistance!in!doing!so.!Finally,!both!of!these!groups!contrast!with!the!Riyaade,!
also!of!the!Kotla!Panchayat,!who!remain!heavily!dependent!upon!elites!and!have!not!sought!
greater!voice!or!power!of!their!own.!!
Tracing!back!the!histories!of!these!communities!reveals!a!variegated!terrain!of!
interwoven!social,!economic,!and!political!change,!processes!which!have!already!received!
attention!in!chapter!3.!While!certain!individuals!achieved!forms!of!respected!employment!from!
within!the!Charmar!and!Lohar,!they!set!the!stage!for!other!caste!members!to!follow!their!lead,!
which!has!come!to!fruition!on!an!intergenerational!scale.!If!certain!successful!individuals!helped!
to!build!aspirations!by!advancing!beyond!their!ascribed!social!position,!various!other!factors—
increasing!access!to!education,!a!growing!economy,!and!new!livelihood!opportunities—served!
to!make!these!outcomes!possible!for!other!members!of!their!community.!But!as!the!stories!
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below!reveal,!more!than!economic!benefits,!these!changes!carried!ideological!effects,!which!
allowed!community!members!to!reimagine!their!identity!in!ways!that!are!fertile!for!the!
flourishing!of!democratic!rights.!In!contrast!to!the!Charmar!and!Lohar,!however,!such!a!
transformation!has!not!taken!place!for!the!Riyaade.!The!vignettes!that!follow!provide!examples!
from!just!a!few!individuals!within!each!group!to!illustrate!these!findings.!As!I!will!summarize!in!
the!section!that!follows,!the!experiences!reflect!general!trends!within!their!respective!caste!
groups,!which!also!has!implications!for!how!we!think!of!social!identity!and!rights!in!postcolonial!
democracy.!!
!
The!Riyaade!
I!have!already!written!about!Amrit!Lal,!a!man!of!the!general!category!Thakur+caste,!who!
is!perhaps!the!most!important!power!holder!within!Kotla!panchayat.!He!emerged!as!a!BJP!party!
operative!in!the!early!1990s!and!served!a!single!term!as!pradhan,!ending!in!1995.!In!the!
succeeding!years,!he!managed!to!build!a!large!network!of!connections!to!party!workers!and!
bureaucrats!through!his!party!affiliation.!His!large!network!allows!him!to!provide!assistance!
with!various!everyday!bureaucratic!tasks!for!the!public.!He!is!credited!with!bringing!water!taps!
to!the!homes!of!many!within!his!village.!He!is!powerful,!but!not!unopposed.!He!faces!challenges!
from!rival!elites!within!the!Gaddi!population.!He!relies!upon!votes!from!other!members!of!the!
Thakur!caste!as!well!as!the!low!castes,!including!both!the!Riyaade!and!the!Lohar,!that!lie!within!
his!sphere!of!power.!His!standing!within!the!community!provides!significant!influence!upon!
many!aspects!of!social!and!political!life,!including!the!(unofficial)!nomination!of!candidates!for!
panchayat!positions.!His!sister!Kamal!served!as!panchayat!pradhan!during!2005N2010.!While!
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Kamal!had!significant!autonomy!and!has!emerged!as!an!important!local!leader!of!her!own,!as!I!
documented!in!the!previous!chapter,!she!remains!closely!aligned!with!her!brother!and!in!many!
ways!serves!as!an!extension!of!his!power.!The!Riyaade!are!deeply!dependent!upon!them!both.!!
The!Riyaade!community!lives!on!a!small!patch!of!unirrigated!marginal!land!a!steep!climb!
from!the!road!that!leads!into!the!village.!While!the!study!area!as!a!whole!has!experienced!a!
significant!improvement!in!the!standard!of!living!and!growing!aspirations!for!nonNfarm!
employment!in!the!past!several!decades,!change!has!been!slow!among!the!Riyaade.!Riyaade!
homes!remain!of!the!traditional!mud!and!wood!variety;!some!lack!running!water!or!toilets.!
Most!families!have!some!land!for!agriculture,!but!land!is!unirrigated!and!mostly!marginal,!some!
of!which!was!received!in!the!land!reforms!in!the!1970s.!A!large!proportion!of!income!is!derived!
form!unskilled!or!semiNskilled!labor.!
Young!men!in!the!community!often!hope!to!obtain!respected!positions!of!employment!
in!government!service!or!elsewhere,!but!for!most,!such!opportunities!are!little!more!than!a!
dream.!This!became!clear!to!me!when!Vivek,!a!young!man!in!the!hamlet,!asked!me!to!tutor!him!
in!preparation!for!the!English!portion!of!the!Indian!Navy!entrance!exam.!We!sat!together!with!a!
book!of!practice!questions!when!I!realized!that!he!could!not!even!read!the!text.!He,!too,!must!
have!sensed!the!hopelessness!of!the!endeavor;!he!never!asked!me!to!help!him!again.!Although!
he!had!completed!secondary!education,!he!never!had!years!of!support!available!to!other!young!
men!through!private!education!or!tutoring.!Further,!his!family!does!not!appear!to!have!given!
much!emphasis!to!his!education.!This!not!surprising,!since!education!is!of!only!tangential!
benefit!to!the!livelihoods!of!many!members!of!his!community;!it!also!reflects!the!limitations!
within!which!parents!in!the!community!interpret!their!children’s!best!chance!for!future!success.!!
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Of!course,!children!from!marginal!groups!can!and!do!at!times!succeed!in!achieving!such!
forms!of!employment,!which,!as!I!will!argue,!is!an!important!reason!why!the!Lohar!and!Charmar!
have!advanced!their!economic!and!social!positions.!But!what!I!wish!to!emphasis!here!is!the!way!
that!the!combination!of!a!subordinate!social!position,!lack!of!resources,!and!limited!
opportunities!manifest!themselves!in!ways!that!make!economic!advancement!appear!remote!
and!thus!the!years!of!effort!and!investment!required!to!achieve!them!superfluous!to!actual!
employment!prospects.!More!often,!the!younger!generations!of!the!Riyaade!accept!positions!
doing!menial!or!unskilled!livelihoods,!such!as!Tripta,!whose!sons!have!recently!become!herders!
hired!to!care!for!other!peoples!animals—perceived!a!lowly!and!difficult!livelihood!in!
contemporary!Kangra.!But!for!Tripta!this!is!merely!a!continuation!of!life!as!she!has!always!
known!it,!“Good!and!bad!days!come!and!go,!but!it!is!more!painful!when!difficult![economic]!
times!follow!the!good!times.”!!
This!prosaic!statement!draws!notable!contrast!to!the!aspirations!of!advancement!
present!within!the!Lohar!and!Charmar,!as!I!will!soon!document.!Among!the!Riyaade,!there!is!a!
sense!of!resignation,!to!accept!one’s!place!within!society!and!to!muddle!through.!At!a!time!
where!some!individuals!from!low!castes!have!come!to!slowly!gain!more!respect!within!society!
due!to!new!livelihood!prospects,!the!Riyaade!remain!in!a!decidedly!subordinate!position.!This!
finds!expression!in!the!ongoing!discrimination!in!business,!labor,!social!functions,!religious!
practice,!and!other!aspects!that!I!witnessed!in!everyday!village!life.!This!marginalization!not!
only!limits!economic!and!social!opportunities,!but!is!feels!disempowering.!I!suspect!this!is!
particularly!true!for!men!that!are!consigned!to!menial!forms!of!labor!under!the!control!of!elites,!
who!remain!stigmatized!as!lowly!laborers!within!village!society,!and!who!are!unable!to!provide!
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a!secure!life!for!their!families.!But!women!often!bear!the!brunt!of!the!effects.!This!was!starkly!
evident!to!me!when!one!family!sent!their!daughter,!quietly!and!without!ceremony,!to!marry!an!
older!man!in!distant!Punjab,!due!to!a!lack!of!resources!for!a!proper!marriage.!Not!only!was!this!
event!heartbreaking,!but!it!was!incredibly!humiliating,!since!the!ability!to!provide!a!good!
marriage!has!extraordinary!symbolic!importance!for!one’s!social!status.!Continued!economic!
marginalization!perpetuates!social!humiliation!in!myriad!aspects!of!everyday!life.!!
Amrit!Lal!and!Kamal!play!an!important!role!in!helping!the!community,!marshaling!their!
large!network!of!social!connections!to!do!various!kinds!of!official!tasks!that!they!are!often!
unable!to!do!for!themselves.!Sita!Devi!is!a!widow!of!30!years.!She!is!illiterate!and!has!supported!
herself!doing!odd!jobs!around!the!village!for!most!of!her!life,!but!is!now!an!old!woman!with!no!
living!relatives!to!support!her.!She!is!grateful!for!Amrit!Lal,!who!helped!her!to!apply!for!a!stateN
sponsored!pension!scheme!and!renew!her!ration!card,!which!entitles!her!for!subsidized!food.!
Work!has!become!increasingly!difficult!as!one!of!her!hands!has!become!disabled,!but!Kamal!
was!able!to!‘adjust’!labor!targets!for!her!when!she!worked!under!NREGA.!When!she!fell!into!
debt!several!years!ago!due!to!hospitalization,!Kamal!helped!to!broker!the!sale!of!her!land.!Such!
types!of!assistance!are!extremely!valuable!to!those!that!lack!basic!reading!and!writing!skills!and!
necessary!bureaucratic!connections.!Kamal!and!Amrit!Lal!have!included!the!area!within!their!
broader!agenda!for!development!in!the!village.!Under!NREGA,!Kamal!oversaw!the!building!of!a!
road!from!the!center!of!the!village!up!into!their!community,!while!Amrit!Lal!used!funds!from!
another!development!project!to!build!several!concrete!paths!into!their!hamlet.!
But!Amrit!Lal!is!not!simply!a!benevolent!leader,!but!a!shrewd!politician!that!operates!
through!an!entrenched!social!hierarchy.!Although!there!are!many!names!for!the!hamlet,!Amrit!
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Lal!is!very!clear:!it!as!a!low!caste!area.!Amrit!Lal!and!Kamal’s!own!sense!of!superiority!is!present!
in!all!of!the!‘social!work’!that!they!do!for!the!group.!It!is!telling!that!none!of!the!Riyaade!played!
a!role!in!the!formulation!of!the!projects!Kamal!and!Amrit!Lal!brought!to!their!village.!Amrit!Lal!
speaks!with!a!sense!of!ownership!and!control.!Against!his!Gaddi!rivals,!now!in!power!in!the!
panchayat,!he!said!with!a!flare!of!contempt,!“Let!them![the!Gaddi]!try!to!do!development!there!
[the!Riyaade!hamlet].”!For!Amrit!Lal,!this!would!be!an!encroachment!upon!his!domain!of!
influence,!which!he!would!fight!against.23!In!2010,!when!the!ward!was!scheduled!to!be!reserved!
for!a!low!caste!female,!he!urged!a!woman!from!the!community,!Amrita,!to!run.!His!support!is!a!
doubleNedged!sword;!although!it!propelled!her!toward!election,!she!remains!indebted!to!him.!It!
seems!likely!that!Amrit!Lal!threw!his!support!behind!her!because!she!was!unlikely!to!resist!his!
agenda.24!Although!she!was!elected,!Amrita!remains!largely!disengaged!from!panchayat!affairs.!
These!forms!of!lessNthanNbenevolent!assistance!reflect!the!inherent!tensions!of!
competitive!patronage!politics.!For!Amrit!Lal,!such!forms!of!service!are!necessary!not!only!to!
build!support!for!his!power,!but!to!continually!fight!back!the!indifference!of!such!individuals!
that!are!otherwise!marginalized!from!political!processes.!Amrit!Lal’s!power!as!a!local!BJP!
operative!is!based!on!his!ability!to!mobilize!support,!but!there!remains!a!disjuncture!between!
how!Amrit!Lal!often!perceives!himself!and!his!power!and!his!actual!ability!to!command!
allegiance.!This!became!very!clear!during!a!rally!for!a!forthcoming!state!legislative!assembly!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23!Kamal!faced!similar!resistance!when!she!tried!to!do!development!within!Gaddi!areas,!as!I!
have!previously!documented.!It!is!often!possible!for!elites!to!prevent!or!deter!work!by!
advancing!frivolous!complaints!about!bureaucratic!technicalities!or!conspiring!with!area!
residents!to!contest!work!adjacent!to!their!land.!
24!Had!Kamal!been!reelected!in!2010,!Kamal!and!Amrit!Lal!would!have!been!able!to!do!
whatever!they!wanted!in!the!community!with!little!resistance!from!Amrita.!As!it!turns!out,!
Amrita!was!elected!through!their!support!within!the!ward,!but!Kamal!failed!to!win!a!majority!in!
the!panchayat!as!a!whole!and!thus!failed!in!her!bid!for!reelection!as!pradhan.!
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election!that!Amrit!Lal!organized!within!the!village.!But!when!the!BJP!candidate!for!MLA!arrived!
within!the!village,!attendance!at!the!rally!was!sparse.!It!was!a!great!embarrassment!for!Amrit!
Lal,!who!was!furious.!In!private!conversation!later!that!day,!he!fumed,!“Have!these!people!
forgotten!all!that!I!have!done!for!them?”!Cursing!their!lack!of!gratitude,!he!ranted,!“If!you!do!
too!much!welfare,!you!are!provoking!a!social!problem.”!!
These!sentiments!strongly!reflect!Amrit!Lal’s!own!sense!of!social!entitlement!for!
ongoing!support,!as!enshrined!within!a!relationship!of!dominance.!They!also!reflect!the!
tenuousness!of!his!power,!which!necessitates!his!ongoing!service.!Amrit!Lal!will!not!soon!
abandon!the!Riyaade.!Beneath!Amrit!Lal’s!anger!was!the!hard!truth!that!he!would!have!to!
cajole!more!carefully!in!the!future!and!provide!more!benefits,!or!risk!further!embarrassment.!It!
is!possible!that!over!time!the!degree!of!‘service’!required!to!generate!response!among!the!
Riyaade!is!shifting.!But!although!the!Riyaade!must!surely!be!aware!of!their!bargaining!power,!
the!relationship!remains!decidedly!asymmetrical.!The!Riyaade!would!not!bear!the!risks!of!
contesting!Amrit!Lal!openly.!They!may!resent!his!domination,!but!they!also!recognize!the!
importance!of!the!services!he!and!Kamal!have!provided.!It!is!a!relationship!in!which!Amrit!Lal!
ultimately!bears!the!upper!hand,!where!he!remains!able!to!control!access!to!the!state!and!to!let!
benefits!flow!where!it!suits!him.!It!is!a!far!cry!from!an!open!sphere!of!democratic!engagement,!
one!in!which!the!Riyaade!have!an!equitable!place!in!panchayat!affairs.!Decentralization!holds!
the!potential!of!generating!new!spaces!of!engagement,!but!the!Riyaade!still!largely!accede!to!
existing!forms!of!elite!power.!In!this!regard,!they!contrast!starkly!with!the!Lohar.!!
!
!
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The!Lohar!
The!Lohar!live!on!the!southern!end!of!the!Kotla!panchayat!and!across!the!border!into!
the!Chauri!Panchayat.!To!compare!with!the!Riyaade,!I!will!focus!on!the!portion!of!the!
community!within!the!Kotla!panchayat,!although!similar!patterns!exist!across!the!boundary.!
The!community!is,!in!general,!poor,!but!better!off!than!the!Riyaade.!Most!households!have!land!
in!the!fertile!irrigated!terraces!below!their!hamlet.!More!than!a!few!members!of!the!
community!have!replaced!their!small!mud!houses!with!concrete!homes!over!the!past!several!
decades.!This!has!followed!a!broader!trend!of!increasing!affluence,!as!several!community!
members!have!entered!into!the!middle!class!through!salaried!employment!over!the!past!two!
generations!in!both!military!and!government!service.!!
One!such!person!is!a!man!named!Kamlesh.!Although!he!passed!away!a!year!before!my!
arrival!in!the!village,!his!prominence!within!the!community!is!evident!as!a!continual!point!of!
reference!among!the!Lohar—a!venerable!army!personnel!and,!in!the!community,!a!man!of!
service!to!the!community.!Kamlesh!was!born!at!a!time!when!most!community!members!
engaged!in!subsistence!agriculture!and!various!forms!of!skilled!and!semiNskilled!labor25.!He!was!
among!the!first!of!generations!in!the!community!to!have!access!to!formal!education,!which!may!
have!helped!to!pave!the!way!for!his!acceptance!in!the!army!in!the!late!1960s.!After!two!
decades!of!service,!he!came!back!to!his!community!with!a!generous!pension!and!stories!of!farN
flung!places.!In!his!retirement,!he!became!active!in!village!politics!as!a!local!Congress!party!
affiliate!and!was!eventually!elected!to!the!zilla+parishad,!the!districtNlevel!elected!unit.!The!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25!The!Lohar!are!traditionally!metal!smiths!in!South!Asia.!However,!like!other!caste!community!
members!in!the!area,!their!livelihoods!have!extended!beyond!the!ascribed!professions!for!quite!
some!time.!
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prestige!of!army!service!and!his!growing!respect!within!the!village!allowed!him!to!achieve!
positions!of!power!uncommon!for!his!caste!group.!!!
Although!it!is!impossible!to!retrieve!his!own!account!from!beyond!the!grave,!I!want!to!
emphasize!the!experiential!aspects!of!empowerment!which!would!surely!have!shaped!his!life!
history.!Many!former!army!men!have!narrated!to!me!at!length!of!the!experience!of!
camaraderie!that!they!experience!among!fellow!personnel,!who!they!sleep,!eat,!and!work!
beside!for!years!on!end.!Proud!and!undifferentiated!citizenship!eclipses!social!and!regional!
identity,!which!often!appear!as!a!revelation!against!their!own!experience!growing!up!in!a!
hierarchical!society.!As!one!such!man!once!proclaimed!to!me,!reminiscing!of!the!past,!“In!the!
army,!there!is!no!caste!!We!are!all!Indians!”!The!conviction!of!social!equality!stands!alongside!a!
sense!of!honor!in!military!service,!both!of!which!are!fused!into!one’s!identity.!For!these!men!
and!their!families,!army!service!is!a!badge!of!pride.!Many!men!retain!their!honorific!army!titles!
back!in!the!village,!sons!of!army!men!proudly!narrate!stories!of!their!father’s!exploits,!and!such!
households!display,!in!a!prominent!location,!a!framed!photo!of!the!individual!dressed!in!their!
military!uniform.!!
Although!there!is!a!long!tradition!of!honor!associated!with!military!service!in!Kangra,!
these!forms!of!identity!are!produced!well!outside!of!the!traditional!village!hierarchy.!Their!
prestige!is,!at!least!in!part,!related!to!their!wealth—a!retired!army!man!can!afford!a!nice!home!
and!a!good!education!for!his!children—but!they!are!equally!about!dignity!and!honor.!When!
these!men!return!to!the!village!they!do!not!feel!the!same!about!themselves!and!society!sees!
them!differently!as!well.!What!is!remarkable!is!that!these!forms!of!identity!reformulation!have!
important!intergenerational!effects.!People!that!achieve!respected!forms!of!employment,!
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especially!in!the!military!or!other!forms!of!government!service,!provide!the!ability!for!their!
social!group!not!only!to!dream!of!advancement,!but!to!believe!in!its!possibility.!Younger!
generations!grow!up!in!an!environment!observing!members!of!their!group!interacting!with!
village!society!with!a!greater!sense!of!dignity.!Thus,!their!experiential!resources!ripple!through!
their!group,!reorienting!their!collective!sense!of!place!within!the!society!and!possibilities!for!the!
future.!
Kamlesh’s!cousin!Ranchu!married!a!woman!named!Kamla!from!a!village!some!distance!
away.!Kamla!had!a!comfortable!childhood,!with!a!father!in!government!service.!She!never!
experienced!the!humiliation!attached!to!lowly!labor!until!she!married!her!husband,!who!was!an!
unskilled!laborer!at!the!time!of!their!marriage.!Pointing!in!the!direction!where!the!Thakur!live,!
she!recounted!to!me,!almost!with!a!shudder,!how!degrading!the!work!used!to!be.!Exhausted!
after!a!hard!day!of!labor,!Ranchu!was!often!ordered!to!complete!additional!tasks!in!the!homes!
of!his!employers!without!pay.!It!was!demeaning!for!him!and!it!hurt!her!to!see!her!husband!
treated!like!this.!He!has!since!gained!skills!as!a!mason!and!carpenter,!which!afford!more!respect!
and!autonomy.!She!also!works!to!support!the!family.!She!has!worked!in!NREGA!at!times,!but!
she!prefers!other!odd!jobs!that!she!has!acquired!around!the!community.!Still,!the!daily!
drudgery!of!menial!labor!often!feels!too!much!to!bear.!A!few!nights!prior,!her!husband!confided!
in!her!that!he!feels!tired!and!sometimes!just!feels!like!giving!up.!Her!husband’s!despair!wears!
on!her,!but!she!told!him!that!he!has!no!right!to!think!like!this;!their!son!needs!their!support!to!
complete!his!education.!!
Indeed,!it!is!Kamla’s!greatest!wish!is!that!her!children!will!have!better!opportunities—a!
hope!to!which!she!has!devoted!much!of!her!adult!life.!She!has!received!financial!assistance!
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from!Kamlesh,!which!has!helped!her!to!support!her!children’s!education.!But!more!importantly,!
she!has!done!the!best!that!she!can!to!ensure!that!they!do!well!in!their!studies.!Her!ongoing!
support!shows.!Her!son!Varun!is!bright!and!confident,!and!prefers!to!speak!to!me!in!English!to!
show!off!his!skills.!He!has!done!well!in!his!studies!and!devotes!significant!time!to!physical!
fitness,!which!he!hopes!will!afford!him!entrance!into!the!army.!Kamla’s!daughter!also!excelled!
in!school!and!now!works!as!an!office!assistant!in!a!nearby!town.!Kamla!has!urged!her!daughter!
to!build!a!career!and!marry!when!she!is!ready.!I!marvel!at!her!children.!Despite!growing!up!in!
poverty,!their!outlook!and!opportunities!are!much!like!those!of!more!privileged!groups!in!the!
village.!
If!the!Riyaade!have!largely!resigned!to!their!place!in!society,!social!and!economic!
advancement!exists!as!a!plausible!reality!among!the!Lohar.!But!even!under!these!fertile!
conditions,!aspirations!for!respectable!employment!far!outnumber!available!opportunities.!
Kamlesh’s!own!son!Sandeep!has!been!unable!to!achieve!respected!employment,!a!great!source!
of!disappointment!for!him!and!his!family.!If!his!father’s!military!status!provided!some!respect!
across!social!categories!within!village!society,!Sandeep’s!own!status!is!more!close!to!that!of!an!
ordinary!Lohar.!Still,!he!dresses!in!formal!clothing!and!carries!himself!with!confidence.!Just!like!
the!many!upper!caste!unemployed!men!in!the!village,!he!would!never!consider!a!life!of!manual!
labor.!He!has!had!several!stints!in!offices!in!Palampur!and!is!often!scheming!for!new!income!
earning!opportunities,!which!so!far!have!been!largely!unsuccessful.26!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26!When!I!arrived!in!the!village,!he!was!selling!subscriptions!to!what!amounted!to!a!pyramidal!
‘get!rich!quick’!scheme.!His!willingness!to!believe!the!promises!associated!with!this!particular!
scheme—the!hope!of!becoming!a!wealthy!man,!‘wearing!suits’,!and!owning!a!car—further!
illustrate!the!profound!ways!in!which!the!possibility!of!advancement!have!captured!the!minds!
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Sandeep!rarely!mentions!his!father,!but!his!discussions!of!caste!within!society!carry!
ideological!clarity,!which!seems!likely!to!have!been!shaped!by!his!experience!growing!up!with!
such!a!father!as!Kamlesh.!While!many!low!castes!have!a!tendency!to!diminish!their!
marginalization!in!an!effort!to!reclaim!some!sense!of!personal!dignity,!Sandeep!offers!a!
refreshingly!honest!appraisal.27!He!is!dismayed!that!the!Riyaade!give!their!vote!away!for!“vague!
promises!and!dreams”!from!people!like!Amrit!Lal,!rather!than!demanding!their!own!power.!His!
narrative!conveys!a!sense!of!rights,!in!which!low!castes!should!be!able!to!play!a!meaningful!role!
within!the!panchayat,!rather!than!remain!as!subordinates!of!existing!power!structures.!Just!as!
Kamla!has!found!Thakur!control!of!low!caste!labor!demeaning,!the!ongoing!control!of!Thakurs!
in!the!panchayat!offends!Sandeep’s!desire!for!Lohar!to!bear!a!more!equitable!share!of!power.!!
Sandeep!stood!for!ward!panch!in!2005!and!was!elected!at!the!same!time!as!Kamal.!
When!NREGA!came,!he!attended!a!training!organized!by!the!bureaucracy!that!aimed!to!
educate!elected!leaders!about!the!types!of!development!that!could!be!pursued!under!the!Act.!
The!experience!made!a!big!impression!upon!him,!and!he!gained!many!ideas!for!projects!that!he!
wanted!to!implement!in!the!village.!However,!as!panchayat!president,!Kamal!prioritized!her!
own!agenda.!She!was!reluctant!to!cede!power,!especially!to!a!low!caste!man,!and!she!blocked!
his!proposals!repeatedly.!This!angered!Sandeep,!who!remained!insistent!with!his!demands!and!
even!openly!argued!with!her.!Eventually!she!relented,!and!let!him!build!a!small!bridge!in!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
of!people!like!Sandeep.!Again,!such!experiences!contrast!strongly!with!the!entrenched!social!
positions!of!people!like!the!Riyaade,!for!whom!that!possibility!appears!so!remote.!
27!In!my!interviews,!low!caste!individuals!often!described!elements!of!their!own!position!which!
they!often!claimed!elevated!them!beyond!other!individuals!with!a!marginal!social!status,!for!
example!by!claiming!close!connections!with!powerful!men,!through!a!storied!history!of!their!
lineage’s!former!prestige!and!fall!from!grace,!and!through!other!anecdotes!demonstrating!their!
superior!status.!
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Lohar!hamlet.!For!Sandeep,!this!small!victory!was!overshadowed!by!a!much!deeper!sense!of!
anger!at!his!lack!of!power.!!
Nevertheless,!the!episode!did!cost!Kamal!valuable!votes!among!the!Lohar!community.!
Unsurprisingly,!Amrit!Lal!and!Kamal!look!upon!Sandeep!with!disdain.!More!generally,!Amrit!Lal!
knows!that!the!Lohar!are!not!reliable!supporters.!He!provides!assistance!in!some!bureaucratic!
tasks!for!members!of!the!group!when!asked!in!order!to!maintain!a!veneer!of!service,!but!in!
private!he!speaks!with!a!tone!of!severe!disrespect.!He!does!not!invest!much!time!and!effort!in!
their!affairs.!!
Despite!his!difficulties,!Sandeep!believes!that!the!panchayat!is!slowly!changing,!“5!to!7!
years!ago,!the!pradhan!used!to!be!like!a!king;!no!one!questioned!what!he!did.”!Today,!people!
both!expect!more!and!are!more!confrontational!in!their!demands.!But!to!truly!change!the!
balance!of!power,!the!low!castes!within!the!panchayat,!including!the!Riyaade,!will!have!to!stand!
up!to!the!powerful!leaders,!something!that!he!does!not!think!will!happen!soon.!!
!
The!Charmar!
If!the!Lohar!have!faced!significant!resistance,!the!Charmar!represent!a!case!in!which!
their!sense!of!empowerment!has!found!fertile!expression!within!a!supportive!representative!
context!in!the!Chauri!Panchayat.!Unlike!Kotla,!no!elites!have!been!able!to!maintain!a!strong!
hold!upon!panchayat!processes!in!Chauri.!Chauri!is!larger,!more!diverse,!and!electorally!
competitive.!Affiliations!and!voting!blocks!are!more!fluid.!This!has!had!two!effects!on!the!
political!mood!of!the!panchayat.!First!of!all,!there!is!greater!incentive!for!aspiring!politicians!to!
fight!for!votes!from!across!the!panchayat!rather!than!focusing!on!consolidating!their!power!
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with!more!narrow!political!bases.!Second,!it!has!supported!the!election!of!individuals!that,!
while!considered!respectable!within!the!community,!are!more!interested!in!serving!their!
community!than!building!spheres!of!power.!These!patterns!are!well!illustrated!in!the!two!most!
recently!elected!panchayat!pradhans.!!
In!2005,!a!high!caste!retired!army!captain!named!Dinesh!Chand!stood!for!election!
against!an!established!elite!and!won.!A!high!caste!man!with!successful!army!career,!he!is!proud!
and!pompous.!But!for!him,!being!elected!to!the!panchayat!was!a!way!to!serve!the!community!
in!his!retirement;!he!did!not!seek!to!‘capture’!the!electorate!in!the!same!way!as!Amrit!Lal.!In!
2010,!Gita,!the!wife!of!a!contractor!for!the!Public!Works!Department,!narrowly!beat!another!
local!elite.!While!her!husband!is!considered!quite!powerful!in!the!village,!he!largely!steers!clear!
of!panchayat!politics.!Gita!is!motivated!to!serve!the!panchayat,!but!she!also!feels!significant!
pressure!to!balance!competing!demands,!as!she!notes,!“We!have!to!build!projects!throughout!
the!panchayat,!otherwise!people!will!get!upset”.!!
There!may!be!many!reasons!why!panchayatNlevel!conditions!have!supported!a!more!
open!and!responsive!political!domain;!a!full!analysis!lies!beyond!the!scope!of!this!chapter.!But!
while!panchayat!conditions!have!provided!greater!possibility!for!the!Charmar!to!advance!and!
defend!their!claims,!these!outcomes!did!not!emerge!automatically.!Amidst!a!cacophony!of!
competing!demands,!the!Charmar’s!success!in!placing!their!agenda!on!the!table!has!been!
contingent!upon!their!ability!to!actively!engage!with!elected!leaders!by!attending!panchayat!
meetings,!being!persistent!in!their!demands,!and!by!working!with!elected!leaders!to!select!and!
formulate!projects.!Their!engagements!are!propelled!by!a!sense!of!rights!and!justice,!which!
animate!a!vigor!of!claim!making!which!are!hard!for!leaders!to!ignore.!!
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Like!the!Lohar,!the!history!of!the!Charmar!is!one!of!improving!living!conditions!amidst!
changing!aspirations!for!progress.!Gopal,!a!retired!army!man,!is!now!an!old!man.!He!
remembers!a!childhood!in!acute!poverty.!His!father!died!when!he!was!young!and!his!elder!
brother!was!constantly!searching!for!wage!labor!to!provide!for!the!family.!His!mother!used!to!
receive!paltry!wages!from!work!at!a!grinding!mill!and!a!tea!plantation.!However,!his!brother!
eventually!received!admission!into!the!army,!even!despite!have!never!received!formal!
education;!entrance!into!the!army!was!far!less!competitive!than!today.!The!wages!his!brother!
sent!home!allowed!the!family!to!settle!their!debts!in!food!shops!in!the!village;!with!extra!
income,!Gopal!was!able!to!attend!school,!which!had!only!recently!become!available!in!the!
community.!Eventually!Gopal,!too,!was!accepted!into!the!army.!Like!other!former!military!men,!
he!narrates!the!revelations!of!social!equality!that!followed!from!this!experience,!“In!the!
military,!there!are!no!higher!or!lower!castes!at!all.”!But!while!he!laments!the!continuing!
casteism!within!the!village,!it!is!a!sign!of!his!of!sense!of!selfNsatisfaction!in!his!life!that!he!does!
not!spend!much!time!worrying!about!it;!he!simply!dismisses!it!as!a!‘petty!mentality’.!!
Gopal’s!son,!Biju,!tells!of!the!changing!aspirations!for!employment!within!his!lifetime.!
When!he!was!a!child,!he!remembers!that!most!men!in!the!village!were!unskilled!laborers.!There!
was!not!enough!work!for!them!all,!so!they!would!often!sit!idle!at!their!homes!waiting!for!new!
projects!to!begin.!But!over!time,!more!and!more!men!sought!skilled!and!semiNskilled!work.!Biju!
learned!to!be!a!painter!from!one!of!his!friends!at!school.!For!him,!it!provided!a!decent!and!
respectable!living!with!which!to!support!his!family,!“All!one!needs!is!dirty!clothes!and!
everything!else!is!provided!by!the!employer”.!But!he!wanted!to!achieve!more!in!his!life.!He!
used!some!of!his!earnings!to!take!classes!in!Palampur!to!learn!basic!computer!skills!and!
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continued!to!enroll!in!exams!for!various!types!of!government!employment.!He!vividly!
remembers!that!one!day,!while!taking!his!cattle!to!graze!in!the!forest,!he!lay!underneath!a!tree!
wondering!where!his!life!would!lead!him.!He!imagined!what!his!future!wife!and!children!might!
think!of!him,!‘What!does!our!father,!a!graduate!of!2001!amount!to?’!It!was!at!this!moment!that!
his!father!called!him!to!tell!him!that!a!letter!arrived!in!the!mail.!Having!applied!months!before!
with!little!hope!of!success,!he!had!been!accepted!as!a!primary!school!teacher!in!a!government!
school.!Such!a!post!would!be!a!dream!for!many!lowerNmiddle!class!youth;!it!is!a!secure!form!of!
employment,!it!is!not!labor!intensive,!and!it!carries!the!generous!benefit!package!of!
government!positions.!!
I!find!Biju’s!story!telling.!It!not!only!demonstrates!how!patterns!of!employment!have!
changed,!but!how!such!changes!are!linked!to!changing!notions!of!respectable!employment!that!
define!an!individual’s!place!within!society.!Such!notions!of!success!are!also!linked!to!one’s!
ability!to!provide!security!and!honor!within!a!family.!Like!Kamlesh!among!the!Lohar,!Gopal’s!
family!is!one!of!several!within!the!Charmar!community!that!helped!to!propel!changing!values!
and!aspirations!within!the!community—changes!that!have!been!facilitated!by!growing!
economic!opportunities!in!a!changing!economic!climate.!Today,!most!households!within!the!
community!have!a!high!level!of!education!and!a!degree!of!selfNsufficiency!not!present!a!
generation!before.!Changing!identities!linked!to!improvements!in!livelihoods!have!led!to!
greater!confidence!and!dignity!within!society—even!despite!the!social!stigmatization!that!
endures!in!village!society.!
Unlike!the!Lohar!that!have!a!longer!engagement!with!local!politics!through!Kamlesh,!the!
Charmar!have!been!quite!disconnected!from!the!panchayat!until!recently.!The!growth!in!
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development!funding!in!recent!years,!especially!through!NREGA,!has!led!to!a!much!closer!
relationship!with!elected!leaders.!As!Gopal!Chand’s!son!said,!“Earlier!we!didn’t!even!know!who!
the!pradhan!was,!now!my!wife!and!I!know!him!very!well…!So!much!has!changed!”!The!ward!
panch!was!even!more!irrelevant,!but,!just!as!I!documented!in!the!previous!chapter,!the!growth!
in!resources!given!to!panchayats!has!remade!these!positions!into!an!increasingly!important!link!
to!the!panchayat.!Prakash,!a!carpenter!from!the!community,!was!elected!ward!panch!in!2005.!
He!worked!alongside!Captain!Dinesh!Chand,!then!pradhan,!to!implement!a!number!of!projects!
in!the!community,!including!several!bridges,!and!concretizing!an!irrigation!canal,!which!has!
helped!to!streamline!water!flow!and!reduced!flooding!during!the!monsoon.!NREGA!labor!has!
become!a!prominent!source!of!employment!for!a!number!of!women!within!the!village;!the!
work!is!not!too!strenuous!and!because!they!work!within!the!village,!they!are!more!able!to!
attend!to!household!chores.!In!the!preceding!years,!several!women!received!their!entire!100!
days.!
While!the!growing!powers!given!to!the!panchayat!has!made!it!more!relevant!to!the!
Charmar,!their!ability!to!engage!is!founded!upon!a!sense!of!entitlement!to!participate!in!
panchayat!affairs!and!be!represented!within!it.!Moreover,!they!have!been!active!in!claiming!
their!rights.!Women!that!want!to!labor!under!NREGA!regularly!attend!panchayat!meetings,!
since!this!makes!them!more!visible!to!leaders!and!helps!to!build!the!social!connections!through!
which!they!receive!labor.!Further,!many!have!been!insistent!with!their!demands,!as!the!
vignette!above!describes.!Sometimes!mobilization!has!been!more!intense.!The!previous!year,!
productivity!targets!were!not!met!and!wages!were!consequently!docked!by!the!bureaucracy!
over!a!two!week!period.!The!Charmar!women!joined!laborers!from!across!the!panchayat!to!
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protest!at!the!Block!Development!Officer’s!Office.!As!a!result,!most!of!their!wages!were!
returned.!While!this!action!was!in!part!facilitated!by!the!upNpradhan,!who!was!trying!to!protect!
his!own!reputation,!in!narratives!the!story!is!told!as!one!of!worker!solidarity,!“we!all!went”,!
which!reflect!what!they!perceived!as!an!injustice!as!well!as!their!active!engagement!against!it.!!
Last!year,!several!households!within!the!community!requested!that!the!panchayat!
concretize!a!water!canal!to!improve!drainage.!The!canal!regularly!overflows!with!fast!flowing!
water!during!the!summer!monsoon!and!the!families!that!lived!nearby!worried!about!their!
children!walking!to!school!and!playing!outside.!They!asked!Gita,!the!present!pradhan,!for!the!
project,!which!she!said!would!come!before!April.!When!I!visited!in!June!they!were!livid!that!the!
project!still!had!not!come.!They!continued!to!request!the!project,!however,!and!eventually!
Satish,!the!upNpradhan,!decided!to!take!the!initiative!and!implement!it.!Although!a!high!caste!
man,!when!I!visited!the!jobsite!he!was!working!alongside!several!older!Charmar,!almost!
indistinguishable!form!them,!to!do!the!project.!Of!course,!there!may!be!many!reasons!why!he!
decided!to!oversee!this!particular!project.!However,!he!is!widely!expected!to!run!for!pradhan!in!
the!next!election!and!I!suspect!that!he!will!receive!the!Charmar!vote!for!his!service.!!
Finally,!while!the!panchayat!has!become!more!meaningful!to!the!Charmar!in!recent!
years,!it!is!telling!that!they!do!not!relate!to!it!through!a!particular!leader,!but!speak!of!the!
panchayat!more!generally.!It!is!in!relation!to!the!panchayat!that!rights!exist!and!may!be!
claimed;!the!leaders!that!inhabit!these!positions!come!and!go!and!are!judged!for!their!
performance!accordingly.!This!is,!perhaps,!the!closest!version!to!how!participatory!governance!
should!happen.!What!is!important!here!is!that!representatives!are!representing,!but!do!so!
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through!continual!engagement!with!citizens—which!occur!through!a!sense!of!rights!and!
entitlement!to!wield!claims!upon!these!institutions.!!
!
Discussion!
Tracing!back!the!different!histories!of!these!communities,!it!is!clear!that!each!reflects!
distinct!trajectories!of!livelihoods,!social!position,!and!political!engagement.!In!recent!decades,!
economic!growth!has!produced!new!opportunities!for!improvements!in!living!conditions,!but!
these!gains!have!been!unevenly!distributed.!Livelihoods!in!Kangra!have!long!since!been!
divorced!from!those!ascribed!by!caste,!but!there!remains!a!distinct!hierarchy!within!new!forms!
of!employment.!Those!who!engage!primarily!in!subsistence!agriculture!and!unskilled!labor!
remain!poor,!while!their!opportunities!to!advance!are!highly!circumscribed.!Importantly,!the!
poor!are!not!just!economically!marginalized—they!lack!access!to!the!cultural!resources!of!a!
changing!society,!which!are!giving!rise!to!new!dimensions!of!social!experience.!While!many!
households!within!the!community!have!achieved!positions!of!relative!comfort!within!salaried!
positions,!especially!through!employment!with!the!government!or!military,!there!are!significant!
barriers!to!entry!for!these!positions;!such!barriers!may!be!as!much!about!assets!and!
opportunities!as!about!individuals’!own!perception!of!possibility!and!sense!of!place!within!
society.!!
In!both!the!Lohar!and!Charmar!communities,!certain!individuals!have!entered!into!
respected!forms!of!employment,!which!has!changed!their!own!sense!of!self!and!position!within!
society.!Among!others,!Kamlesh!and!Gopal!acquired!forms!of!employment!that!took!them!
outside!of!the!village!hierarchy!into!social!contexts!that!transcended!their!ascribed!position.!
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They!returned!to!their!communities!with!new!resources,!material!and!ideological,!and!new!
social!identities.!In!both!cases,!they!enabled!their!communities!to!believe!in!the!possibility!of!
advancement,!and!the!provided!support!for!community!members’!aspirations.!They!raised!
expectations!of!progress.!Of!course,!these!changes!occurred!against!the!backdrop!of!very!
significant!changes!within!the!economic!opportunities!within!society!as!well!as!increasing!
access!to!education!and!other!resources.!But!within!the!Lohar!and!Charmar,!a!momentum!of!
aspiration!took!root!that!has!reworked!their!sense!of!place!within!society.!Among!the!Riyaade,!
no!such!transition!has!taken!place.!!
Naturally,!the!question!arises:!perhaps!the!Lohar!and!Charmar!had!certain!conditions!
that!made!them!able!to!undertake!such!a!transformation?!Path!dependency!is!an!important!
part!of!this!story!and!it!may!be!impossible!to!know!whether!there!were!particular!attributes!
that!made!the!Lohar!and!Charmar!prone!to!success!from!the!beginning.!On!the!other!hand,!
both!the!Charmar!and!Lohar!narrate!pasts!of!pressing!poverty.!Moreover,!there!are!no!
perceptible!patterns!in!the!economic!or!social!conditions!of!these!groups!that!explain!the!types!
of!outcomes!that!I!have!observed.!While!many!of!the!Lohar!have!irrigated!farmland,!the!
Charmar!and!Riyaade!have!only!limited!marginal!land.!The!Lohar!may!have!had!access!to!
education!earlier!than!the!other!two!because!they!are!within!walking!distance!of!colonialNera!
schools,!but!there!is!no!evidence!that!there!would!be!differences!in!education!trajectories!
between!the!Charmar!and!Riyaade.!Thus,!while!there!may!have!been!structural!factors!that!
placed!the!Lohar!on!a!track!for!advancement,!differences!between!the!Charmar!and!Riyaade!
are!difficult!to!detect.!!
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Underlying!this!analysis!is!the!recognition!that!a!group’s!ability!and!propensity!to!
engage!with!democratic!processes!are!intimately!tied!to!their!place!within!society.!Status!has!
both!economic!and!social!dimensions,!which!cannot!easily!be!disentangled.!Each!of!these!
stories!tells!of!an!interwoven!set!of!processes!that!have!allowed!the!Lohar!and!Charmar!to!reN
envision!their!place!within!society.!These!processes!resist!simple!economic!and!social!
determination.!But!even!under!unfavorable!conditions,!the!poor!may!find!avenues!to!improve!
their!condition,!and!they!certainly!have!the!power!to!dream.!Nonetheless,!it!is!hard!to!sustain!
ongoing!investments!in!human!capitals!such!as!education!when!the!possibility!of!advancement!
appears!remote.!There!is!a!mutuallyNreinforcing!relationships!between!poverty,!social!
marginalization,!and!dependence!upon!elites.!Further,!there!are!social!and!political!risks!in!
contesting!patronage!dynamics.!But!acceding!to!subjugation!is!not!simply!about!rational!logic:!
the!ongoing!and!visceral!experience!of!humiliation!may!not!allow!courage!to!take!root.!Further,!
it!appears!that!there!is!nobody!able!or!willing!to!undertake!a!leadership!role!within!the!Riyaade!
social!group.!!
It!is!ironic,!however,!that!the!Lohar,!due!to!their!unwillingness!to!submit!to!the!
dominance!of!Amrit!Lal!and!Kamal,!have!received!less!benefits!form!the!panchayat!in!recent!
years!in!comparison!to!the!Riyaade!(at!least!within!the!Kotla!Panchayat).!Kotla!has!been!heavily!
controlled!by!vested!interests,!and!there!is!little!reason!for!Amrit!Lal!to!invest!in!unreliable!
supporters;!moreover,!people!like!Sandeep!may!demand!too!much!control!over!the!types!of!
projects!that!are!implemented!in!the!area.!Part!of!the!reasons!that!the!Lohar!are!able!to!resist!
Amrit!Lal!is!because!they!are!more!economically!selfNsufficient.!But!there!is!also!a!sense!of!
dignity!and!right!to!selfNdetermination,!which!the!members!of!the!Lohar!are!reluctant!to!
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surrender.!This!comes!from!seeing!life!through!a!lens!where!equity!is!a!social!norm.!Such!
awareness!provides!an!ideological!basis!for!engagement!with!the!panchayat,!through!which!
rights!gain!life!in!political!practice.!!
To!be!clear,!economic!advancement!is!only!part!of!the!puzzle.!The!poor!and!marginal!
often!engage!in!very!robust!forms!of!political!action.!The!point!is!that!participating!in!politics!in!
ways!that!approximate!equitable!citizenship!is!rooted!in!notions!of!self!that!presume!equality.!
Fragments!of!such!awareness!may!emerge!in!many!facets!of!life,!well!beyond!the!conditions!
that!I!have!documented!here.!It!is!easy!to!see!that!there!is!traffic!between!one’s!economic!
status!and!position!within!society.!But!financial!resources!are!only!a!part!of!a!broader!set!of!
experiences!involved!in!this!change.!While!older!generations!may!have!had!these!experiences!
by!serving!in!the!army!outside!of!the!village!hierarchy,!younger!generations!have!grown!up!
seeing!individuals!within!their!own!social!groups!interacting!with!village!society!on!more!
equitable!terms.!Today,!even!while!social!marginalization!and!economic!insecurity!persist,!they!
do!so!not!as!an!inexorable!part!of!life,!but!as!a!deviation!from!what!can!and!should!be.!It!is!in!
these!aspirations!for!political!freedom!and!economic!advancement!that!we!can!detect!the!
emergence!of!a!more!substantive!experience!of!rightsNbearing!citizenship!that!exists!beyond!
the!village!hierarchy.!!
!
Theoretical!contributions!
As!I!have!argued!throughout!this!dissertation,!it!is!the!way!that!emerging!political!spaces!
intersect!with!longer!trajectories!of!social!change!that!shape!the!way!that!democracy!is!brought!
into!being!at!the!local!level.!However,!even!if!new!institutional!spaces!open!up,!it!often!seems!
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that!the!social!context!is!such!that!elites!continue!to!dominate!elected!processes,!women!and!
scheduled!castes!continue!to!lack!power!within!reserved!seats,!and!disproportionate!benefits!
go!to!the!already!powerful.!Given!the!longstanding!power!asymmetries!across!rural!India,!we!
should!not!be!surprised.!
But!even!if!outcomes!are!uneven,!there!is!growing!evidence!that!democratic!deepening!
is!underway!in!a!variety!of!contexts,!where!new!institutional!contexts!provide!the!space!for!
challenging!and!reorienting!existing!patterns!of!power!and!dominance!(Heller!2008,!Chhatre!
2008,!Mathew!and!Baviskar!2009,!Abraham!2013,!Tanabe!2008).!Many!such!factors!have!
played!a!role!in!facilitating!these!changes.!Several!scholars!have!focused!on!human!capitals,!
especially!education,!in!enabling!marginal!groups!to!interact!with!formal!spaces,!thus!cutting!
out!intermediaries!and!giving!them!greater!leverage!to!demand!their!entitlements!(Drèze!and!
Sen!2002,!Krishna!2002).!Other!scholars!have!focused!on!how!greater!selfNsufficiency,!especially!
as!achieved!through!land!reforms,!have!helped!to!break!relations!of!dependence,!creating!
greater!scope!for!political!engagement,!even!if!not!on!equitable!terms!(Gupta!1998,!Ghatak!and!
Ghatak!2007,!Sharma!2007,!Heller!2000).!These!observations!echo!elements!in!the!above!
discussion.!!
Nonetheless,!capitals!and!capabilities!cannot!explain!democratic!engagement!alone,!and!
there!have!been!very!robust!debates!upon!how!different!modalities!of!social!and!political!
organization!shape!patterns!of!politic!engagement,!a!dialogue!to!which!this!chapter!aims!to!
contribute.!Chatterjee!(2004)!has!famously!argued!that!western!notions!of!civil!society,!which!
emphasize!an!equitable!and!‘civil’!space!of!association,!are!seldom!present!in!rural!India!and,!
indeed,!much!of!the!world.!For!Chatterjee,!such!spaces!of!civic!association!are!present!mostly!
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among!urban!middle!classes,!while!rural!populations!are!forced!mostly!to!engage!with!politics!
through!intermediaries!within!political!society!in!a!politics!that!is!animated!by!a!fight!for!state!
resources!rather!than!substantive!policy!debate!(see!also!Witsoe!2013).!Clearly,!there!is!an!
element!of!truth!in!this!argument,!a!point!to!which!anyone!that!has!spent!extensive!time!in!
rural!India!can!attest.!!
But!as!other!scholars!have!pointed!out,!the!distinction!between!civic!spheres!of!
engagement!and!political!society,!located!within!the!urban!middle!class!and!the!rural!peasantry!
respectively,!is!overNemphasized!in!Chatterjees!account;!activists,!civic!organizations,!and!other!
civic!associations!have!most!certainly!played!an!important!role!in!shaping!political!practice!
within!rural!and!well!as!urban!areas!(Corbridge!et!al.!2013,!Jenkins!and!Goetz!1999,!Chhatre!
2008).!But!more!to!the!point,!as!Corbridge!et!al.!(2005)!argue,!“Chatterjee!tends!to!
underemphasize!the!slowNburning!processes!of!democratization…!along!with!some!of!the!
initiatives!being!put!into!play!by!the!proponents!of!‘good!governance’!(or!the!new!political!
administration),!are!creating!new+spaces!for!empowerment!and!citizenship!within!what!he!calls!
political!society”!(page!258,!emphasis!original,!see!also!Ribot!2001).!Indeed,!it!is!precisely!that!
which!I!am!documenting!here:!the!contingent!and!unscripted!outcomes!of!institutional!change,!
which!are!reshaping!the!terms!of!social!relations!that!govern!grassroots!political!engagement.!
Throughout!this!dissertation,!I!have!documented!how!new!institutional!spaces!are!challenging!
existing!dynamics!of!political!mediation,!facilitating!the!emergence!of!something!that!more!
closely!resembles!democratic!engagement.!!!
But!while!Chatterjee’s!fails!to!provide!a!theoretical!basis!to!understand!how!such!
citizenship!may!emerge,!theory!on!civil!society!is!similarly!insufficient.!There!remains!a!great!
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deal!of!confusion!within!discussion!about!civil!society!and!its!role!in!promoting!democratic!
participation!and!representation!(Corbridge!et!al.!2013).!As!a!concept,!it!denotes!a!space!of!
equitable!association!that!exists!between!the!state!and!the!household;!as!an!ideal!form,!it!
exists!beyond!forms!of!power!that!preclude!inclusive!engagement!(see!Heller!2000,!Corbridge!
et!al.!2013).!But!understanding!how!such!a!sphere!comes!into!being!is!less!than!clear.!Some!
have!focused!on!nonNlocal!forms!of!civic!engagement,!for!example!the!media,!activists,!or!
NGOs,!which!may!provide!ideological!resources,!mobilize!the!public!into!action,!or!mediate!
access!to!state!interventions!(Chhatre!2008,!Jenkins!and!Goetz!1999,!Drèze!and!Sen!1989).!
Others!have!focused!on!dynamics!of!social!association,!or!social!capital,!as!expressed!through!
the!density!of!interactions!between!members!of!the!public,!a!propensity!for!collective!action,!
or!a!broader!network!of!association!(Bebbington!1999,!Krishna!2002).!But!many!localities!do!
not!benefit!from!the!presence!of!NGOs!or!social!movements.!Likewise,!a!focus!on!social!capital!
often!misses!the!power!relations!that!structure!associational!life.!!
The!question!remains:!if!hierarchical!aspects!of!village!society!are!fundamentally!in!
tension!with!democratic!equality,!just!how!might!something!approximating!an!equitable!social!
sphere!take!hold!within!society?!In!many!ways,!our!existing!conceptual!vocabulary!remains!
insufficient!to!the!task.!It!seems!clear!that!idealized!notions!of!civil!society!do!not!conform!to!
myriad!and!variable!forms!of!engagement!which!may!occur!in!many!spheres!of!social!life!
(Corbridge!et!al.!2013).!Further,!the!ongoing!emphasis!on!the!distinctiveness!of!postcolonial!
democracy!embraced!by!many!scholars!proceeds!in!reference!to!Western!conceptual!ideals!
that!such!scholars!seek!to!contest,!which,!as!Subramanian!(2009)!points!out,!inadvertently!
frames!postcolonial!democracy!as!a!“less!authentic”!derivative!of!Western!ideals.!Indeed,!such!
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perspectives!preclude!an!understanding!of!the!way!that!politics!emerges!as!part!of!a!dynamic!
process!of!cultural!change!at!specific!historical!conjunctures.!Following!Subramanian’s!(2009:!
19)!understanding!of!rights!as!“structures!of!feeling”,!I!argue!that!a!better!understanding!of!the!
political!emotion!of!rights!sheds!light!on!where!and!how!citizens!will!be!inclined!to!demand!
greater!equity!and!dignity!within!the!social!relations!that!structure!local!political!practice.!!
Political!emotion!is!seldom!analyzed!as!an!influential!factor!in!itself,!although!emotion!
plays!a!factor!in!almost!any!politics.!To!name!just!a!few!examples!in!recent!scholarship,!
Witsoe’s!(2013)!account!of!low!caste!mobilization!in!Bihar!makes!clear!that!access!to!resources!
has!become!as!much!about!control!over!the!state!as!the!resources!themselves,!Fischer!and!
Chhatre!(2013)!discuss!a!movement!against!a!wildlife!sanctuary!animated!by!women’s!sense!of!
empowerment!to!advance!claims!for!autonomy!and!rights!to!access!forest!resources,!and!
Carswell!and!De!Neve!(2014:!1)!discuss!how!rural!citizens!in!Tamil!Nadu!experience!“a!sense!of!
citizenship!and!of!democracy!itself!while!at!the!same!time!allowing!them!to!pursue!projects!of!
recognition,!respect!and!assertion”!through!the!act!of!voting.!Each!of!these!shed!light!on!the!
way!that!rights!may!become!a!part!of!lived!experience,!which!structure!aspirations!for!
recognition,!selfNdetermination,!and!a!perceived!‘just’!distribution!of!resources!and!power.!This!
is!not!to!say!that!they!play!out!through!civil!politics.!Regardless,!it!is!clear!that!perceptions!of!
rights!stand!at!the!heart!of!democratic!politics.!!
How!do!rights!come!into!being?!There!is!a!difference!between!rights!as!an!abstract!
concept!and!the!deeply!held!convictions!that!propel!democratic!practice.!Understandings!of!
rights!draw!upon!cultural!resources!that!may!originate!within!many!domains!of!collective!social!
life.!In!this!chapter,!I!have!advanced!the!concept!of!affirming!life!experience—the!types!of!
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social!experience!that!enable!individuals!to!reimagine!their!identity!by!entering!into!a!social!
atmosphere!through!which!the!come!to!view!their!place!within!society!differently.!Affirming!life!
experience!may!spread!through!the!community!through!an!interwoven!process!of!economic!
and!social!change.!This,!I!argue,!has!been!generative!of!a!sense!of!rights.!If!institutions!are!
insufficient!to!ensure!substantive!democratic!practice,!as!I!have!argued!throughout!this!
dissertation,!rights!provide!the!ideological!basis!for!marginal!groups!to!engage!with!new!
democratic!spaces!in!ways!that!approximate!democratic!citizenship.!If!institutions!are!about!
possibility,!I!argue,!than!the!political!emotion!of!rights!propels!political!engagement!by!shaping!
how!claims!are!conceived!and!advanced.!!
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!
CHAPTER!6!
CONCLUSION!
!
This!dissertation!has!analyzed!how!the!legislation!of!local!elected!institutions!and!the!
devolution!of!meaningful!discretionary!powers!have!intersected!with!local!histories!of!social!
and!economic!change.!These!interwoven!processes,!in!turn,!have!influenced!the!way!that!
democracy!is!brought!into!being!on!the!ground.!I!have!argued!that!these!two!elements—
institutional!change!and!a!slow!process!social!transformation—cannot!be!analyzed!in!isolation.!
Legislating!elected!institutions!establishes!formal!procedures!through!which!power!is!
sanctioned!and!exercised,!but!these!processes!are!always!negotiated!within!the!context!of!
existing!power!dynamics.!But!it!is!not!correct!to!say!that!institutions!simply!bear!the!character!
of!the!diverse!contexts!in!which!they!are!implemented;!they!also!reshape!the!terms!of!political!
engagement!and,!through!this,!local!social!relations.!Together,!institutional!and!social!changes!
unfold!through!a!mutually!influential!relationship,!which!has!reworked!the!contours!of!local!
power!over!time.!!
Throughout!the!dissertation,!I!have!shown!how!the!creation!of!formal!institutions!has!
established!new!dynamics!of!political!engagement.!In!chapter!3,!I!showed!how!local!
governments!in!my!study!area!are!playing!an!increasingly!important!role!in!the!management!of!
water!resources.!At!a!time!when!existing!patterns!of!collective!action!are!eroding,!the!
panchayat!has!gained!powers!and!resources!through!which!it!has!helped!to!compensate!for!this!
decline.!While!the!traditional!system!operated!through!a!social!hierarchy!that!is!no!longer!
tenable,!local!governments!provide!the!institutional!architecture!that!allows!citizens,!including!
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those!from!marginal!groups,!to!bring!state!resources!to!bear!upon!the!maintenance!of!water!
resource!infrastructure.!Chapter!4!discussed!the!new!village!leaders!that!have!come!to!power!
through!the!panchayat.!While!panchayat!elections!have!provided!the!opportunity!for!a!wider!
range!of!individuals!to!stand!for!positions!of!elected!authority,!the!resources!now!under!the!
control!of!panchayats!provide!the!opportunity!for!aspiring!leaders!to!demonstrate!their!
leadership!skills.!Reservations!have!ensured!that!individuals!from!a!broader!range!of!
backgrounds!are!able!to!serve!in!these!positions.!As!a!result,!elected!bodies!have!come!to!
provide!the!channels!through!which!individuals!from!diverse!social!groups!are!able!to!articulate!
their!needs.!Chapter!5!looks!specifically!at!how!some!low!caste!groups,!who!have!often!been!
marginalized!within!politics,!have!sought!to!use!these!emerging!political!spaces!to!pursue!
projects!of!recognition!and!representation!and!to!claim!a!greater!share!in!the!distribution!of!
local!power.!Although!partial!and!uneven!in!their!effects,!the!legislation!and!empowerment!of!
panchayats!have!provided!the!possibility!of!enabling!such!groups!to!achieve!a!greater!share!of!
local!power!as!well!as!the!fulfillment!of!a!burgeoning!sense!of!rights.!!
These!chapters,!each!in!their!own!way,!tell!a!story!of!the!positive!effects!of!formal!
political!institutions!on!the!dynamics!of!local!power.!The!ability!of!panchayats!to!provide!
services!that!people!value!has!caused!citizens!to!engage!with!these!institutions!more!closely.!
These!institutions!have!come!to!serve!important!functions!in!citizens’!everyday!lives,!including!
providing!labor,!the!maintenance!of!irrigation!systems,!and!various!other!small!development!
initiatives.!As!these!institutions!have!become!more!meaningful,!they!also!have!become!an!
important!source!of!symbolic!power.!Beyond!material!benefits,!panchayats!have!become!a!
forum!through!which!citizens!advance!claims!for!social!and!political!power,!both!as!leaders!and!
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constituents.!Finally,!these!institutions!operate!in!ways!distinct!from!other!forms!of!social!
power:!leaders!must!compete!for!votes!in!regular!elections,!formal!panchayat!procedures!
provide!some!measure!of!transparency!in!decisionNmaking!processes,!and!the!sheer!scope!of!
projects!being!implemented!attracts!a!greater!sense!of!entitlement!to!participate!in!decisionN
making!processes!and!claim!a!share!of!the!benefits.!Citizens!from!across!the!social!spectrum!
have!become!more!aware,!interested,!and!engaged!in!everyday!panchayat!affairs.!!
But!as!each!of!the!chapters!has!shown,!these!outcomes!were!not!the!singular!outcome!
of!new!institutions.!Rather,!all!of!these!outcomes!occurred!against!a!backdrop!of!socioN
economic!change!that!is!reshaping!power!and!authority!within!society!as!well!as!the!ability!of!
different!groups!to!engage!on!a!more!equitable!footing.!Chapter!3!discussed!the!declining!
importance!of!agriculture!within!the!rural!economy!and,!with!it,!the!unraveling!of!hierarchical!
social!relationships!through!which!agricultural!practice!operated.!But!even!while!established!
elites!have!found!it!easier!to!profit!within!the!changing!economy,!gains!have!not!been!limited!
to!privileged!social!groups.!Thus,!chapter!5!discuses!how!these!economic!opportunities!have!
also!paved!the!way!for!some!marginal!groups!to!rework!their!social!position,!both!by!
reorienting!their!own!sense!of!rights!and!entitlement,!but!also!by!reshaping!how!other!social!
groups!perceive!their!position!in!society.!Finally,!while!chapter!4!documents!the!growing!role!of!
panchayat!leaders!who!previously!would!not!likely!have!held!positions!of!power,!it!is!clear!that!
their!ability!to!act!within!these!positions!is!linked!to!their!place!within!society!more!generally.!
In!short,!we!see!a!convergence!of!social!and!economic!factors!that!has!alleviated!marginal!
groups’!dependence!on!elites,!promoted!greater!autonomy!of!individuals!to!act!according!to!
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their!own!agendas,!and!provided!the!basis!for!a!sense!of!rights!that!have!helped!to!propel!
engagement!within!local!democratic!institutions.!!
In!turn,!the!mutually!influential!relationship!between!institutional!change!and!social!
transformation!is!observable!in!each!of!the!chapters!above.!In!chapter!3,!we!see!how!the!
traditional!system!of!irrigation!maintenance!was!unable!to!accommodate!the!role!of!Anil!or!his!
father,!who!are!both!low!caste!irrigation!authorities,!even!as!they!increasingly!placed!
themselves!within!this!position.!At!the!same!time,!it!was!Anil’s!position!of!elected!authority!and!
connections!with!other!powerful!individuals!that!has!enabled!him!to!direct!state!resources!to!
help!maintain!the!canals!that!members!of!his!social!group!use.!Further,!in!tracing!the!decline!of!
the!traditional!system,!the!story!also!shows!how!formal!elected!processes!have!become!
embedded!within!village!society!to!the!extent!that!they!have!come!to!appear!even!more!
natural!than!the!traditional!hereditary!forms!of!irrigation!authority.!Chapter!4!tells!of!the!ways!
that!some!individuals!from!groups!who!would!not!likely!have!held!power!previously!built!upon!
their!experience!working!in!the!community!to!pursue!diverse!agendas!while!in!positions!of!
power.!Among!them!is!Kamal,!a!woman!who!had!been!involved!in!helping!women!in!the!
community!gain!basic!tailoring!skills!and!who!later!became!elected!as!the!president!to!the!
panchayat!(with!the!help!of!her!brother).!Likewise,!in!chapters!4!and!5,!we!see!how!a!
burgeoning!sense!of!rights!of!low!caste!leaders,!in!particular!Sandeep!and!Anil!from!the!Lohar!
caste,!has!caused!them!to!use!their!position!of!elected!authority!to!confront!what!they!perceive!
to!be!unjust!constraints!on!their!ability!to!pursue!their!own!agendas.!Finally!chapter!5!shows!
how!the!Charmar!community’s!consistent!and!determined!engagement!with!panchayat!leaders!
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has!allowed!them!to!achieve!a!close!relationship!with!leaders!and!a!high!degree!of!
responsiveness!from!them.!!
From!these!stories!several!points!become!clear.!Democratic!practices!are!not!an!
inevitable!outcome!of!new!political!institutions.!A!long!trajectory!of!social!and!economic!
change!set!the!stage!for!the!ways!in!which!local!democracy!came!into!being!at!the!local!level.!
But!institutions!were!still!essential.!Panchayats!have!produced!channels!that!have!made!
possible!a!greater!sharing!of!power!among!diverse!leaders!and!social!groups.!This!has!occurred!
even!despite!ongoing!forms!of!social!marginalization!within!society.!Further,!while!panchayats!
have!played!a!crucial!role!in!this!trajectory!of!change!since!the!implementation!of!the!73rd!
constitutional!amendment,!these!processes!have!gained!momentum!in!recent!years!as!
panchayats!have!come!to!bear!more!substantial!resources—especially,!but!not!only,!as!a!result!
of!NREGA.!!
!
The!Promise!and!Challenges!of!Decentralization!in!India!
The!findings!from!this!dissertation!have!important!implication!for!debates!on!
decentralization!in!India!more!generally.!In!recent!years,!there!has!been!a!great!deal!of!
discussion!about!the!promise!of!decentralization!in!improving!accessibility!and!accountability!of!
government!to!the!poor.!But!while!many!have!expressed!significant!hope!that!institutional!
changes!brought!by!the!73rd!constitutional!amendment!would!herald!a!new!era!of!democratic!
practice!across!rural!India,!others!have!remain!unconvinced.!The!tenor!of!these!discussions!is!
well!captured!by!a!closing!paragraph!of!a!paper!written!by!John!Harriss,!which!is!worth!quoting!
in!full:!
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“My!conclusion,!then,!is!that!while!decentralisation!and!other!ways!of!organising!
‘participation’!can,!in!principle,!serve!both!the!cause!of!democratic!deepening!and!that!
of!improving!the!responsiveness!of!government!in!India…,!their!practical!achievements!
thus!far!are!quite!limited,!certainly!outside!two!or!three!states.!Beyond!this!factual!
conclusion!I!recognise!that!there!is!continuing!debate!between!those!scholars...!who!
believe!that!there!is!reason!for!thinking!that!a!‘silent!revolution’!is!taking!place,!as!the!
language!and!practice!of!democratic!decentralisation!increase!the!capacities!of!poor!
people!to!express!themselves!and!their!grievances,!and!on!the!other!hand!sceptics!who!
find!in!the!actual!practices!of!participation!vehicles!for!the!interests!of!the!dominant!
and!middle!classes!of!India!that!leave!largely!undisturbed!the!dependence!of!the!
labouring!classes!upon!locally!powerful!intermediaries,!so!allowing!the!reproduction!of!
‘patronage!democracy’.”!(Harriss!2010:!24)!
!
Harriss!does!not!mention!Himachal!Pradesh,!but!certainly!the!state!falls!among!the!
small!handful!of!states!that!one!would!expect!to!have!success!with!decentralization.28!As!I!have!
discussed!in!some!detail!in!chapter!2,!while!Himachal!is!not!entirely!unique!in!its!achievements,!
its!progress!in!various!aspects!human!development!as!well!as!its!social!and!political!
characteristics!set!it!apart!from!many!other!Indian!states!where!poverty!is!far!more!severe,!
state!programs!have!had!a!far!lower!degree!of!success,!and!social!hierarchy!remains!sharply!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28!The!few!successful!states!that!Harriss!mentions!are!Kerala,!West!Bengal,!Karnataka,!and!
Maharashtra,!and!to!a!much!lesser!extent!Rajasthan!and!Madya!Pradesh.!He!identifies!these!
from!Chauduri’s!(2006)!analysis!of!decentralization!policy!across!these!states!(but!with!little!
consideration!of!their!actual!effects).!It!is!also!worth!noting!that!despite!Harriss’s!(2010)!
pessimism,!this!list!amounts!to!more!than!a!few!states;!indeed,!it!constitutes!a!very!large!
percentage!of!the!Indian!population.!
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entrenched.!Harriss’s!(2010)!sobering!discussion!reminds!us!of!the!rather!limited!effects!of!
decentralization!in!many!contexts,!rural!and!urban!alike;!he!concludes!that!in!most!of!India!the!
poor!continue!to!rely!heavily!upon!unelected!intermediaries!to!access!the!state!rather!than!
local!elected!representatives.!This!pessimistic!tenor!is!shared!by!scholars!such!as!Jeffrey!et!al.!
(2008),!who!have!shown!that!despite!the!growing!importance!of!low!caste!leaders!within!
elected!positions!in!their!study!location!in!Uttar!Pradesh,!this!does!not!appear!to!have!elevated!
low!caste!groups!who!remain!marginalized!within!politics!more!generally.!Similarly,!Manor!
(2013)!shows!that!despite!the!growing!availability!of!resources!available!to!panchayats!under!
NREGA!in!Madya!Pradesh,!bureaucratic!actors!continue!to!exert!significant!control!over!local!
elected!representatives,!effectively!subverting!their!discretionary!authority.!!
Each!of!these!accounts!seem!to!suggest!that!decentralization!is!often!less!of!a!break!
from!the!past,!but!merely!new!window!dressing!on!the!same!old!patterns!of!elite!control.!I,!too,!
have!conducted!research!in!both!Bihar!and!Uttar!Pradesh!to!gain!a!comparative!perspective!of!
local!democracy!in!areas!where!state!services!are!known!to!be!particularly!dysfunctional.29!
These!pessimistic!accounts!resonate!with!my!observation.!Nonetheless,!even!these!cases!show!
how!decentralization!can!help!to!advance!a!longer!trajectory!of!social!and!political!change.!It!is!
worth!discussing!them!briefly!to!illustrate!this!point.!!
!
In!Bihar!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29!There!are!many!reasons!why!such!states!have!had!such!dismal!outcomes!for!public!service!
delivery.!Most!accounts!emphasize!the!ways!in!which!political!parties,!higher!level!politicians!
(not!local!leaders!per!se),!and!bureaucrats!collude!to!capture!profits!and!cultivate!vote!banks!
through!patronage,!while!neglecting!public!services!more!generally.!See!Corbridge!et!al.!2013,!
Harriss!2010,!Chandra!2004.!
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In!the!villages!where!I!worked!in!Bihar,!local!government!was!significantly!captured!by!
locallyNdominant!groups.!There!were!instances!of!violence!against!the!low!castes.!While!women!
were!on!the!ballot!for!reserved!seats,!it!was!widely!understood!that!it!was!their!husbands!that!
were!running!and!would!serve!once!elected.!!
NREGA!barely!functioned.!Some!people!received!labor,!but!it!was!minimal.!Most!of!the!
time!the!panchayat!president!kept!laborers’!job!cards,!gave!them!a!small!portion!of!the!
proceeds!from!the!‘labor’!conducted!in!their!names,!hired!large!earthmovers!to!build!projects!
under!the!cover!of!night,!and!used!the!rest!of!the!proceeds!to!line!his!pockets.!My!suspicion,!
based!on!ongoing!interaction!with!both!him!and!higher!bureaucratic!authorities,!is!that!he!was!
himself!under!great!pressure!to!share!profits!with!bureaucrats!at!higher!levels.!With!such!
significant!funds!being!channeled!elsewhere,!it!is!not!clear!to!me!whether!the!panchayat!
president!could!have!implemented!NREGA!properly!even!if!he!wanted!to.!Since!endemic!
corruption!was!so!deeply!entrenched!and!expected,!it!was!probably!just!easiest!for!the!pradhan!
to!simply!“manage”!the!complaints!of!his!constituents!through!other!means!(when!they!even!
bothered!to!complain).!Since!few!received!any!actual!labor,!the!right!to!100!days!employment!
was!certainly!not!forthcoming.!Moreover,!since!projects!were!selected!(by!elites)!to!be!easily!
built!with!machines,!actual!participation!in!project!selection!was!limited.!!
In!many!ways,!this!might!be!one!of!the!worstNcase!scenarios!for!the!performance!of!
local!democracy.!However,!seen!against!the!local!history!even!the!present!situation!was!an!
improvement.!While!local!governments!had!long!been!dominated!by!high!caste!landlords,!over!
the!past!two!election!cycles!a!Yadav,!of!the!other+backwards+classes+(OBC)!category,!had!taken!
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power.30!This!transition!was!no!doubt!supported!by!the!political!climate!of!the!Laloo!Yadav!era,!
who!was!Chief!Minister!of!Bihar!when!this!man!was!originally!elected.!Most!significantly!it!
occurred!because!the!state!government!helped!to!ensure!relatively!free!local!elections!over!the!
last!two!cycles.31!Moreover,!while!low!castes!remain!quite!marginal!within!society!as!a!whole,!
the!present!pradhan’s!dependence!upon!wide!elected!support!was!observable!in!the!ways!that!
he!worked!with,!and!distributed!benefits,!to!various!groups.!Even!the!fact!that!he!shared!
proceeds!from!NREGA!work!with!job!card!holders!hints!at!a!balance!of!power!that!provides!
space!for!some!negotiation!rather!than!unmitigated!domination,!as!was!previously!the!case.32!!
But!what!was!most!remarkable!was!the!way!that!one!group!mobilized!around!their!
interests.!A!scheduled+tribe!group!in!the!panchayat!was!aware!of!their!100!days!of!entitlement!
to!labor!and!angry!that!labor!was!not!forthcoming.!They!seized!upon!the!advice!of!an!NGO!
working!in!the!area!and!traveled!to!the!district!commissioner’s!office!to!complain.!The!
complaint!apparently!had!some!effect,!because!thereafter!they!received!some!labor!(although!
far!from!their!full!entitlement)!and!several!projects!derived!from!NREGA!resources,!including!a!
large!water!tank!for!irrigation!and!some!mango!trees!on!residents’!lands.!Despite!this!group’s!
success,!many!low!caste!and!tribal!groups!continue!to!have!very!little!power!within!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30!OBCs!are!low!in!the!caste!hierarchy,!but!not!to!the!extent!of!scheduled+castes.!Yadav!have!
been!part!of!a!broader!political!movement!in!Bihar!in!the!past!two!decades,!through!which!they!
have!gained!significant!power,!although!low!castes!have!largely!remained!excluded.!See!Witsoe!
2013.!
31!Low!caste!groups!recounted!suppression!and!intimidation!even!during!the!past!election!
cycle;!however,!the!degree!of!violence!decreased!significantly!from!previous!elections!thanks!in!
large!part!to!greater!presence!of!law!enforcement.!This,!in!turn,!appears!to!have!enabled!the!
transition!of!power;!for!the!first!time!in!anyone’s!memory,!a!high!caste!landlord!was!not!
elected.!
32!A!handful!of!the!laborer!that!I!spoke!with,!in!fact,!seemed!to!relish!the!fact!that!they!were!‘in’!
on!the!pradhan’s!con!and!that,!they,!too,!were!getting!money!without!any!work.!These!
interactions!reflected!a!mood!of!cooperation!and!solidarity,!even!if!on!inequitable!terms.!
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panchayat.!At!the!same!time,!the!enforcement!of!elections!appears!to!have!had!effects!on!the!
balance!of!power!within!this!community.!!
!
In!Uttar!Pradesh!
The!panchayats!where!I!worked!in!Uttar!Pradesh!were!somewhat!more!functional.!Like!
Bihar,!women!would!not!serve!in!elected!positions!even!while!their!name!was!on!the!ballot.!
Power!was!concentrated!within!the!hands!of!the!pradhan,!while!ward!members!played!no!
practical!role!in!decisionNmaking.!At!the!same!time,!the!localities!had!also!been!the!site!of!a!
very!robust!political!movement!against!bonded!labor!over!the!preceding!twenty!years.!This,!in!
conjunction!with!the!large!low!caste!population!(a!majority!in!the!primary!panchayat!where!I!
worked),!dislodged!the!power!of!upper!castes!from!control!of!the!panchayat!over!a!decade!
prior.!!
Various!projects!had!been!undertaken!by!NREGA,!including!several!roads,!two!wells,!and!
a!variety!of!small!canals!designed!to!drain!water!from!settlements!during!the!monsoon.!The!
panchayat!had!received!very!significant!resources!from!other!government!programs!as!well.!In!
particular,!it!had!been!designated!an!Ambedkar+Gaon—a!panchayat!with!a!large!low!caste!
population—which!made!it!eligible!for!significant!development!funding!through!a!program!
established!by!Chief!Minister!Mayawati,!the!figurehead!of!a!party!built!upon!low!caste!support.!
The!effects!of!the!large!amount!of!resources!had!been!given!to!the!panchayat!in!recent!years!
were!clearly!visible!in!the!way!that!people!perceived!the!panchayat.!Many!people!had!reported!
that!attendance!had!increasing!within!village!meetings.!One!man!captured!this!sentiment!quite!
well,!recounting!how!all!of!the!development!projects!that!had!occurred!in!recent!years!made!
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him!eager!to!attend!panchayat!meetings,!which!he!had!not!done!in!the!past,!because!he!
wanted!to!see!how!he,!too,!could!benefit.!Further,!the!long!history!of!political!engagement!
within!the!panchayat!appears!to!have!established!a!generally!open!domain!of!engagement,!
where!citizens!felt!able!to!make!demands!and!voice!complaints.!!
For!all!these!reasons,!the!primary!panchayat!in!which!I!worked!in!Uttar!Pradesh!was!
functional!on!comparative!terms.!But!leaders!faced!significant!problems!interacting!with!an!
often!unresponsive!bureaucracy.!The!public!was!aware!of!this.!For!this!reason,!during!the!
previous!election!a!man!had!been!elected!who!was!known!to!have!close!connections!in!the!
Block!Development!Office.!He!put!these!connections!to!good!effect!and!delivered!a!high!
number!of!projects!to!the!panchayat!in!a!relatively!short!amount!of!time.!But!his!connections!
also!allowed!him!to!circumvent!other!processes!of!participation!at!the!local!level,!since!his!
ability!to!do!projects!was!not!based!upon!consensus!but,!rather,!privileged!connections!at!the!
Block!Office.!He!was!very!popular!within!the!hamlets!where!he!was!active,!but!the!distribution!
of!resources!was!inequitable.!There!were!several!hamlets!that!had!received!very!few!resources!
during!his!time!and!they!felt!as!though!they!had!no!channels!through!which!to!contest!this.!
!
Challenging!the!narrative!of!failure!in!decentralization!
A!short!visit!to!either!of!the!aforementioned!study!sites!would!reveal!significant!
problems!in!the!implementation!of!decentralization!and!NREGA.!However,!this!is!only!part!of!
the!story.!When!set!against!the!backdrop!of!a!much!longer!trajectory!of!change,!each!of!these!
cases,!as!well!as!in!my!study!sites!in!Himachal!Pradesh,!reveal!that!decentralization!has!made!
local!government!more!accessible,!that!the!growing!powers!given!to!local!government!have!
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galvanized!engagement!with!elected!authorities,!and!that!these!longer!histories!of!change!have!
helped!to!widen!the!scope!of!participation.!Although!outcomes!have!been!highly!variable,!and!
in!all!cases!only!partially!realized,!these!examples!all!confirm!the!intuition!that!decentralization!
can!be!a!source!of!change,!even!in!less!than!fertile!conditions.!!
Scholars!that!are!pessimistic!about!the!potential!of!decentralizations!to!foster!greater!
political!enfranchisement!in!rural!India!rarely!consider!two!aspects!of!the!evolving!institutional!
context:!(1)!the!degree!of!discretion!devolved!and!(2)!the!time!with!which!local!democratic!
practice!has!had!to!mature.!Chauduri!(2006)!for!example!provides!a!very!extensive!analysis!of!
the!largely!inadequate!implementation!of!the!73rd!constitutional!amendment.!He!shows!that!
most!states!have!not!seen!sufficient!devolution!of!power!and!resource!that!are!necessary!to!
allow!local!governments!to!function;!due!to!the!nature!of!devolution,!local!governments!in!
many!states!have!relied!heavily!upon!bureaucracies!that!are!more!interested!in!maintaining!
their!own!powers—a!situation!common!to!decentralizations!around!the!world!(Ribot!2003).!
However,!scholars!have!yet!to!adequately!analyze!the!way!that!NREGA!has!changed!the!
practice!of!local!democracy.!As!I!have!mentioned!previously,!local!governments!did!have!a!
number!of!important!functions!before!NREGA.!But!the!sheer!scale!of!the!Act!has!transformed!
everyday!functions!of!elected!leaders!while!making!local!governments!meaningful!to!a!degree!
that!was!not!previously!the!case.!Moreover,!local!political!institutions!take!time!to!mature,!as!
the!public!becomes!increasingly!aware!of!their!presence,!how!they!operate,!the!types!of!
services!and!benefits!that!can!provide,!and!how!they!may!advance!claims!effectively.!Often,!
these!may!also!entail!a!longer!process!that!slowly!reworks!the!balance!of!power!and!the!scope!
of!engagement!within!them.!In!short,!the!growing!resources!available!to!panchayats!(especially!
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NREGA)!and!the!slow!entrenchment!of!democratic!practice!that!this!has!made!possible!means!
that!today!local!government!in!India!looks!quite!different!than!Chauduri’s!analysis!in!2006!and!
others—including!the!work!in!the!prominent!edited!volumes!on!decentralization!in!India!by!
Jayal!et!al.!(2006)!and!Singh!and!Sharma!(2007).!!
As!I!have!argued,!institutional!dynamics!are!only!part!of!the!story.!Many!of!the!factors!
that!I!have!analyzed!have!been!observed!elsewhere!as!well.!While!I!have!focused!on!military!
service,!circular!migration!is!prominent!throughout!India,!with!noted!effects!on!the!way!that!
marginal!groups!seek!to!contest!oppressive!forms!of!power!within!their!home!communities!
(Gidwani!and!Sivaramkrishnan!2003,!Gupta!1998).!Likewise,!even!while!educational!gains!have!
been!disappointing!due!to!poor!performance!of!schools,!basic!literacy!has!been!steadily!
increasing!across!the!country!(Drèze!and!Sen!2013).!Likewise!rural!economies!continue!to!
change!through!a!diversification!of!income!generating!opportunities,!a!declining!importance!of!
feudal!or!semiNfeudal!landlordism,!changing!caste!hierarchies,!and!other!factors!(Jeffrey!2008,!
Corbridge!et!al.!2013,!Harriss!2013).!Each!of!these!dimensions!suggest!broader!processes!of!
social!and!economic!change!that!are!in!many!ways!consistent!with!what!I!have!observed!in!
Himachal.!These!observations!also!build!on!earlier!scholarship,!which!has!identified!these!
dynamics!as!influential!factors!in!political!change!(Gupta!1998,!Krishna!2002).!!
These!interwoven!processes!of!social!and!institutional!change!suggest!that!many!of!the!
dynamics!that!I!have!observed!in!Himachal!Pradesh!are!present!elsewhere!as!well,!albeit!to!
varying!degrees.!But!while!there!has!been!very!extensive!scholarship!on!the!successes!of!
decentralization!in!Kerala!(Veron!2001,!Heller!et!al.!2007,!Williams!et!al.!2011)!and!to!a!lesser!
extent!West!Bengal!(Ghatak!and!Ghatak!2007,!Corbridge!et!al.!2005)!and!Karnataka!(Crook!and!
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Manor!1998),!there!remains!limited!attention!to!decentralization!in!Himachal!Pradesh.!As!I!
have!shown!in!this!dissertation,!Himachal’s!relative!success!in!decentralization!provides!an!
excellent!context!to!explore!the!conditions!that!facilitate!the!emergence!of!substantive!
democratic!spaces.!It!is,!however,!the!case!that!elite!capture!remains!formidable!in!many!
localities!in!India,!and!it!is!clear!that!many!states!will!not!achieve!the!degree!of!success!of!
Kerala,!Himachal!Pradesh,!or!others!any!time!soon.!Nonetheless,!I!do!believe!that!the!gradual!
consolidation!of!local!political!institutions!constitutes!a!shift!in!the!experience!of!citizenship!in!
rural!India,!as!I!shall!examine!below.!!
!
Control!or!SelfTgovernance?!!
Several!scholars!have!advanced!critiques!that!relate!to!the!findings!of!this!dissertation,!
which!are!worth!addressing!in!more!detail.!Akil!Gupta!(1998)!provides!an!extraordinary!account!
of!the!changing!political!context!in!Uttar!Pradesh!these!documents,!among!other!things,!the!
unraveling!of!labor!bondage,!the!increasing!bargaining!power!of!low!castes!in!society,!a!
growing!awareness!of!‘development’!as!something!that!might!be!demanded!through!
democratic!politics,!and!the!intensification!of!competition!in!local!electoral!processes.!It!is!
surprising,!therefore,!that!his!recent!book!“Red!Tape”!(2012)!pays!very!little!attention!to!village!
politics!at!all!and!instead!attributes!the!failure!of!India’s!social!programs!to!the!inner!workings!
of!the!bureaucracy.!In!short,!he!argues!that!the!bureaucracy!has!an!inherent!arbitrariness!in!the!
way!it!functions.!There!are!simply!too!many!programs!(several!hundred!at!the!time!of!his!
research),!too!many!targets!to!meet,!too!many!different!actors!to!coordinate,!and!too!many!
contradictory!bureaucratic!requirements!and!procedures.!This!inherent!arbitrariness!means!
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that!people!only!sometimes!receive!their!entitlements!and!programs!repeatedly!fail.!These!
patterns,!he!argues,!explain!the!limited!gains!in!addressing!even!the!most!basic!human!needs!in!
many!parts!of!India—even!despite!years!of!antiNpoverty!efforts!and!a!democratic!political!
system!that!should!incentivize!better!implementation.!Surely,!it!seems,!he!has!a!point.!!
And!yet,!taken!as!a!whole,!his!analysis!is!highly!problematic.!The!most!immediate!
objection!that!one!might!raise!is!his!focus!on!the!arbitrariness!of!the!bureaucracy.!In!Harriss!
and!Jeffrey’s!(2013:!507)!penetrating!words,!“Gupta’s!central!argument!that!the!injustice!
perpetrated!by!the!state!is!the!outcome!of!the!arbitrariness!of!bureaucratic!action!fails!to!
confront!the!abundant!evidence!of!the!significance!of!caste,!class!and!gender!privilege.”!
Likewise,!Harriss!and!Jeffrey!(2013)!point!out!that!Gupta!has!failed!to!consider!the!ways!that!
political!parties!and!democratic!politics!are!implicated!in!poor!bureaucratic!performance,!since!
the!incumbent!party!holds!tremendous!sway!over!the!bureaucracy!and!depends!upon!these!
linkages!as!a!means!to!distribute!patronage!(and,!through!this,!indirectly!raise!funds!for!the!
party)!(see!also!Chandra!2004,!Harriss!2010,!Witsoe!2012).!But!the!problematic!element!of!this!
analysis!that!is!most!directly!related!to!this!dissertation!is!that!Gupta’s!data!is!in!fact!derived!
from!ethnographic!fieldwork!in!the!early!1990s,!before!decentralization.!He!notes!that!the!
empirical!data!might!look!different!after!the!implementation!of!the!73rd!constitutional!
amendment,!but!suggests!that!the!underlying!patterns!would!be!largely!the!same.!!
I!do!not!doubt!that!many!of!the!bureaucratic!characteristics!that!he!explores!would!hold!
true!today.!But!the!truth!is!that!a!growing!array!of!schemes—NREGA!is!only!one!of!these—
relies!upon!a!partnership!with!the!bureaucracy!and!local!governments!for!their!
implementation.!As!I!illustrated!in!chapter!4,!while!bureaucrats!previously!had!to!navigate!the!
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village!context!through!local!intermediaries,!now!they!must!do!so!increasingly!through!elected!
panchayat!representatives.!It!is!worth!considering,!for!example,!Gupta’s!example!of!a!young!
man!who!needs!a!permit!to!sell!his!land!but!fails!to!provide!the!appropriate!bribe!and!is!
humiliated!by!the!land!records!administrator.!One!needs!only!to!consider!what!would!happen!if!
the!young!man!were!of!a!politically!strategic!constituency!in!the!panchayat!and!the!record!
keeper!was!under!pressure!from!a!partyNaffiliated!leader!to!provide!the!permit.!Indeed,!within!
the!complex!matrix!of!party!politics,!local!power,!and!bureaucratic!actors,!panchayat!politics!
injects!new!dynamics!into!power!relations.!This!does!not!necessarily!alleviate!the!very!real!
challenges!with!bureaucratic!procedures!that!Gupta!highlights,!but!nor!is!it!possible!to!say!that!
the!bureaucracy!is!wholly!arbitrary;!outcomes!are,!and!increasingly!so,!patterned!by!political!
power.!!
If!Gupta’s!analysis!fails!to!consider!the!local!democratic!channels!that!are!instrumental!
in!allowing!citizens!to!engage!in!development!processes,!this!is!certainly!true!of!other!scholars!
that!have!focused!on!the!depoliticizing!effects!of!development!practice.!Both!James!Ferguson!
(1994)!and!Tania!Li!(2007a),!for!example,!discuss!the!ways!that!technical!interventions!
prescribed!by!experts!and!policy!makers!often!limit!the!scope!of!politics!by!neglecting!the!
broader!structural!factors!involved!in!the!production!of!poverty!and!marginalization.!Certainly!
Ferguson!pays!scant!attention!to!the!microNlevel!politics!that!development!often!invokes,!
notwithstanding!his!hope!for!transformative!political!action!from!the!“diverse!categories!of!
people!who!craft!their!everyday!tactics!of!coping!with,!adapting!to,!and…!resisting!the!
established!social!order”!(Ferguson!1994:!281).!While!it!is!not!clear!in!Ferguson’s!writing!what!
may!produce!such!action,!Li!more!explicitly!seeks!to!examine!“the!conditions!under!which!
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expert!discourse!is!punctured!by!a!challenge!it!cannot!contain;!moments!when!the!targets!of!
expert!schemes!reveal,!in!word!and!deed,!their!own!critical!analysis!of!the!problems!that!
confront!them”!(Li!2007a:!11).!!
There!is!certainly!an!element!of!truth!in!the!diagnoses!presented!by!these!arguments.!It!
is!clear!that!solutions!offered!by!experts,!policy!makers,!and!bureaucrats!typically!present!very!
limited!solutions!to!complex!problems.!And!although!decentralizations!claim!to!be!about!selfN
governance,!it!is!certainly!true!that!the!powers!devolved!reflect!the!ideological!objectives!of!
central!actors.!But!I!have!several!objections!to!this!line!of!analysis.!First!of!all,!both!of!these!
scholars!see!coherence!in!the!regimes!of!governance!that!emerge!around!development.!But!I!
think!that!if!we!examine!the!73rd!constitutional!amendment,!NREGA,!and!other!prominent!
legislation!over!the!past!decade,!we!see,!rather,!a!diffuse!array!of!ideas!and!objectives!of!the!
many!policy!makers,!activists,!and!politicians!involved!in!crafting!and!passing!legislation.!
Likewise,!implementation!bears!the!imprint!of!a!diversity!of!the!interests!and!aspirations!of!
many!different!actors!across!the!stateNsociety!divide.33!Second,!neither!of!these!scholars!
consider!how!electoral!politics!may!be!instrumental!in!producing!more!effective!or!responsive!
development.!I!suspect!that!this!reflects!in!large!part!the!lack!of!credible!democratic!channels!
and!a!general!disenfranchisement!of!the!public!within!Lesotho!and!Sulawesi,!Indonesia.!But!
their!focus!also!aligns!with!a!broader!tendency!to!idealize!acts!of!activism!from!outside!of!the!
established!order.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33!Tania!Li!(2005)!reveals!a!similar!sentiment!in!her!critique!of!the!seeming!coherence!of!state!
schemes!as!described!by!Scott!(1998).!But!while!she!certainly!does!pay!attention!to!the!microN
level!politics!of!policy,!she!still!seems!to!suggest!that!the!way!that!actors!and!institutions!
coalesce!around!particular!development!projects!constitute!a!more!or!less!coherent!regime!of!
governance,!rather!than!a!diverse!and!disparate!collection!of!actors!with!evolving!ideals,!
interests,!and!objectives.!See!especially!Li!2007b.!
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Each!of!these,!I!believe,!has!led!these!scholars!to!neglect!the!sometimes!truly!
emancipatory!politics!that!may!emerge!within!formal!political!systems,!even!despite!the!
technocratic!policies!that!may!emerge!from!them.34!NREGA!is!a!case!in!point.!It!is!a!safety!net!
built!around!limited!entitlements!that!emerged!on!the!agenda!through!nationalNlevel!political!
activism.!But!as!the!largest!such!safety!net!ever!provided!to!the!rural!poor!in!India,!which!has!
had!measurable!impact!on!wages!of!the!most!poor!and!marginal!and!granted!them!greater!
leverage!in!negotiating!labor!relations!with!dominant!landlords!(Drèze!and!Sen!2013,!Jakimow!
2014),!it!is!hard!not!to!see!it!as!transformative—socially,!politically,!and!economically.!But!more!
to!the!point,!I!would!like!to!suggest!that!the!entrenchment!of!formal!democratic!practices,!
most!significantly!through!local!political!institutions!that!are!accessible!to!the!public,!changes!
how!we!might!view!development!politics.!Political!agency!cannot!be!understood!in!terms!of!
resistance!to!a!dominant!discourse!of!development!in!contexts!where!the!public!has!significant!
control!of!the!determining!the!local!developmental!agenda.!And!even!while!this!occurs!within!
very!significant!limitations!imposed!by!the!bureaucracy,!elected!leaders!and!citizens!alike!have!
been!able!to!reinterpret!available!tools!to!fit!their!needs.!Moreover,!it!is!important!to!note!that!
these!forms!of!engagement!are!not!occurring!within!transient!spaces!tied!to!specific!programs,!
but!are!part!of!a!permanent!institutional!structure!that!serves!as!a!vehicle!for!everyday!
engagement.!Far!from!an!antiNpolitics,!devolving!developmental!powers!to!local!political!
institutions!is!generative!of!citizenship—it!establishes!local!conditions!under!which!people!can!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34!But!while!Ferguson’s!earlier!work!seems!to!view!the!state!apparatus!as!inherently!predatory,!
he!has!become!more!attentive!to!the!role!of!formal!politics!as!a!vehicle!of!representation.!
There!is!a!chapter!in!his!forthcoming!book!will!analyze!the!“declarations!of!dependence”!
through!which!social!movements!in!Africa!have!demanded!social!protection!from!the!state.!He!
argues!that!claiming!such!a!right!on!the!basis!of!citizenship!is,!indeed,!a!profoundly!political!act.!
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exercise!claims!for!the!fulfillment!of!rights.!These!are!the!politics!that!challenge!the!balance!of!
local!power.35!
Witsoe’s!(2013)!recent!book,!provocatively!titled!“Democracy+Against+Development”,!
takes!up!some!of!these!themes!to!examine!caste!politics!and!development!in!Bihar.!Building!on!
Partha!Chatterjee’s!earlier!work,!he!argues!that!“political!life!in!India!can!be!usefully!conceived!
as!a!creative!tension!between!a!“politics!of!the!governed”!(Chatterjee!2004)!revolving!around!
the!project!of!stateNdirected!development!and!a!populist!politics!of!caste!based!democratic!
empowerment”!(Witsoe!2013:!20).!His!argument!is!an!interesting!one,!to!say!the!least.!While!
rational!development!and!antiNpoverty!legislation!has!provided!various!limited!solutions!to!
complex!problems!(a!perspective!that!resonates!with!Li,!Ferguson,!and!Chatterjee),!the!
interweaving!of!state!and!society!through!forms!of!political!mediation,!much!as!I!have!
discussed!throughout!the!dissertation,!creates!a!politicalNadministrative!system!that!is!
incapable!of!impartially!implementing!these!programs.!As!a!result,!he!argues,!“democracy!
cannot!simply!be!about!electing!leaders!who!represent!their!constituents!by!reflecting!their!
interests!in!policy!formulation…![Because]!there!is!no!impartial!state!apparatus!capable!of!
effectively!implementing!policy!changes…!politics!in!India,!and!especially!Bihar…!revolves!
instead!around!the!naked!exercise!of!power”!(Witsoe!2013:!13).!Indeed,!politics!is!significantly!
structured!by!caste!networks!that!imply!domination!and!subordination.!But!whereas!Chatterjee!
(2004)!sees!the!limitations!of!such!relations!for!political!empowerment,!Witsoe!(2013)!shows!
how!low!caste!politics!coalesced!into!a!political!movement!during!Laloo!Yadav’s!Bihar!that!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35!While!my!dissertation!focuses!on!the!politics!of!development!within!local!political!
institutions,!a!number!of!scholars!in!India!have!noted!the!way!that!development!is!interwoven!
with!the!production!of!democratic!citizenship!more!generally,!for!example!Gupta!(1998),!
Corbridge!et!al.!(2005),!and!Witsoe!(2013).!
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dismantled!a!state!apparatus!with!deep!bias!toward!dominant!castes.!And!while!the!impacts!
had!dire!impacts!for!basic!security!and!viability!of!the!state,!it!paradoxically!also!served!as!a!
vehicle!of!empowerment!for!some!groups.36!
Witsoe’s!attention!to!the!complex!and!the!often!contradictory!relationship!between!
development!and!democratic!politics!practice!serves!as!an!excellent!counterpoint!to!scholars!
discussed!above.!Likewise,!I!appreciate!that!he!approaches!democracy!and!development!not!as!
coherent!projects,!but!as!ideas!imbued!with!multiple!meanings,!which!are!animated!by!political!
practice!in!diverse!and!often!unpredictable!ways.!But!I!think!his!claims!about!the!nature!of!the!
state!and!its!inability!to!deliver!upon!policy!is!overstated.!Likewise,!his!insistence!that!
postcolonial!democracy!inevitably!occurs!through!the!domination!and!subordination!of!local!
power!relationships,!a!view!he!borrows!from!Chatterjee!(2004),!seems!to!preclude!the!
realization!of!a!substantive!rightsNbearing!citizenship.!In!contrast,!I!have!argued!that!the!
reconstitution!of!local!identities!and!terms!of!social!relations!provides!the!possibility!of!
marginal!groups!being!enfranchised!within!emerging!political!spaces!not!as!subjects!of!
patronage!but!as!citizens!with!a!more!equitable!seat!at!the!table.!And!where!this!is!the!case,!I!
suggest!that!politics!is!certainly!more!than!a!fight!for!resources!driven!by!the!‘naked!exercise!of!
power’.!!
Indeed,!in!the!preceding!pages,!we!saw!local!leaders!and!citizens!working!closely!to!craft!
solutions!to!local!problems.!Sometimes!this!has!occurred!through!caste!favoritism.!On!the!
other!hand,!local!electoral!processes!have!often!motivated!leaders!to!work!for!the!interests!of!
many!different!groups!within!their!constituency.!Further,!emergence!of!more!diverse!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36!It!is!important!to!note!that!while!it!did!serve!to!empower!the!Yadav!OBCs,!the!scheduled!
castes!saw!no!such!gains!within!this!period.!
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leadership!has!allowed!a!diversity!of!individuals!to!participate!directly!in!these!processes.!In!this!
context,!project!selection!and!implementation!has!often!appeared!more!closely!to!resemble!
processes!of!rational!planning!than!a!roughNandNtumble!competition!for!resources.!Witsoe!is!
right!that!the!ability!of!politicians!to!represent!citizens!is!contingent!upon!a!strong!state!that!is!
capable!of!following!through!with!public!decisions.!Here,!the!strengthening!of!local!political!
institutions!in!the!context!of!a!deepening!sense!of!rights!has!enabled!a!diversity!of!individuals!
to!participate!in!these!local!processes!of!planning.!These!forms!of!local!political!agency!have!
not!yet!been!adequately!theorized.!However,!I!believe!that!they!may!become!a!central!part!of!
the!experience!of!citizenship!that!has!emerged!through!democratic!decentralization.!!
!
Rights,!Democratic!Institutions,!and!the!Changing!Experience!of!Citizenship!in!Contemporary!
India!
As!I!have!argued!throughout!this!dissertation,!rights!are!integral!to!democratic!
citizenship.!A!notable!development!in!recent!years!is!the!trend!toward!rightsNbased!legislation!
in!India,!which!has!expanded!the!scope!of!formal!citizenship!rights!to!include!a!right!to!work,!
information,!education,!and!food!to!all!citizens!of!India!(Jayal!2013),!including!NREGA,!The!Right!
to!Information!Act!(2005),!Right!to!Education!Act!(2009),!and!the!National!Food!Security!Bill!
(2013).!Witsoe!(2013)!points!out!that!these!burgeoning!rights,!to!a!significant!degree,!come!to!
the!fore!through!the!efforts!of!mostly!middleNclass!activists,!who!have!sought!to!complement!
the!informal!aspects!of!political!practice!that!characterize!most!citizens’!experience!of!the!state!
with!a!more!exacting!basis!for!legal!entitlements.!Yet,!despite!this,!there!remains!an!everN
present!disjuncture!between!rights!on!paper!and!rights!in!practice;!as!Chatterjee!(2004:!38)!has!
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argued,!“Most!of!the!inhabitants!of!India!are!only!tenuously,!and!only!then!ambiguously!and!
contextually,!rightsNbearing!citizens!in!the!sense!imagined!by!the!constitution”.!The!problem!is!
even!greater!than!a!lack!of!responsive!political!institutions;!citizens!quite!often!lack!recourse!to!
formal!processes!that!may!permit!grievances!redressal!through!bureaucratic!mechanisms,!
courts,!or!other!channels.37!
Some!scholars!have!gone!so!far!as!to!see!the!growing!social!programs!and!the!
burgeoning!‘rights’!agenda!in!contemporary!India!as!an!impediment!to!more!progressive!
political!change.!Partha!Chatterjee!(2008:!53),!for!example,!has!argued!that!antiNpoverty!
programs!over!the!past!decade!have!served!as!a!“necessary!political!condition!for!the!
continued!rapid!growth!of!corporate!capital”!in!so!far!as!they!serve!as!a!vehicle!to!placate!the!
“’dangerous!classes’”!(see!also!the!very!similar!argument!of!Waquar!Ahmed!and!Ipsita!
Chatterjee,!2013).!In!a!similar!vein,!Chandhoke!(2014)!argues!that!while!politicians!have!been!
eager!to!capture!political!support!by!enacting!rightsNbased!legislation,!they!have!failed!to!
ensure!adequate!implementation.!More!generally,!she!suggests!that!civil!society!actors!have!
settled!for!largely!insufficient!state!welfare!policies!rather!than!pursuing!an!agenda!for!more!
transformative!change;!she!says,!“What!we!are!seeing!is!a!minor!tinkering!of!symptoms,!rather!
than!the!cause!of!the!malaise!of!illNbeing!in!India”!(Chandhoke!2014:!46).!Clearly,!these!scholars!
are!right!in!their!view!that!rather!modest!entitlements!are!not!a!substitute!for!a!more!radical!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37!I!followed!a!labor!union!in!Uttar!Pradesh!as!they!sought!to!claim!their!unemployment!
allowance!in!NREGA!that!had!not!been!awarded!to!them!by!the!bureaucracy!(although!they!
were!clearly!entitled).!As!a!wellNorganized!civil!society!group!with!connections!to!urban!activist!
lawyers,!they!had!far!more!resources!at!their!disposal!than!individual!laborers!can!usually!
command.!Remarkably,!they!filed!their!case!under!several!different!courts,!each!time!being!told!
that!the!court!did!not!have!the!jurisdiction!to!rule.!At!the!time!I!left,!there!was!still!no!
resolution.!
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redistribution!of!wealth,!power,!and!opportunity!in!the!country!as!a!whole.!But!even!if!
insufficient,!it!would!be!a!mistake!to!dismiss!these!efforts!as!insignificant.!As!I!have!noted!
above,!NREGA!is!the!largest!such!safety!net!ever!provided!to!the!rural!poor!in!India,!and!it!has!
had!measurable!impact!on!the!wages!and!bargaining!power!of!the!most!marginal!populations!
in!the!country!(Drèze!and!Sen!2013,!Jakimow!2014).!These!gains!should!not!be!taken!lightly.!
Further,!the!suggestion!that!such!social!legislation!has!subverted!more!transformative!
political!action!ignores!the!ways!in!which!it!has!galvanized!political!engagement!by!providing!
space!for!leveraging!claims!that!would!not!otherwise!have!been!possible.!Anuradha!Joshi!
(2010),!for!example,!has!explored!the!extent!to!which!formal!rightsNbased!legislation!succeeds!
in!empowering!the!poor!to!claim!their!entitlements!in!an!aptly!titled!article,!“Do+Rights+Work?”!
She!concludes!that!quite!often!they!do!not!work!as!they!are!supposed!to,!for!the!reasons!
mentioned!above.!But!this!is!only!half!of!the!story.!Rights!have!important!indirect!effects!on!
political!mobilization.!They!empower!proNpoor!civil!society!groups!to!leverage!claims!while!also!
shifting!the!terms!of!public!discussion.!This!mirrors!the!assertion!of!Corbridge!et!al.!(2005)!that!
discourses!of!participation!and!rights!resonate!with!popular!aspirations!and,!even!while!only!
partially!fulfilled,!can!provide!the!vocabulary!to!leverage!claims!on!a!nonNperforming!state.!
More!fundamentally,!I!suggest,!the!burgeoning!array!of!rights!provide!guideposts!by!which!
entitlements!are!understood.!As!I!have!argued!throughout!the!dissertation,!the!establishment!
of!formal!rights!and!creation!of!political!spaces!to!exercise!them!has!had!a!productive!effect!on!
political!practice!at!the!local!level.!While!it!is!easy!to!valorize!large!and!visible!social!movements!
as!a!means!for!largeNscale!transformation,!everyday!patterns!of!political!engagement,!such!as!
those!I!have!documented,!are!in!any!case!necessary!to!ensure!that!state!services!reach!the!
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poor.!To!the!extent!that!NREGA!has!fueled!the!process!of!democratic!deepening,!its!gains!have!
been!far!greater!than!social!welfare!alone.!
To!date,!scholars!have!given!little!serious!attention!to!the!role!of!NREGA!in!the!
consolidation!of!local!political!institutions.!While!many!have!expressed!hope!that!empowering!
local!governments!to!oversee!its!implementation!would!energize!these!institutions!“by!giving!
them,!for!the!first!time,!substantial!resources!and!a!clear!purpose”!(Drèze!and!Sen!2013:!201),!
few!studies!have!actually!explored!its!effects!on!political!practice.!Corbridge!and!Srivastava!
(2013)!recently!analyzed!very!old!data!on!an!employment!scheme!that!was!a!precursor!to!
NREGA.!They!see!no!difference!between!Bihar!and!Madya!Pradesh,!despite!the!fact!that!only!
the!latter!had!functioning!Panchayati!Raj!institutions!at!the!time.!However,!because!the!scale!of!
NREGA!is!significantly!greater!than!previous!employment!schemes,!as!are!the!protections!for!
accountability,!I!doubt!whether!it!is!comparable!to!older!employment!schemes.!In!a!brief!article!
based!on!fieldwork!in!Madya!Pradesh,!Manor!(2013)!has!argued!that!while!NREGA!has!greatly!
increased!the!resources!available!for!local!governments!to!do!development,!bureaucratic!
requirements!still!significantly!constrain!the!scope!of!deliberation.!For!most!other!scholars,!
NREGA!seems!to!occur!as!just!another!scheme!implemented!by!local!government,!without!
considering!how!its!sheer!scale!has!affected!the!importance!of!these!institutions!overall!(Harriss!
2010,!Witsoe!2011,!Abraham!2014).!In!short,!the!effects!of!NREGA!on!local!political!practice!
have!not!received!significant!attention.!!!
As!I!have!argued!throughout!this!dissertation,!the!extensive!resources!devolved!to!local!
governments!under!NREGA!has!propelled!the!deepening!of!local!democracy.!Indeed,!NREGA!
has!done!far!more!than!just!create!a!‘right!to!labor’!(itself!very!important).!It!has!built!on!an!
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existing!institutional!structure!to!further!consolidate!a!place!where!citizenship!can!find!
meaningful!expression—not!simply!through!interaction!with!partyNaffiliated!power!holders!or!
through!universal!franchise,!but!by!advancing!claims!for!resources,!recognition,!and!power!
through!everyday!interaction!with!formal!democratic!institutions!at!the!local!level.!!
I!would!suggest!that!the!longer!trajectory!of!establishing!local!democratic!spaces!and!
endowing!them!with!resources!and!powers—a!process!that!has!unfolded!over!the!past!two!
decades—is!changing!the!experience!of!citizenship!in!rural!India.!In!an!era!of!decentralization,!
local!governments!have!come!to!play!an!increasingly!important!role!in!shaping!modalities!of!
stateNsociety!interaction.!This!has!gained!momentum!is!recent!years!through!the!growing!
resources!devolved!to!panchayats.!However,!up!until!now,!the!role!of!panchayats!have!been!
largely!downplayed!by!scholars!working!on!villageNlevel!politics.!For!example,!Krishna!(2011),!
based!on!data!from!the!midN2000s,!argues!that!due!to!a!lack!of!resources!and!discretion,!
panchayats!remain!of!limited!importance!as!a!node!of!accessing!state!services;!instead,!he!
focuses!on!the!way!that!access!unfolds!through!other!kinds!of!unelected!intermediaries.!
Corbridge!et!al.!(2005)!pay!some!attention!to!the!panchayat!structure,!but!again,!due!to!the!
limited!resources!given!to!panchayats!during!their!period!of!fieldwork,!they!pay!far!more!
attention!to!the!broader!politicalNinstitutional!system!through!which!citizens!encounter!the!
state.!Witsoe’s!(2011,!2013)!more!recent!work,!however,!reflects!the!growing!importance!of!
the!panchayat!as!a!center!for!the!practice!of!local!politics,!which!he!considers!as!important!for!
understanding!the!broader!trajectory!of!political!change!he!seeks!to!document.!For!Chhatre!
(2008),!the!panchayat!is!a!crucial!link!within!a!broader!web!of!institutions!operating!at!multiple!
scales.!Moreover,!the!growing!importance!of!panchayats!extends!well!beyond!NREGA;!the!
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creation!of!panchayats!provides!an!institutional!basis!in!which!to!implement!a!variety!of!
programs,!a!trajectory!that!seems!likely!to!continue.!!
The!changes!brought!by!building!and!strengthening!democratic!institutions!are!often!
slow,!but!the!effects!can!be!significant.!Moreover,!it!is!possible!that!the!changes!thus!far!
observed!are!only!scratching!the!surface!of!a!broader!reorientation!of!political!practice.!As!I!
have!argued,!local!government!is!uniquely!important!to!the!experience!of!citizenship.!For!years,!
citizens!have!understood!their!relationship!to!the!democratic!system!through!the!work!of!local!
party!operatives!and!the!asymmetric!relationships!through!which!they!operate.!Local!
government!holds!the!potential!to!furnish!a!more!direct!and!equitable!access!to!state!power,!as!
I!have!argued!throughout!this!dissertation.!In!chapter!5,!the!sense!of!entitlement!for!both!
projects!and!labor!expressed!by!the!Charmar,!a!low!caste!group!that!had!previously!been!on!
the!periphery!of!local!political!practice,!provides!a!telling!example.!Local!democracy!provides!an!
institutional!basis!in!which!democratic!rights!may!be!realized;!they!also!serve!as!a!forum!to!
renegotiate!the!distribution!of!local!power.!Finally,!they!provide!a!context!in!which!to!mold!
state!objectives!to!address!diverse!local!needs.!!
However,!as!I!have!shown,!the!establishment!of!democratic!institutions!does!not!itself!
extinguish!existing!forms!of!elite!power.!Yet,!they!can!introduce!subtle!changes!in!the!way!that!
elite!power!is!exercised.!The!longNterm!effects!on!the!relationship!between!political!parties,!the!
public,!and!citizens!remain!unclear.!On!the!one!hand,!elected!panchayat!representatives!may!
be!more!accountable!to!the!public!than!unelected!elites;!yet!there!are!numerous!official!duties!
that!lie!well!beyond!the!discretion!of!the!panchayat,!which!often!require!enlisting!the!more!
extensive!networks!of!local!party!operatives.!But!as!the!panchayat!becomes!an!increasingly!
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important!source!of!local!power,!it!also!holds!the!potential!of!injecting!greater!competition!into!
these!relationships!as!well,!as!elite!power!becomes!interwoven!with!elected!competition!at!the!
panchayat!level,!as!I!have!discussed!in!chapter!4.!!
Beyond!the!village,!the!strengthening!of!local!democratic!institutions!may!also!have!
effects!for!the!practice!of!party!politics!more!generally.!It!is!clear!at!the!local!level!there!is!a!
greater!sense!of!autonomy!among!leaders,!as!one!told!me,!“Now!we!don’t!have!to!bow!down!
before!any!politician!to!do!good!in!the!village”.!It!is!conceivable!that!greater!resources!given!to!
panchayats!could,!over!time,!change!the!calculus!of!party!politics,!since!development!resources!
are!coming!through!other!channels.!This!could,!for!example,!cause!higherNlevel!politicians!to!
develop!other!strategies!to!gather!favor,!for!example!by!paying!greater!attention!to!
underperforming!state!services!than!patronage!politics.!By!eroding!the!basis!of!power!of!some!
parties,!it!could!also!lead!to!a!more!diverse!political!playing!field!at!higher!scales.!Finally,!the!
consolidation!of!local!political!spaces!may!work!to!generate!greater!accountability!of!higherN
level!politicians!by!establishing!an!autonomous!area!within!which!to!agitate!around!local!
interests.!The!longNterm!effects!of!decentralization!on!broader!political!processes!are!difficult!
to!predict,!but!the!establishment!of!local!political!spaces!may!be!just!the!beginning.!
Democratic!deepening!is!subtle.!It!does!not!necessarily!occur!through!large!protests!or!
moments!of!grand!visible!action.!Often,!perhaps!most!often,!it!occurs!through!everyday!
changes!in!patterns!of!political!engagement!that!effect!the!distribution!of!power!at!the!local!
level.!This!dissertation!has!focused!on!the!mutually!influential!relationships!between!
institutional!change!and!social!transformation,!which,!in!the!present!case,!has!widened!the!
scope!for!a!diverse!array!of!social!groups!to!engage!in!public!decisionNmaking!processes.!But!
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this!case!is!not!unique;!rather,!it!joins!a!handful!of!others!published!in!recent!years!that!
document!the!emergence!of!more!equitable!and!inclusive!spaces!for!political!participation!at!
the!local!level.!Amidst!great!social!and!economic!change,!local!elected!institutions!are!become!
more!relevant!and!meaningful!to!citizens’!everyday!interests.!It!is!true!that!a!long!history!of!
political!domination!cannot!be!reversed!overnight;!truly!equitable!spaces!of!local!political!
engagement!lie!well!beyond!range!of!possibility!within!much!of!India!for!the!foreseeable!future.!
Nonetheless,!these!trajectories!of!change!will!almost!surely!reveal!cracks!within!existing!
patterns!of!elite!power.!As!local!democratic!spaces!comes!to!increasingly!reflect!a!diversity!of!
actors,!voices,!and!interests,!outcomes!from!decentralization!may!be!increasingly!positive!in!
the!coming!years.!!
!
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